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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY k
1.0	 INTRODUCTION'
1.1	 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Western Union Telegraph Company Government Systems Division
was awarded a contract by the NASA Lewis Research Center in May 1980 to
provide "Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program." Major objectives of the
planning assistance program were;	 -
o	 to develop demonstration system functional requirements
x
based on Western Unions perception and analysis of func-
tions that''will be required for an operational 30/20 GHz
system.
o	 to	 review	 and	 critique	 Phase II	 aerospace	 and	 new
technology contractors design reports and to make recom-
mendations that reflect Western Union's perspective and
point of view as a common carrier.
The Western Union inputs were utilized by NASA to help;
o	 plan and determine program direction n
o	 establish system functional and technical requirements:
o	 guide technology development :_{
o	 develop an experiment plan.
9
1.2	 PROGRAM BACKGROUND
d
The 30/20 GHz Communications System program has been identified as : J
the new start program tore-establish NASA's satellite communication systems and
technology research and development posture. ;x
`	 Market demand assessment studies have shown the need for an opera-
tional, 30/20 GHz communications satellite system during, the early 1990's to satisfy
*	
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the continued growth in demand for satellite services forecasted to the year 2000.
The forecasts reflect that C-band and Ku-band capacity will be saturated during
that time frame.
Key NASA objectives for the 30/20 GHz program are:
k
o	 efficient utilization of the radio frequency spectrum
o	 development of 30/20 GHz high risk technology
o demonstration of 30/20 GHz system and technology
applicability to commercial satellite services through an
experimental flight system.
To ensure that the 30/20 GHz communications system program meets
its objectives, particularly that related to commercial service applications, NASA
has encouraged active satellite carrier participation through: formation of the
Space Technology Applications and Advisory Committee (STAAC); the Carrier
Working Group (CWG); under contractural arrangements; and as experimenters
utlizing the experimental flight system.
The "Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program" contract awarded
to Western Union on May 1, 1980 resulted from NASA's active effort to have	 j
carrier participation. The key objectives of the Planning Assistance Program were 	 1
identified in ParagraphI.I.
The "Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program" contract
identified ten task requirements to be accomplished by Western Union. The ten
specific tasks were:
j
1.	 Task 1 - Carrier Working Group Participation
j	 2.	 Task 2 - Development of Demonstration System Functional
Requirements	 M1
3. Task 3 - Translation of Functional Requirements to Satellite 	 f
System Technical Requirements
4. Task 4 - Review and Critique of Phase I1 Conceptual Designs	 -'
5. Tank 5 - Review and Critique of Phase II Detailed Designs
2
"	 6.	 Task 6 - Review and Critique of Technology Readiness
Status
7. Task 7 - Development of Experiment Program Plan
8. Task 8 - Review and Critique of Options for Demonstration
Spacecraf t Disposition
9. Task 9 Review and Critique of the Demonstration System 	 r
Requirements Documents.
r'	 10..	 Task 10 Reporting.
!.Y
In April 1981, the scope of the contract was increased to add an
eleventh task, "Worldwide Satellite Market Demand Forecast." The results of the
task efforts were submitted to NASA in the form of Task reports, wherek
	 applicable.
1.2.1	 Final Report Structure
This final report for the "Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz
Program" is contained in three volumes in which the final specific task reports are 	 i
consolidated. The task reports contained in each volume are:
o	 Volume I - Tasks 2 and 3
o	 Volume 1I Tusks 4, 5 and 6
o	 Volume III - Tasks 7 and 9.
Each volume contains an executive summary that identifies the
objectives and results of the reports contained in that volume.
Summaries of the Task 2 and 3 objectives and results are given in
Sections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively.
1.3	 TASK 2 - REVIEW SUMMARY	 t
1.3.1	 Objective	 4
The principle objective of the Task 2 study was to define the functional
requirements for the NASA30/20 GHz demonstration system based on Western
t	 _	 3	
_ _.
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Union's perception, as a carrier, of operational system requirements in the
1990-2000 time frame. The study required, development of substantial support data
leading up to the definition of the demonstration system functional requirements.
Considerations- included: the projected market demand; traffic mix, flow and
distribution; system performance objectives; characterization of the carrier
community; and the 30/20 GHz system itself.
	
1. 3.2
	
Market Assessment
The market analysis used as its basis, previous Western Union, UST&T,
and other studies together with additional potential, markets identified in the
current study. The specific requirements of each type of traffic were then used to
arrive at market projections for the Ka-band in terms of the various types of
satellite carriers and their market interests: Public carriers carrying primarily
switched voice and data between trunking terminals (e.g., AT&T); specialized
carriers using primarily CPS terminals (e.g., SBS) to carry voice and data directly
between customer locations; and specialized carriers (e.g., WU) which provide both
trunking and CPS service. The projected traffic for each of these careers in the
year 2000 has been estimated at 900 GBPS for the public carriers as a group, 200
GBPS for each of two CPS carriers, and 300 GBPS for each of two combination
carriers. Based on these estimates, practical limitations on spacecraft capacity,
and a balance of initial system costs and long term capacity needs, we estimate
that the initial satellite for each type of carrier would have a capacity of 10 GBPS
for a public carrier, 2.5 GBPS for a CPS carrier, and 4 GBPS of trunking and 2
GBPS of CPS for a combination carrier.
	
1.3.3	 Network Connectivity
The connectivity problems of the three types of carriers have been
analyzed in terms of the requirements of the traffic they carry. A public carrier
requires a satellite providing service to points distributed throughout CONUS. A
public carrier normally plans its network in advance to integrate all its transmis-
sion facilities and can therefore use a predetermined satellite configuration.
e
A CPS type private carrier is organized to provide corporate or
organization-wide networks which are normally isolated from each other. These
networks are constantly changing as a result of customer actions. In many cases
some of the user locations will be located in remote areas. Thus a satellite ;for this
type of carrier must have the capability of being reconfigured at high and low
rates, and must be capable of reaching any portion of CONUS. (Indeed it is
precisely the capability of providing a wide range of broadband services to remote
locations that makes a satellite system attractive.)
Combination carriers require both heavy traffic trunking capability and
CPS capability. They must therefore have all the features identified above.
1.3.4	 Propagation Consideration
The rainfall statistics for the seven rain rate climate zones in CONUS
were used to define system power margins needed for various levels of availability
for a well-located satellite. The optimum satellite location was determined to be 	 2
970W longitude. A space diversity separation of 8-10 km separation would be
sufficient.
1.3.5	 Transmission System Considerations
For trunking stations for which a .9999 availability is required, space
diversity is necessary, together with a small amount of adaptive power control (4.9
dB uplink and 8.75 dB downling) and 5 meter antennas. For CPS stations for which
.999 availability is required adaptive power control (7.5 dB) and forward error
G ''
correction is needed except for rain zone E, where it would be necessary to go to
lower burst rates, increased antenna size, and more uplink power.
Open-loop synchronization in which slant range calculations are made
by the master control station and appropriate delay instructions sent to each
trunking or CPS stations is preferred.
An investigation of cross-polarization separation-loss problems
indicates that rain-induced depolarization should not affect system performance
ince the rain induced attenuation will make the signal, unusable first.
r
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1.3.6	 Functional Specification
The functional specifications- for an operational Western Union class.
carrier 30/20 GHz satellite system has been determined. For trunking, the
spacecraft carries 18 fixed .30 beams operating at 500 MBPS each. These are
interconnected by a fully connected IF switch. Three carrier frequencies are
reused six times each.
CPS service uses an additional set of six transponders, each equipped
IT 
with dual TWT's for the downlink to provide two independent 26 56 MBPS signals at
full power. The uplinks will use multiple 32 and 128 MBPS channels. A Baseband
Processing Unit will be used to provide full interconnectivity between all CPS
users.
17
1.3.7	 Experimental Svstem Functional Requirements
The proposed experimental system would have a 500 MBPS SS-TDMA, a
274 MBPS FDM and an NTSC analog video (36 MHz BW) capability in the trunking
mode. Seven beams covering all rain zones would be available, with one steerable
beam to measure frequency reuse problems. An on-board TDMA switch would be
used for interconnection of the beams, with additional FDM switching between
some beam pairs. Dual power ( 1 0/75 watt) transponders are required.
Antenna size would be 5 meters for trunidng earth stations and 3.5
meters for CPS earth stations (except 5 meters in rain zone E). Uplink power
would be 150 /450 watts. FEC encoders and decoders (R=1/2, K=7) would be
required in the spacecraft and ground stations for CPS service. A master control
t
station would be required, and full monitoring capabilities should be installed in
both the spacecraft and ground stations.
1.3.8	 Intersatellite Links
Intersatellite links can be used to provide connections between services
(e.g., domestic and international) to reduce the multihop delay. They can also be
used to interconnect other band (C to Ku) satellites to a Ka-band satellite. Athird
I
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application would be to extend to orbital arc available to Ka-band by using two
interconnected satellites for CONUS coverage.
Functional requirements for the intersatellite link are given. From a
`	 system standpoint it appears as additional ports on the spacecraft switch and
Baseband Processing Unit (BPU).
1.4	 TASK 3- REVIEW SUMMARY
1.4.1
	
Objective
The objective of the Task 3 effort was to review and critique the
demonstration system functional design concepts and technical characteristics
developed by the Phase 11 contractors (TRW, Hughes, Ford Aerospace, GE, _RCA)
relative to NASA Statement of Work requirements and Western Union's perception
	 s,
of demonstration system requirements. Each contractor developed multiple
concepts based on a single demonstration flight system. Key constraints placed on
the contractors were cost and restriction of launch vehicle size to a SUSS-0 or
SUSS-A.
1.4.2	 General Comments
All the five contractors proposed multiple design concepts. In general,
all five contractors meet the minimum NASA Statement of Work requirements for
a single demonstration flight. No single concept demonstrates a high degree of
scalability-to an operational system. Each design concept has significant design
advantages whereas certain aspects were lacking. A number of assumptions seem
to be made under ideal_ conditions thereby limiting the potential of the demonstra-
tion system. There also appears to be no effort made to be consistent with the
sub-systems being developed by other Contractors under the technology develop-
ment program.
}
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1.4.3	 Key Features of Contractor ' s Design Concepts
E
i
i
L
1.4.3.1	 TRW
TRW has proposed three space segment design concepts. Concept I
utilizes a. single 4 meter antenna for combined fixed and scanning beam operation.
Two identical apertures are employed; one each for the Eastern and. Western
regions of CON US. The fixed and scanning beams are orthogonally polarized. This
concept employs seven transmit and receive fixed beams, of which only four are
active simultaneously. The trunking transmission rate is 512 MBPS per beam.
Connectivity between beams is provided by the SS-TDMA switch. In CPS operation
there are four channels operating at 32 MBPS and one at 128 MBPS. Connectivity
for CPS operation is provided by the baseband processor. Simultaneous trunk and
CPS operation is permitted. The ground station sizes for trunk and CPS are 12 and
3.5 meters, respectively.
Concept II is a reduced cost version of Concept. The receive and trans-
mit apertures are 2 meters and 3 meters respectively. The payload is designed to
operate either in four active trunking terminal beams or two fixed beams plus two
scanning beams. The satellite power is increased to offset the loss in antenna gain
due to smaller aperture. The trunking mode signalling rate is 512 MBPS. The CPS
signalling rate is four channels at 16 MBPS and one 64 MBPS. Cross-connectivity
between trunking and CPS is provided. Complete connectivity is provided by the IF
switch in the trunking mode and the baseband processor in the CPS mode. The
ground stations for trunk and CPS are 12 and 3.5 meters, respectively.
In Concept III, the aperture size is the same as in Concept II and
functionally they are similar. However, in Concept 111, no scanning beams are
generated. Instead, a hyperbolic subreflector is used to general additional fixed
beams to provide approximately 20% CONUS. This concept has two modes of
operations four active trunking beams or four active CPS beams. The baseband
processor is replaced by an SS-FDMA filter processor for CPS operation. Deletion
of variable power dividers for scanning beams and baseband processor results in
reduced payload weight. The data rate for trunking mode is 512 MBPS per beam.
For CPS -mode the SS-FDMA operation provides 144 channels at 64 KBPS, 16
channels at 772 KBPS, and 8 channels at. 1.54 MBPS for SCPC transmission. The
8
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ground station sizes for trunking and CPS are ) meters and 3.3 meters,
respectively.
1.4.3.2	 Hughes
Hughes has proposed two space segment design concepts. Concept 3
uses a 1.8 meter antenna. Any four beams are active at any one time and complete
connectivity is provided by a. 4x4 SS -TDMA switch. The burst rate per beam is 128
MBPS. The Customer Premise Service is provided by one scanning beam with 16
positions. The data rate for CPS is 32 MBPS for each of the two channels. _ This
concept also has an optional feature for FDMA transmission using four -fixed beams
ith transmission rate of 128 MBPS. Only one mode, i.e., TDMA or FDMA is allowed
at a time. There is no cross-connect between CPS and trunking and simultaneous
CPS and trunking is not permitted. The ground station sizes for trunking and CPS
are 5 meters and 3.5 meters, respectively.
Concept 4 Is essentially an enlarged version of Concept 3, The aperture
size is increased to 2.6 meters and trunking beams are increased to 8. Data
transmission rate is 128 MBPS. Complete connectivity is provided by an 8x8 IF
switch matrix. For CPS service scanning beams are increased- to two with two
carriers in each beam. The burst rate is doubled to 32 MBPS. As in Concept 3 this
concept has FDMA transmission using eight fixed beams at 128 MBPS. The TDMA
and FDMA mode can be operated on .a non-simultaneous basis. No cross--
connectivity is provided between trunking and CPS. The trunking and CPS earth
station size is 5 meters. No baseband processor is proposed for either Concept 3 or
Concept 4.
1.4.3.3	 Ford Aerospace
Ford Aerospace has proposed two concepts. Configuration l utilizes an
aperture size of 68 inch and 41 inch diameter for transmit and receive. The
aperture generates seven fixed beams for trunking pointed at Cleveland, Boston or
Miami, Washington D.C. or Houston, Los Angeles or Seattle. Only four of the
seven beams are active at any one time. The burst rate is 128 MBPS and complete
connectivity is provided by 4x4 IF switch matrix. For CPS service two
independently controlled scanning beams are provided. The burst rate for each
i
^xa
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beam is 32 MBPS. The ground station size for trunking service Is 5 meters and for
CPS service the ground station size is 5 meters or 3 meters. No baseband
processor is used in this configuration.
In Configuration 2, the antenna and beam characteristics are same as
Configuration 1. This configuration also includes two 60 MBPS FDMA c^,iA y e s, a
baseband processor and a beacon package for EHF experiment. Siro,0^:,taneous
trunking and CPS operation is allowed in this operation.
1.4.3.4	 General Electric Company
General Electric has proposed two configurations. The fled configura-
tion is the same for both configurations. The transmit and receive apertures are 37
inch and 25 inch respectively. The antenna generates 13 beams to provide
complete CONUS coverage. In Alternative A t SS-TDMA, 5S-FDMA and a packing
switching are proposed. In TDMA trunking mode complete connectivity is provided
by a 40 IF switch matrix. The transmission data rate per beam is 128 MBPS. In
packet switching mode, the connectivity is provided by a 13:1 beam hopper switch.
In FDMA mode the transmission data rate is 128 MBPS. NO baseband processing is
used for CPS service. Simultaneous CPS and trunking is not allowed and there is no
cross-connect between CPS and trunk.
Alternative B is essentially the same as Alternative A. _ The beam
combining is done at IF and SS-FMDA switch is reduced from 13x13 to 6x6. This
configuration makes more efficient use of transponder compared to Alternative A
a
and results in reduced weight. The ground station sizes for trunking and CPS
service are 5 meter and 3 meters, respectively.
1.4.3.E	 RCA
RCA Astro has proposed two concepts. In Concept 1 four fixed beams
for trunking and two scanning beams for CPS service are proposed. RCA has 	 r
proposed to use the antenna subsystem 'being developed under technology develop-
ment contracts. The transmission rate for trunking is 256 MBPS and 32 MBPS for
CPS service. This concept does not have cross-connect between CPS and trunking
PW
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and no baseband processor is used for CPS service. The ground station size for
trunking operation is 3 meters and 5 meters or 3 meters for CPS service.
Concept 1A is essentially the same as Concept 1 except additional
capabilities in descending order are included. These additional capabilities are:
baseband processor, SS-DMA, data rate variation, simultaneous operation of trunk
and CPS and eclipse operation.
1.4.4
	
Negative Aspects of the System Design Concepts
In general, the design concepts proposed by all five contractors meet
the minimum NASA Statement of Work requirements. However, the following
aspects have not been adequately addressed.
i
^k
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1. Although frequency reuse has been demonstrated by all design
concepts, far greater frequency reuse will be required to achieve
10 GBPS throughput which is the projected maximum throughput.
	 j
2. None of the antenna designs have a steerable beam to evaluate
the interbeam interference.	 4
3. The satellite location at 100 degrees west longitude is the ,
optimum location. None of the design concepts has evaluated the
impact of satellite location on the availability as the satellite is
located towards the extreme positions of the useable arc.
4. Only TRW's Concept 1 and Ford's design have simultaneous
trunking and CPS tranmisssion mode.
5. Although all design concepts meet the margin requirements, none
of the design reports have investigated an optimum strategy as
related to coding scheme, power control and data reduction.
6. Only TRW has proposed extensive instrumentation for monitoring
the performance parameters, however, the impact of such
instrumentation on cost, power and weight is not evaluated. None
of the ' other design concepts have proposed instrumentation to
monitor the system parameters and performance.
7. Only TRW's Concept I and II, Ford 's Configuration lI and RCA's
Concept 1 A have proposed baseband processing for CPS service.
	 #`
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S. Only RCA has made an effort to Implement the sub-systems being
developed under technology contracts. However, she interface
problems of various sub-systems has not been addressed.
9. Hughes and QE have not proposed the use of baseband processor- in
any of their system designs for CPS service. TRW, Ford and RCA
have proposed the use of baseband processor in at least one of
their design concepts.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This study defines the characteristics of 30/20 GHz
satellite systems to be used in support of projected
communication requirements of the 1990's.
	 The study
encompasses a requirements analysis which develops
projected market demand for satellite services by
general and specialized carriers, an analysis of the
impact of propagation and system constraints on 30/20
GHz operation, development of a set of technical per-
formance characteristics for the 30/20 GHz systems
which can serve the resulting market demand, and
finally defining the experimental program necessary to
verify technical and operational aspects of the pro-
posed systems.
The market analysis in this study takes as its basis
previous Western Union and other reports on the ad-
dressable	 and	 accessible	 satellite market demand.
Data from these studies, together with that derived	 S
from additional potential markets identified in the
current study, have been combined- and analyzed.
	 The.
specific requirements of each type of traffic were
then used to arrive at market projections for the Ka-
i
band in terms of the various types of satellite
1
_
acarriers and their market interest.
	
The traffic mix
identified for each type of currier results in a pro-
jection of three types of Ka-band satellites; An all
trunking satellite, an all CPS satellite, and a satel-
lite combining both types of service.
An analysis of propagation factors at Ka -band identi-
fied suitable modes of operation for normal and rain
affected operation in each region of the U.S. By
combining the market and operation mode studi-es, a set
of functional specifications for a satellite applica-
ble to a Western Union class carrier was established.
By comparing these specifications with currently
available technology and considering the minimum re-
quirements for a useful satellite system, a set of
functional requirements for the proposed experimental
satellite was obtained.	 Such a satellite would be
used to investigate presently assumed propagation
effects, prove out necessary new technology, and pro-
vide an experimental system to assess the applicabili-
ty of the Ka Band to commercial service offerings.
In addition, certain topics requiring further investi-
gation have been identified, and potential uses of an
intersatellite link considered.
Discussion of potential uses of Ka-band satellites
normally places great emphasis on the channel avai 1-
ability problem due to weather related attenuation
r^I
14'
increases.	 Methods to resolve this problem require
considerable investment in additional hardware, loss
of system capacity, and complex control procedures.
Without any attempt to minimize the importance of the
availability problem at Ka-band, it must be realized
that in normal use a Ka-band facility will represent
only a part of any entity's total communication capa-
bility.	 Typically a carrier using a Ka-band trunking
network will have other, trunking facilities as well,
be they terrestrial	 C-band, or Ku-band, interconnec-
ted into a single communication network. 	 Similarily,
a company served by a network of CPS stations opera
ting at Ka-band will also have available alternate
communication facilities for voice and low to medium
speed data via the standard telephone network (message
telephone system or MTS)	 Such alternate routing i
capabilities for both carrier and private networks are
routinely used today in all terrestrial systems.
Examining the Ka-band availability from the standpoint
of the user -, loss of the Ka-band facility represents a
loss of Capacity, not a total interruption of commun-
ication.	 (This is not always true for wide band fa-
cilities, but most of these are not used for real-time
traffic or represent lower priority "real-time" ser 4
j vices which can be del ayed if necessary.) 	 r
a
Thus the user is faced with either a loss of through-
.Yt	 .
put or increase in blocking probability during a Ka-
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a
band outage, or is forced to use higher cost channels
(e.g. MTS), or both.	 The net result is an increase in
cost per unit of traffic. Thus, while the effects of
Ka-band outages will certainly be a factor in a deci-
sion to implement a Ka-band network, they should not
be the overriding factor in determining suitability of
Ka-band transmission systems for given services:
A more detailed summary of the report is given below.
The sections are keyed to the main sections of the
report.
2.0	 MARKET ASSESSMENT
i
L The	 three	 major	 traffic	 categories	 identified	 in	 the
previous	 studies--data,	 voice,	 and	 video---were	 further
k
broken
	 down	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 characteristics	 affected
by	 Ka-band	 satellite	 performance	 limitations.	 These
I
E
are	 primarily	 availability	 and	 lack	 of	 global	 (CONUS)
I beam	 coverage.	 In	 later	 sections	 of	 this	 report,
designs
	
for	 trunking	 and	 CPS	 earth	 stations	 are	 shown
which
	 will	 yield	 availabilities	 of	 .9999	 and	 .999,
respectively,	 over	 the	 entire	 continental	 United
t
States	 (CONUS)	 The	 lack	 of	 full	 CONUS	 coverage
beams	 can	 be	 circumvented	 by	 using	 simultaneous	 or
sequential	 transmission	 on	 many	 spot	 beams.	 Thus	 it
will	 be	 possible	 to	 install	 purely	 Ka	 band	 transmis-
. sion	 networks	 to	 satisfy	 any	 reasonable	 system	 re-
-' quirements.	 -There	 are,	 of	 course,	 cost	 penalties
involved	 in	 these	 solutions	 arld	 practical	 Ka-band
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
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networks may not, in fact, achieve these availabili-
ties or provide CONUS coverage. Notwithstandii-ig these
problems we feel that even with significantly lower
availabilities than those quoted abova, only truly
real-time data (e.g. airline reservation systems or
credit verification) and Network or CATV broadcast
video are completely unsuitable for Ka-band services.
As noted in the introduction, other services which at
first mighrt seem unsuitable actually can effectively
use the Ka band when consideration is given to the
other communication facilities available to the user.
Thus with overall service quality generated by a
combination of Ka-band and other facilities, suitably
priced Ka-band links can be attractive in almost any
network.
The analysis of existing and announced satellite car-
riers has identified three types of carriers: public
carriers carrying primarily switched voice and data
between trunking terminals (AT&T, GTE);	 private
carriers using primarily CPS terminals (e.g. SBS,
SPCC, etc.) to carry voice and data directly between
customer locations; and combination carriers (e.g. WU
and RCA) which provide both trunking and CPS service.
The projected traffic for each of these carriers in
the year 2000 has been estimated at 900 GBPS for the
public carriers as a group, 200 GBPS for each of two
CPS carriers, and 300 GBPS for each of two combination
i
,A
5
carriers.	 Based on these estimates, practical
limitations on spacecraft capacity, and a balance of
initial system costs and long term capacity needs, we
estimate. that the initial satellite for each type of
carrier would have a capacity of 10 GBPS for a public
carrier, 2.5 GBPS for a CPS carrier, and 4 GBPS of
trunking and 2 GBPS of CPS for a combination carrier.
NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
The connectivity problems of the three types of
carriers have been analyzed in terms of the require-
ments of the traffic they carry. 	 A public carrier can
use Ka-band facilities to supplement existing lower
frequency band facilities, using its existing terres-
trial network to concentrate traffic to high capacity
trunking stations. It can also use Ka-band to direct-
ly connect high traffic points (e.g. downtown city
locations), bypassing higher levels in the switching
hierarchy.	 A public carrier would normally require a
satellite	 pro ding	 service	 to	 points	 distributed
throughout CONUS.	 This will	 require either a
centrally located satellite or multiple satellites
with direct links between them. A public carrier
normally plans its network in advance to integrate all
its transmission facilities and can therefore use a
predetermined satellite configuration.
A CPS type private carrier is organized to provide
corporate- or organization-wide networks which are
r'
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normally isolated from each other.	 These networks are
constantly changing as a result of customer actions,.
both on a long term basis, and dynamically as customer
activity varies on a daily or hourly basis. 	 In many
cases some of the user locations will be located in
remote areas.	 Thus a satellite for this type of car
t
^	 rier must have the capability of being reconfigured at
t	 high and low rates, and must be capable of reaching
any portion of CONUS. 	 (Indeed it is precisely the
F
capability of providing a wide range of broadband
services to remote locations that makes a satellite
6i
I
system attractive.)
Combination carriers require both heavy traffic trunk
ing capability and CPS capability. 	 They must there-	 l
fore have all the features identified above.
For all types of carriers the economy of providing
CONUS coverage with a single satellite that is, conse-
quently, limited to a small portion of the orbital arc
must be balanced against possible improvements in per-
formance obtainable from suitably interconnected sat-
ellites with smaller coverage. The problem of orbital
arc saturation remains to be addressed.
4.	 PROPAGATION CONSIDERATIONS
Previous studies of 20/30 GHz propagation have identi-
fied seven rain rate climate zones for CONUS. The
rainfall statistics in these regions were used to de-
`	 fine system power margins needed in each of the re-
7
5gions for various levels of availability and for a
well- located satellite. Based on maintaining a rea-
sonable elevation angle over CONUS, the optimum satel-
lite location was determined to be 97'W longitude with
a ±7' range allowing reasonable operation. An exam-
ination of experimental results of earth station space
diversity separation vs. expected diversity gain
showed that 8-10 km separation would be sufficient to
yield considerable system improvements.
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
The propagation analysis of section IV was used to
derive performance requirements for an operating link.
The various method's 'available to increase system mar-
gin considered were:
1. Increased Power
2. Increased Antenna Size
3. Forward Error Control
4. Reduced Rate Transmission
5. Space Diversity
For trun_king stations for which a .9999 availability
is required, no combination of approaches 1-4 will
provide satisfactory service. On the other hand, if
space diversity is used, a small amount of adaptive
power control (4.9 dB up-link and 8.75 dB downlink)
and 5 meter antennas are sufficient to provide the
availability needed (if diversity gain is obtained on
a dB for dB basis for single site fades greater than
18 d6	
h,. h	 f,
	
W is	 requires veri icat4 on).
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For
	 CPS	 stations,	 except	 in	 rain
	
zone	 E	 (southeastern
CONUS),	 with	 32	 MB 
	 uplinks	 and	 256
	
MBS	 downlinks,
i
the	 use	 of	 adaptive	 power	 control
	 (7.5	 d8)	 and	 forward
9
j
error	 correction
	
is	 sufficient	 to	 obtain
	 .999
availability.
	 In	 rain
	
zone	 E	 it	 would	 be	 necessary	 to ii
go	 to	 Lower	 burst	 rates,	 increased	 antenna	 size,
	
and
more	 uplink	 power. a
A	 consideration
	
of	 synchronization	 techniques
	 has
determined	 that	 the
	
preferred	 approach	 would	 be	 an
open-loop
	 one	 in	 which	 slant	 range	 calculations	 are
made	 by	 the
	 master	 control	 station
	
and	 appropriate
delay	 instructions	 sent	 to	 each	 trunking	 or	 CPS	 sta-
tion.	 This	 wi ll 	 minimize	 equipment	 both	 in	 the	 space-
craft	 and	 ground	 stations,	 as	 compared	 to	 closed	 loop
approaches	 in	 which	 each	 station	 determines	 its
	 own
delay.
An	 investigation	 of	 cross -polarization	 separation-loss
problems	 indicates	 that	 rain-induced	 depolarization
should	 not	 affect	 system
	 performance
	
since
	 the	 rain
induced	 attenuation	 will	 make	 the	 signal	 unusable
first.
	 There	 may	 be	 some
	
problems
	 with	 antenna	 design
for	 cross-polarization	 (especially	 in	 the	 spacecraft,
which
	
has	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 beam	 pointing	 angles),	 Since
x
F	 maintaining	 off - axis	 cross -polarization	 isolation	 is
harder	 than	 obtaining
	
on-axis	 isolation.
s
ij
6.	 FUNCTI-ONAL
	 SPECIFICATIONS
¢	 _	 The	 functional	 specifications
	
for	 an	 operatio nali
i.
9
I.'
1
Western Union class carrier 20/30 GHz satellite system
have been determined.	 A requirement for 4 GBPS trunk-
ing and 2 GBPS CPS service was assumed.	 For trunking,
the spacecraft carries 18 fixed .3' beams operating at
500 MBPS each.	 These are interconnected by a fully-
connected IF switch.	 Three carrier frequencies are
reused six times each.
CPS service uses an additional se*. of six transpon-
ders, each equipped with dual TWT's for the downlink
to provide two independent 256 MBPS signals at full
power.	 The uplinks will use multiple 32 and 128 MBPS
channels.	 A Baseband Processing Unit will be used to
;i
provide full interconnectivity between all CPS users.
7.	 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Recommendations for an experimental system to provide
verification of the propagation analysis and a test of
the solutions to the hardware problems and to provide
a market trial vehicle are given.	 The proposed system
would have a 500 MBPS SS-TDMA, a 274 MBPS FDM and an
NTSC analog video (36 MHz BW) capability in the trunk-
ing mode.	 Seven beams covering all rain zones would 3
be available,_ with one steerable to measure frequency,
1
reuse problems . 	 An on-board TDMA switch would be used
for interconnection of the beams, with additional FDM
switching between some beam pairs. 	 Dual power (10/75
	
.4
watt) transponders are required.
1V
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stations	 and	 3.5	 meters	 for	 CPS	 earth
	
stations	 (except
5	 meters	 in	 rain	 zone	 E).	 Uplink	 power	 would	 be
4
t	 150/450	 watts.	 FEC	 encoders	 and	 decoders
would	 be	 required	 in	 the	 spacecraft	 and	 ground sta-
tons	 for
	
CPS	 service.	 A master	 control	 station
	 would `+
U	 be	 required,	 and	 full	 monitoring	 capabilities	 should
be	 installed	 in	 both	 the	 spacecraft	 and
	 ground	 sta-
tions. ;j
8.	 ADDITIONAL STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS
w
Areas	 for	 further study	 identified	 are:
a)	 Rain	 zone	 E	 alternative	 approaches
	 -
Ka-band
	 special
	
design	 vs.	 cross-band
operation.
b)	 CPS	 mix	 between	 semi-permanent	 and	 demand
`t
'1
assigned	 channels.
c)	 TDMA
	
Synchronization	 approaches.
d)	 Scanning	 beam
	 vs.	 Fixed	 Contiguous	 beams
for	 CPS.
9.	 INTERSATELLITE LINKS
Intersatellite	 links	 can
	
be	 used	 to	 provide	 connec-
tions	 between
	
services	 (e.g.	 domestic	 and	 internation-
al)	 to	 reduce	 the	 multihop
	 delay.	 They	 can	 also	 be
used	 to	 interconnect	 other	 band	 (C	 or	 Ku)	 satellites
to	 a	 Ka	 band	 satellite.	 A	 third	 application	 would	 be
to	 extend	 the	 orbital	 arc
	
available
	 to	 Ka	 band	 by m:'
R
using	 two
	
interconnected	 satellites	 for	 CONUS	 cover-
age.
"
Li
t,
Functional requirements	 for	 the	 intersatellite	 link
are	 given. From	 a	 system	 standpoint	 it	 appears	 as
additional ports	 on	 the	 spacecraft	 switch	 and	 Baseband
Processing Unit	 (BPU).
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CANDIDATE SERVICES, MARKET DEMAND, AND
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The requirements of this subtask are to develop a
detailed list of candidate services and the following
data for each:
Performance requirements
Availability
Transmission characteristics
Connectivity requirements
Characterization- into Trunking/CPS systems
Net accessible satellite market for each -
forecasted for the years 1990 and 2000.
INTRODUCTION
To determine whether or not the services identified
are viable candidates for 30/20 GHz commun,'cation
systems, key technical and operational data are estab-
lished for each as it relates to Ka band operation
(e.g., quality and availability). 	 The data is evalu-
ated relative to technical and propagation	 parameters
derived, in section 4, as well as operational con
straint y of a 30/20 GHz communication system, to iden-
tify those services that are viable 30/20 GHz candi
i
?4
4
dates and those that are more appropriately suited to
"C" or "Ku ll band systems.
_4
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Previous studies developed forecasts for voice, data,
and	 video	 service	 categories.	 The	 accessible	 traffic
identified	 in	 these	 studies	 together	 with	 some
a
additional	 traffic	 identified	 in	 the	 current	 study has
been	 used	 to	 identify	 the	 net	 accessibl e 	trunking
	
and
Customer	 Premise	 Station
	 (CPS)	 market	 size	 and
expected	 carrier	 market	 shares.	 (Note	 that	 a	 typical
CPS	 user	 is	 one	 with	 a	 large
	
transmission	 capacity
j
0 requirement	 located	 far	 enough	 from	 a	 trunking	 station
to	 make	 it	 economically	 preferable
	 to	 install	 a
separate
	
earth	 station.)
r 3.0	 METHODOLOGY
The	 list
	
of	 candidate
	
services	 have	 been	 developed
.7
j
P using	 the	 following	 sources:
18/30	 GHz^Fixed	 Communication	 System.
Service	 Demand	 Assessment	 (WU)
30/20	 GHz	 Fixed	 Communication	 System.
Service	 Demand Assessment	 (ITT)
3
30/20 GHz	 Net	 Accessible Market	 Assessment
€ (WU),
Consultation	 with	 the	 Authors	 of	 the	 above.
Exist i ng
	 and	 planned	 WU	 services	 and	 other
common	 carrier	 services
	 as	 understood	 by WU {
business	 planners.
` Consultation	 with	 product	 line organizations
within	 Western	 Union,
;r
t
Informal	 Discussions	 with	 representatives
	 from .i
d
o ther	 co mmon	 carr..,iers.
•
i .
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The reports prepared by Western Union were the result
of an exhaustive market research effort that led to
the identification of thirty one services that are
candidate market applications. The net traffic
addressable by sate llit-e systems operating within each
of the three satel l ite frequency bands was then
identified. Subsequent effort further developed the
accessible demand based on economic justification of
facilities implementation by specialized and public
common carriers.	 These reports form the basis for the
present effort along with identification of several
additional specialized market areas.
	 The resulting
accessible market demand was then categorized with
respect to: A) common carriers emphasizing' different
market thrusts; and B) suitability for CPS or trunking
requirements.
Technical and operational requirements for each of the
candidate services were identified for subsequent
comparison to Ka-band system technic-al and operational
characteristics.
CAN-DID-A-TE SATELLITESERVICES
The thirty one market applications can be segregated
into three basic service categories:	 Data, voice and
video.	 There are 21 applications within the data
category and 5 applications in each of the voice and
video categories.
3
jk
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	 DATA TRAFFIC	
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Data traffic may be divided according to its need for
i°,iimediac;y, i.e., real time, packet, and store-and-
forward categories. Real-time includes the switched
and dedicated traffic, often broadband, where
continuous high quality transmission is expected, such
as interactive computer service. Although exhibiting
real-time characteristics, packet separates users from
the medium by nodal intelligence which can:
(A) Absorb short outages with nodal storage
of incoming data;
(B) Seek alternate routes for longer outages;
and
(C) Defer data transmission when -circuits are
overloaded due to outage of some of all
interconnecting facilities.
Deferred data transmission refers primarily to store-
and-forward operation, such as electronic mail, remote
job entry, and mailgram/telegram service.
4.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE
Satellite services for data transmission will general-
ly require -both direct delivery at the customer's
	
ns
!i
premises (CPS), and routing via major trunking sta-
tions through local distribution facilities because:
(A) Customers with CPS stations may need to com-
municate with customers without CPS termin-
als.
°
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(B) Operation at much less than the basic 64
KBPS rate through a CPS terminal may be un-
economic (even where CPS terminals exist)
compared with a trunking connection,
Those applications requiring distribution among a wide
community of users (e.g., switched network data trans-
mission) will predominantly be handled on a trunking
basis because many of these users will not be equipped
with CPS terminals. Interconnect to CPS users may be
provided at major trunking terminals or within the
satellite; some considerations for each approach are
discussed in Section 111.
	 Interconnection with users
on trunking systems will
	
be via local
	 terrestrial
switching and local
	 loop distribution. Some appli-
c a t i o n s would additionally benefit f rom interconnec-
tion with Terrestrial or C/Ku band links. Data appli-
c a t i o n s frequently include multi-point (e.g., 	 as	 in
polling)	 as	 well	 as point-to-point
	 transmissions.
Facilities for both types of operation are required.
4.1.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA
Data transmission as defined at the user interface is
characterized by the rate, delay, quality of perform-
ance and availability of the service. Data rates
range f rom s I o w asychronous thro u gh 1.544 MB S for
d e f e rr e d t r a ff i c . Real-time traffic is typically at
300 bps to 1200 bps asynchronous at the lower end dnd
ranges from 2.4 kbps to 1.544 MB/S for higher speed
17
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links, some of which will be in support of nodes serv-
ing less than real-time (packet) requirements.
I 
	
	
One transmission objective (as proposed by Bell's DDS)
for real-time high quality data signals is 99.5% error-
free seconds when the circuit is available. 	 In
general delays due to data traffic outages should not
exceed a few seconds for real-ti'me traffic, one minute
for packet ,traffic and one hour for deferred traffic.
Typical availability specifications for high quality
real -time data may also be deduced from DDS service 	
i
end to end availability which is specified at 99.96:.
Other data quality specifications have been proposed,
e.g., one part in 10 7 error rate for 99.5% of the time
with further stipulations as to overall error perform-
ance.	 All of these; result in a similar intrinsic
quality objective for the end-to-end linkof the order
a
of one part in 10 7
 with some allowance for burstiness
of errors and occasional link down time and/or tempor-
ary outages.
In point of fact, many data users currently employ
analog facilities which offer considerably poorer per-
formance than the above. 	 It would seem that their
major considerations are:	 A) the price of the service;
and	 B) the net throughput of the facility under some
form of ARQ protection (a common feature of most sys-
tems) . Most data applications are in fact fairly
tolerant of short outages and occasional bursty er-
rors.
Yj
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4.2	 VOICE SERVICES	 OF POOR QUALITY
Voice traffic is conveniently categorized under the
I 
	
following headings:
1.	 Leased-line business;
2-.	 MTS business (including WATS); and
3.	 MTS residential.
4.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
Leased-line	 business	 traffic	 encompasses	 point-to-
p o i n t ser y-ice between business locations, usually of
the same organization. 	 These services may carry
either permanent or switched connections.
	 Another
type--of leased line service is a connection into the
MTS system, e.g., FX lines.	 MTS business and residen-
tial traffic arises from connections to the public
switched telephone network directly.
Leased	 connections	 between
	
business
	
locations
	 can
often be served by CPS to minimize cost by eliminating
local distribution.	 All other voice services would
primarily be handled via switches which are best serv-
ed by interconnection via trunking facilities.
4.2.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOICE
While it is commonly considered that voice applica-
tions require very high availability (99.99%), the
requirement can often be circumvented in practice.
For example, a portion of circuits forming a trunk
group may be unavailable without causing complete
loss of service and in non -busy hours there might not
19
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i
even be a noticeable effect on blocking probability.
Thus the apparent availability can be 99.99% even if
i
t
	
	 some of the circuits exhibit much poorer availability,
Switched voice traffic requires distribution to a wide
k	 community of users.	 The high degree of connectivity
"
	
	 required is most readily achieved via trunk ing modes.
It also implies an interface between users with CPS
f
terminals and those connected to local distribution
	 i
facilities serving a trunking station. 	 Corporate
leased line services often in fact do serve as trunks
3
for private switched systems.
	 For this	 case CPS
a
terminals will find an important role to play.
Studies of the subjective effects of time delays on
	 Y
speech indicate that the long delays associated with
k	 round-trip satellite links are not a serious problem
for most users.	 However, the long-delayed echo accom-
panying the transmission must be eliminated for sere-
ice to be satisfactory.	 Modern echo cancellers are
expected to solve this problem.
	
Analog message chan-
nel objectives are easily met by standard CODEC' s used
4
	
	 in the conversion to digital traffic.
	 An error rate
better than one part in 10 5
 is generally considered
acceptable for voice signals.
.,	
4.3	 BROADCAST TV
Included in this category are Network TV, CATV and
special events broa-dcasts (sports events, etc.).
E	
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4.3.1 SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS
The basic requirement of a broadcast TV network is to
transmit signals from a source to a large number of
E
users (for example, CATV head ends, television sta-
tions or other distribution centers). In addition to
services requiring CONUS coverage, new markets are
f
emerging which could require broadcast service of
interest to geographically limited areas. These
include local news coverage and sports events, public
f service information, etc., which could be served by a
spot beam capability.
The concept of satellite distribution for these serv-
ice is based upon the elimination of (expensive) ter-
restrial facilities and therefore this is an almost
entirely CPS application, especially for down-links.
4.3.2 PERFORMANCE,---REQUIREMENTS
Previous studies have assumed a digital 30-50 MgPS bit
stream for each video signal. This requires the use
of compression equipment which is currently quite
costly, especially in view of the need to equip large
numbers of receive-only earth stations. 	 Therefore,
broadcast television should preferentially use analog
transmission to minimize the cost of receive 	 termin-
als, unless the cost of the compression equipment can
be reduced significantly.	 Availability requirements
for broadcast TV are normally extremely high. 	 How-
ever, for some special purpose networks, a tradeoff
21
4may be made between availability and cost. Other
signal parameters should satisfy NTC 7 standards for
network TV, whereas CATV performance may be relaxed
somewhat from these standards. For network quality
S/N, the NTC 7 requirement is 53dB while 48dB._ is ac-
ceptable for CATV.	 Limited distribution TV would fall
in between these limits. Since obvious picture
degradation occurs at 45dB S/N, video links for limi-
ted distribution may be designed without fade margin
r
by allowing the spread between nominal operations and
!	 obvious degradation to be used instead.
4.4
	
SPECIAL PURPOSE VIDEO
F This consists of some types of videoconferencing,
educational and health services, newsgathering, and
other applications of video where point-to-point
transmission can provide a useful service.
4.4.1	 SERVICE .DESCRI-PTION
There are two types of special purpose video;
interactive and one way. 	 Interactive video is
represented primarily by videoconferencing. Other
forms of "interactive video" require a video return
channel, but the request channels use low speed data.
Most other special purpose video is one way to a
single point or multipoint.
Vidoeconferencing via intracompany, networks may be
satisfactorily served via CPS stations. 	 However, as	 }
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
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videoconferencing expands toward frequent use of ad-
hoc conferences between organizations at least one of
which is not equipped for CP: ► , access to local distri-
bution via trunking becomes more important.	 In edu-
cational video or health networks, newsgathering and
other uses of video where geographical flexibility is
important, CPS is the preferred mode of transmission
because access to wideband local distribution facili-
ties is normally not available.
For special purpose video services there is no time
urgency in most cases, so traffic deferral is accep-
table.	 Therefore, availability may not be as impor-
tant as vapid reconfiguration, geographical area se-
lectivity, and low Lost.
4.4.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Special purpose TV can be divided into full motion and r
limited motion applications, Educational, medical,
newsgathering and full motion videoconferencing re-
quire a channel equivalent to broadcast CATV.
Limited motion videoconferencing would be transmitted
in a digital mode at 1.5-6 Mb /s.	 Freeze frame video-
confevencing wi11 operate at 56 Kb/s.
	 Both of these
f
can be treated as data traffic but will tolerate poor-
„	 er error rates--as low as one part in 105„
a
	
	 Because of the data rates	 involved, freeze frame
	 {
videoconferencing has been lumped with data traffic in
the market analysis.
23
5.0	 KA-BAND MARKET FORECAST
The	 characteristics	 of	 Ka-band	 transmission	 are	 re-
viewed	 below	 and	 then	 are	 used	 to	 identify	 those	 serv-
ices	 which	 are	 more	 amenable
	
to	 Ka-band	 satellite
transmission.	 Market	 forecasts	 for	 these	 services	 are
then
	
derived	 based	 upon	 previous	 work
	
and	 potential
services	 that	 Wie	 been
	
identified	 since	 the	 previous
study was
	
completed.
5.1
	
KA-BAND TRANSMISSION LIMITATIONS
4
There	 are	 three	 inherent	 characteristics	 of	 Ka -band
which	 impact	 an	 the	 utility	 of	 a Ka-band	 satellite	 for
the	 services
	
described	 in	 Section	 4:
i Limited	 availability
Limited Beam Coverage
a
Analog Transponder Penalties
Ka-band	 services	 are	 subject	 to	 weather-induced	 out-
ages,	 typically	 of	 ten
	
minutes	 duration.	 These	 can	 be
n'
countered	 by	 diversity	 uperation,	 power	 control,	 and
adaptive	 forward	 error
	
control	 or	 a	 combination	 of
these	 techniques.	 Diversity	 operation	 is	 generally
only	 feasible	 economically	 for	 trunking	 stations	 and
possibly	 for -broadcast	 uplinks.	 Power	 control
	 is	 of
only	 partial	 benefit	 (approximately	 5dB)	 due	 to	 the
K
limited	 power	 increases	 available
	
and	 the	 time	 requir-
ed
	
to	 coordinate	 changes.	 FEC	 will	 result	 in	 a	 trade
of	 available	 spectrum	 for	 more	 margin.	 both	 of	 these !4
techniq'ues	 combined	 can	 serve	 to	 enhance; availability-
ORIG IVA PAGE
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for CPS stations through increased margin but will
still leave residual outage or partial outage periods.
Therefore, in the market assessment which followso it
is assumed that services which cannot tolerate such
outages are not prime candidates for Ka-band satel-
lites. As will be described, most services can in
fact tolerate such outages and remain candidates for
Ka-band transmission;.
Limited beam coverage results from the fact that
;E	
additional power is necessary to transmit at Ka- band
compared to the C/Ku bands. Thus services requiring
simultaneous C 0 N U S coverage cannot be easily
provided.
Services requiring an analog transponder or partial
transponder are somewhat limited by the less efficient
use of spacecraft transponders for each analog cir
suit. The number of 36MHz analog transponders which
may be placed in a particular spacecraft is limited
because of space and power limitations, and will not
use the bandwidth fully. However, for multi-ground
station applications, efficient transponder utiliza-
tion may not be of prime importance so that a case can
be made for analog transmission (or SCPC for that
i	 matter) in a number of cases.
5.2	 SERVICES ADAPTABLE TO Ka-BAND TRANSMISSION
'	 5.2.1	 DATA	 V
Of the three types of data delineated in section 4.1,
s
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i.e., real -time, packet, and deferred traffic, defer-
red traffic is more amenable to Ka-band transmission
than the other two. However, there may be users of
some "real-time" services who are willing to tolerate
occasional outages if the cost of the service is
attractive	 Similarly, packet networks using Ka-band
satellite facilities may be able to cope with occasio-
nal outages and/or reduced capacity by virtue of
intelligence in' the nodes ,which will to some extent
mask these effects from the user. 	 Almost all data is
point-to-poi-nt, or point to a defined set of other
points and therefore is not affected by the lack of
simultaneous CONUS coverage.
5.2.2	 VOICE
For a public carrier trunking system carrying a small
percentage of a trunk group on a Ka-band satellite,
only a small penalty (in blocking probability) would
be incurred during an outage, and this only if the
outage coincides with a busy hour. 	 Thus, a lower cost
voice channel could be attractive. 	 The same consider-
ations apply to private lines wherever a significant
i E
	
cross sect-ion between two points is provided. The fol-
l'
°r
lowing should be noted with respect to Ka-band voice
circuit unavailabiity for private networks.
A)	 In many corporate networks, serving trunk groups
'	 are undersized for economic reasons so that block-
ing prbability is already high during peak per-
iods.
	
Lack of faci-lities arising from inclement
ORlGRIAL PACE IS
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weather would thus only extend such high blocking
periods affecting service in a similar manner to
an unexpected additional load.
6) Where facilities are mixed, one generally has
recourse to alternate means of transmission. For-
example, if intra company tie lines are unavail-
able due to overload or outages, alternate paths
are normall
y
 available via MTS. 	 This results in
additional costs during Ka-band outage and it wi l l
be necessary to develop an economic profile to
i
decide just what the most cost effective com-
bination of facilities would be.	 Under a (cenario
in which Ka-band facilities offer significant
economic advantage these should dictate their use
despite occasional outages.
C) Outages for Ka-band will be area limited, so that
an adjacent serving area may be able to communi-
cate. Alternate routing via adjacent faciliti-es
coupled by terrestrial facilities could therefore
greatly alleviate local circuit outages.
In view of the above it would seem that voice Ka-band
services whether by	 CPS	 or	 trunking	 facilities	 can	 be
readily sold	 if the	 price	 advantages	 can	 be	 realized.
Voice	 is almost never	 broadcast	 and	 therefore	 is	 not
amenable by spot beam coverage.
27
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5.2.3 BROADCAST TV AND CATV	
OF POOR QUALITY
The TV network and CATV distribution markets have limi-
ted ultimate growth capabilities and an already heavy
investment in C-band facilities. In addition, except
possibly for a few marginally profitable CATV services,
Ka band outages are not tolerable for these markets.
Limited beam coverage will also make Ka-band trans-
mission unattractive to users w 4.th a nation-wide cover-
age requirement.
Limited area networks, one of the new services ident-
ified in this report, would probably tolerate short
outages if the overall service cost were low enough.
The limited beam coverage at Ka-band- is an advantage
in this case, allowing extensive frequency re-use,
Broadcast TV normally favors the use of analog trans-
mission to minimize the cost of TV receiving equip-
ment. Therefore, due to the analog transponder limita-
tions, effective satellite costs may increase for this
type of service offering.
5.2.4 SPECIAL PURPOSE VIDEO
These services would tolerate outages if the cost is
sufficiently attractive.
The small coverage afforded by spot beams is of no
consequence, since these are basically two point ser-
ic	 Fu11 bandwidth video w uld be easier to handleV 	 es.
	
o
on an analog basis.	 Low bandwidth video is almost
always digital
28 if
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5.3.1 BASIS FOR MARKET FORECASTS	
OF POOR QUALITY
The 18/30 GNz Demand Assessment effort developed base-
line total market forecast for the data, voice, and
video service categories.	 The baseline forecasts were
modified in successive processing steps to devel'=i:
impacted baseline, net long haul traffic, addressable
and accessible satellite market forecasts.	 During the
current study, certain additional services were ident-
ified as viable candidates for Ka-band satellite sys-
tems.	 Traffic was estimated for these new services to
obtain a total market forecast. The revised market
forecasts will be described in terms of two typical
carrier traffic scenarios:	 public carrier and spe-
cialized common carriers.	 The public carriers cur-
rently address the voice MTS market primarily while
specialized common carriers currently address all
major market areas including private line voice,, video
and data.
5.3.2 NEW SERVICES IDENTIFIED
The new services (all in the video area)are:
Video Data Retrieval
Limited Area TV Distribution
TV Newsgathering
A video data retrieval service has been identified in
which video data banks containing current information
of primary importance to various industry, institu-
ti-anal, and government groups, can be accessed by an
.A
k
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authorized user.	 Typical examples would be rare med-
ica1 procedures for doctors, new analysis procedures
v for chemists, and repair procedures for complicated
electron-ic or
	
mechanical equipment.	 The transmission
would be on a simplex basis from the data base to the
user.	 Communication for inquiry can be accomplished
via either a telephone or a low or medium speed data
channel.
Limited area TV distribution would be used for broad
	 i
casting local sport or publ is affairs events to an
area lying within a spot beam region.
Temporary video uplinks for newsgathering and similar 	 r
purposes can be established in the Ka-band without the
coordination problems encountered at C band which
would very helpful in rapid establishment of such
	
i
uplinks.	 This is a point-to-point TV service.
5.3.2.1 MARKET CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NEW SERVICES
Video data retrieval will compete with direct distri
b u t i o n of video information via tape cartridges and
video discs.	 The market potential is thus hard to
quantify.
	 As a first attempt, a requirement for six
channels has been assumed.
Limited area TV distribution is a potential market
whose growth is likely to be highly cost •_sensitive.
	
-5
The use of satellite capacity installed primarily for
	
a
1
other services will thus be very attractive
	 for
4
these reasons the number of additional transponders
ri
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estimated to be needed for this service has been es-
timated as ten.
Temporary video uplinks would be used for transmission
from locations where permanent facilities were un-
available. Considering the number of users of such
services and the number of simultaneous events requir-
ing such facilities, a requirement for ten satellite
channels would seem to be a good estimate.
A11 these services would use spot beams to CPS type
earth stations.
5.3.3 PUBLIC CARRIER
Public carriers currently address the voice MTS market.
primarily and also a portion of the data between
different business establishments. These carriers
presently operate exclusively in a trunking mode.
Services provided by the public carriers, e.g., AT&T
and GTE, are heavily influenced by the large invest-
ment they have in terrestrial plant.	 Therefore, Ka-	 A
band trunking by public carriers would be backed up by
terrestrial
	
facilities, resulting in an acceptable
level of availability. Business and residential voice
services are therefore prime tar g ets for transmission
over Ka- band trunks that have been integrated with
alternate routing facilities (or that are provided
using space diversity terminals).
Based upon present thinking, it is unlikely that pub-
r
lic carriers would get significantly involved with
k
r
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tCPS. This is not only from a technical paint of view,
but because they own the existing local distribution
plant.
Newer services such as wideband 1.5-6.0 Mb/s videocon-
ferencing could be captured by public carriers using
Ka-band satellites in the trunking mode since the pub-
lic carriers are expected to have extensive wideband
local distribution within this time frame.	 Narrowband
videoconferencing (56 k8its/s and under) will also
y
readily be carried on local distribution networks. It
is expected that, in the long term, videoconferencing
would beriefit from the trunking mode which permits on
demand videoconferencing between unrelated organiza-
tions.
5.3.4 SPECIALIZED COMMON CARRIER
i
Specialized	 common carriers	 currently address	 all
major market areas including private line voice, video	 i
and data.	 Despite initial system designs directed
toward	 voice	 transmission,	 the	 dominant	 satellite
service business of the specialized carriers is video
and program distribution services where the point to
multipoint transmission capabilities of existing sat-
ellites are mos effectively realized. However, a
strong interest in the business and government voice
and data market has been maintained and the projec-
tions for ' growth of this type of traffic wi 11 assure
V
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ithat this market will dominate in the time frame of
interest for Ka-band satellites. Although the degree
of flexibility in routing enjoyed by public carriers
with respect to voice and data will not be as great
for the specialized carriers, it will be possible to
F
t	 mitigate the effects of outages in much the same man-4,
ner (e.g., through a mix of transmission media and
adaptivity) and by use of the public networks as an
alternate transmission medium. Since much business
voice traffic is in fact used for trunks between
E	 PABX's or tandem switches, outages will have the same
effect as increased traffic loads. 	 Under conditions
i
of a properly designed system, the specialized
carriers should thus be carrying appreciable amounts
of voice traffic on Ka-band satellites. Specialized
carriers will use both the trunking and CPS modes in
support of voice and data traffic.
The previously completed 18/30 Accessable Market Study
tabulated primary and secondary areas of interest for
potential specialized common carriers. Based on this,
one class of common carrier has been postulated as
represented by either RCA, or Western Union with Amer-
ican Satellite (who has long term arrangements for
joint use of the satellite). Another class, emphasiz-
ing different market areas, would be a SBS or XTEN
type of carrier.
r
k
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4RKET SHARE ANALYSIS
ased upon the foregoing, the assumption is that there
ill be three types of carriers providing Ka-band sat
ilite service-:
	 Public carriers, Western Union/RCA-
ype specialized common carriers and the SSS/XTEN-type
3ecialized common carriers. Examination of the WU
3/30 GHz Demand Assessment effort and other sources,
ich as the SBS filing in support of its application
)r satellite service, provided the basis for making
ie assessment of probable carrier market share in the
!ar 2000 as shown in Table 5.3.5-1.
; noted in Section 5.3.3 it has been assumed that no
)S service will be offered by a public carrier.
	 it
,1as also been assumed that SBS/XTEN-type carriers w 11
not offer trunking service.	 In addition, based on
current market trends, it is expected that full band-
width video will be provided only by an RCA/Western
Union-type carrier.
(As noted previously, slow motion videoconferencing is
considered as being a dat a service). The CPS/trunking
split for other services was obtained by comparing the
SBS traffic predictions with the WU 30/20 GHz Acces-
sible Market study.
	 The trunking split between public
and specialized carriers is based upon current market.
trends.	 For example, public carriers handle more low
4
	
	 speed than high speed data.
	 Division of traffic be -
tween carriers in the same category e.g., SBS/XTEN was
assumed 50/50.
34
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The service split between types of specialized car-
riers, i.e., Western Union/RCA vs. SBS/XTEN is based
upon the primary/secondary market determination made
in the 30/20 GHz Assessible Market study. Sixty per-
cent of the traffic was assigned to primary carriers
with the remainder assigned to the secondary carriers.
The number of transponders for satellite carriers were
calculated from total traffic estimates obtained from
the 30/20 GHz Net Accessible Market Study, the SBS
5a'tellite filing, and new services identified in Sec.
4.	 Dividing this traffic among the various carriers
using Table 5.3.5 -1 resulted in Table 5.3.5-2. The
i
calculations assumed an equivalent transponder provi-
ding 50 Mb/s for voice or data or one full-motion
video channel. (Note that splitting the analog trans-
ponders among the satellites results in about six ana-
log transponders/satellite, which appears practical.)
Conversion of transponder capacity to number of satel- ia
lites involves both technical and economic problems.
i
At the technical end, while total capacity for a
trunking satellite is relatively easy to determine
s
from the Hughes and TRW Phase I reports, the reduction
in capacity due to the introduction of CPS is much
less clear.
	
It will depend on the method of operation
(TDMA or FDMA), the manner in which spot beams are r
interconnected, etc.
From an economic- standpoint it is quite likely that
f
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aien service is first established the traffic require-
?nts will be much less than those projected here.	 it
iy wel 1 be that under such circumstances a lower than
)ssible capacity satellite will prove to be optimum,
specially if the savings in space and weight of the
)mmunications system can be used to extend the useful
ife of ;he spacecraft, modify the performance to
reduce earth station costs, or similarly improve over
all	 system performance, as we'll as reduce initial
costs.	 Additionally, because of the range of varia-
tion possible in synchronization techniques, beam scan
patterns, channel assignment algorithms, etc., it is
unlikely that a single satellite could serve the needs
of more than one carrier. This also favors the use of
lower capacity satellites since the available customer
base will thus be fragmented.
The above considerations will be least applicable to a
public carrier, since a trunk-ing system permits the
use of a much simpler satellite, and since a public
carrier is in a better position to switch a large
amount of traffic to Ka-band at one. time. We have
therefore assumed a 10 GBPS capacity for a public
carrier satellite. On the other hand, the size of a
SaS/XTEN type satellite will be heavily influenced by
the above considerations, and we consider 2.5 GBPS a
reasonable size for the initial satellites and 5, GBPS
for later models.
38
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U/RCA type satellites would be sized at an interme-
date level, for example 4 GBPS for trunking and 2
GBPS for CPS, on the initial satellite, with a heavier
emphasis on CPS in subsequent satellites (i.e. 3.5
GBPS for trunking and 5.5 GBPS for CPS).
An examination of Table 5.3.5-2 shows that the three
types of satellites may be di-stinguished not only by
the types of service offered but by configuration--all
trunking, all CPS, or combined trunking/CPS.	 It is
clear that enough traffic has been identified to
justify market entry by each of the assumed carriers,
even if the aggregate traffic demand were to fall
considerably short of the projected levels.
9
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III
NETWORK
	 CONSIDERATIONS
j	 1.0	 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
To	 develop
	
typical
	 network
	
topologies,	 traffic	 mix,
loading	 and	 connectivity	 for	 a	 trunking/CPS	 carrier
c	 1
such
	
as	 Western
	 Union.
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
Two	 basic	 types	 of	 network	 are	 examined,	 i.e.,	 public
and
	
specialized	 carrier.	 The	 public	 network,	 e g empli-
f ied,	 by	 the	 Bell	 system,
	
wi 11	 offer	 Ka	 band	 sate 	 l ite
services	 as	 an	 adjunct	 to	 its	 terrestrial	 network,	 using
the	 additional	 capacity	 provided	 by	 the	 Ka	 band	 system	 11 
to	 augment _ existing
	
terrestrial
	
facilities.	 In	 a	 spe-
cialized	 carrier	 network,
	
typical	 of	 the	 type	 operated,
by	 Western
	
Union,	 limited	 terrestrial	 distribution
	
is
available
	
for	 use	 with	 the Ka	 band	 satellite	 system.
<i
Connectivity	 requirements	 will	 be	 described	 below
	
for
each	 service	 category	 expected	 to	 be	 offered	 by	 West-
ern	 Union	 using	 Ka	 band	 satellite	 transmission	 in	 terms
of	 traffic	 and	 performance	 requirements,	 service	 mode
(CPS	 or	 trunking),	 and	 the	 necessary	 service	 availa-
bility.	 Aspects	 of	 connectivity	 explored	 are	 the	 number
of	 satellites	 and	 transponders	 per	 satellite,	 the	 number
of	 spot	 beams,	 the	 probable	 geographical	 distribution
	 of
service	 and	 the	 need	 for -interconnection	 with	 terres-
trial
	
and	 other	 satellite	 systems.	 The	 impact	 of	 advan-
ced
	
satellite	 technology
	 (e.g.	 multibeam	 and	 multiple
40	
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satellite systems) on the achievement of connectivity
requirements is discussed.
Satellite capacity and distribution requirements for
typical Western Union Network topologies are describ-
ed;. These topologies are related to the growth of
specialized carrier traffic, starting from an initial
minimum feasible satellite network to a maximum one
predicted for the year 2000. This analysis predicts
that the cumulative portion of this market ranges from
30 to 84 percent of the net addressable satellite
market, depending on the number of SMSA's addressed.
3.0
	
	 METHODOLOGY
	
3
The typical network topologies described are based
upon information from the following previous studies:
	 A
- 18/30 GHz Fixed Communication System
Service Demand Assessment (W.U.).
4
's
30/20 GHz Net Accessible Market Assessment
Propagation Effects Handbook for Satellito
Systems Design (NASA).
They are based upon a detailed market research effort
that led to the identification of thirty one services
that are candidate satellite markets, augmented by the
followinq three additional market areas:
Each candidate service was examined in turn, and the
connectivity requirements expected to satisfy most
users of that service is described below:
4.0	 ANALYSIS
4.1	 TYPICAL NETWORKS FOR PROVIDING Ka-BAND SERVICE
Two types of networks may be visualized for providing
Ka-band service. These two types of network may be
conveniently categorized as either public or spe-
cialized, each of which is described in relationship
to its application as a Ka-band network.
4.1.1	 PUBLIC NETWORK
This refers to a network approach likely to be imple-
mented by a dominant carrier such as AT&T which has a
very extensive existing terrestria'i network. The Ka-
band satellite services would be offered as an adjunct
to their terrestrial network, using the additional
capacity provided by the Ka-band system to augment
existing terrestrial facilities. 	 A public network of
s	 this type is likely to consist of a limited number of
F	 high, volume earth station locations, each serving a
large geographical area. Each earth station would
nerve a region containing a number of large, medium
and small size cities, or one or more SMSAs (Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas),
42
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4.1.2 SPECIALIZED NETWORKS
	 1
4.1.2A TRUNKING NETWORK
1
These networks have more limited terrestrial distri - 	 i
bution systems,
	 primarily used for interconnecting
with the Ka-band satellite system. In this type of
network a number of earth stations are strategically
located closed to the major` areas of market demand.
As before, each earth station location serves a cen-
tral SMSA, with terrestrial extension to other SMSAs.
Terrestrial extensions are used to assemble enough
xtraffic to provide a viable network, but for economic
reasons are generally limited to a radius of about 50
miles from the earth station. Earth stations may be
small, medium, or large, depending upon the type and
quantity of projected traffic. 	 A network of this type
is appropriate to the Western Union environment.
4..2B CPS NETWORKS
Two possible CPS network configurations are visual-
ized, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.2-1
(a) Intra-organization CPS links; and
(b) CPS links subleased by other carriers.
i,	 In the intra-organization type of communication net-
work,
	
i llustrated in Figure III-1A, large companies
and government organizations lease capacity from a
E
	
	 satellite common
	
carrier	 (e.g.,	 Western	 Union)	 to
interconnect geographically widely dispersed offices
having high traffic volume requirements.	 Each office
^ y	43
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has associated with it a separate ground station for
communication to the satellite, which links the ground
stations. Interconnection between the CPS network and
other networks is performed at the ground stations.
Sublease by a satellite common carrier (e.g., Western
Union) to other specialized carriers (e.g., Tymnet)
for satellite capacity sharing to its customers is
shown in Figure III-1B. In this case the CPS ground
stations act to concentrate traffic from a number of
users at each ground station, which are interlinked
via satellite. While the carriers A, B & C are pro-
viding a trunking service, Western Union is supplying
dedicated CPS service to the second tier carriers.
4.1.3 GEOGRAPHIC TRAFFIC PATTERNS
The installation of a trunking Ka-band satellite sys-
tem by a carrier is based upon an estimate that this
system will augment its existing trunking network in a
cost effective manner. In the case of a public car-
rier, the satellite system relieves a portion of any
traffic peaks which would tend to overload the exist -
ing terrestrial network, or it may be used to provide
new services not conveniently handled by the terres-
trial network in a cost effective manner (e.g., video-
conferencing). A specialized carrier might use a Ka-
band trunking system to provide service capacity not
currently available with its existing limited network.
Therefore, a geographic study of traffic patterns and
!, ;
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qthe interconnectivity requirements of services are
important considerations in determining where earth
stations should be located and how they should be
interconnected.	 An estimate of geographic	 patterns
may be obtained from a Western Union study, 4
 used to
obtain a service demand assessment.
In  the studies, traffic volume was estimated by ser-
vice category as a function of city size, based upon
275 SMSA's grouped into five population categories.
Each population category was assigned to a mini
mun►/maximum range that produced five population group-
ings (quintiles), each with approximately 20% of the
total SMSA population (157.3 million). 	 The percentage
proportions of the market demand for voice and data
traffic by SMSA were determined and assigned to the
appropriate population quintile, using weighting fac-
tors to indicate the relative importance of market
demand per unit population within each SMSA.
	
The
distribution of voice and data traffic volume by popu-
lation quintile, developed in this manner, is presen-
ted in Figure III-2.	 A video service category is not
included since a substantial portion of video traffic
is broadcast	 in nature, originating
	 in -a limited
number of cities and received throughout the CONUS.
This is consistent with Section II - 5.2.3, where it
was concluded that this service category is not
a
suitable for Ka-band since the TV network and CATV
46
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distibution markets already have heavy investment in
C-band facilities and Ka-band does not provide the
reliability required for this service. 	 K
Note that the top 15 SMSAs, having populations ranging
r
from 1.5 to 4+ million, have a predicted demand of
49.4% of the total voice traffic and 48.4% of the
total data service for 1990.
Analysis of the economics of operating a communica-
tions network in the U.S. indicates that about 30% of
C	 ,
the accessible market represents the minimum viable
market that a satellite network must serve to attract
f
a sufficient number of customers and subsequent traf-
fic load to its network. Based upon the SMSA popu-
lation distribution, this coverage will be achieved by
adds°?ssing the population centers illustrated in
Figure III - 3-. Therefore, this minimum network wi l l
serve as a basis for estimating the traffic require-
ments for establishing a specialized carrier Ka-band
network.
For accurate prediction of the geographic location of
CPS networks, a study is required to determine the
geographic distribution of the high volume traffic
centers for Large industrial and government organiza-
tions. An estimate of the total CPS networking market
size may be obtained by examining the users of long
haul traffic.	 A determination of the major segment of
the user population for large organizations was part
%GMINAL PAGE 1
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of the service demand assessment study. A quintile
distribution of user population in each user category
by traffic volume was obtained from the Fortune Double
500/50 directory, a federal government department and
agency list, and a list of major city/local govern-
ments, institutions of higher learning, and major hos-
pitals. The conclusions of this study are:
1. About 1,000 (less than .05% of the over 3
million business firms) represent 60% of this
category's
	 total
	 transmission
	 expenditures
with an average annual transmission expendi-
ture of $4.6 million.
2. Only 19 federal departments (of the total
of 84 departments and agencies), each spen-
ding $12.0 million per year or more on tele-
communications service, make up 80% of the
federal governments total transmission ex-
penditure.
3. All state governments, except for Wyoming,
and the 18 largest city governments spend
over $1 million each on telecommunication
services.
4. The larger institutions  of - higher learning I
and hospitals have av erage annual trans
missio-n	 expenditures	 of	 $229,000	 and
$185,000, respectively.
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Table	 III-1	 summarizes	 some	 typical	 statistics
	
of	 or-
ganizations	 which may	 be	 candidates	 for	 CPS	 networks.
A	 typical	 large company	 is	 estimated	 to	 have
	
four
major	 locations, resulting
	 in	 annual	 telecommueotication
expiir:ditures	 in	 excess of	 $5	 million	 per	 location.	 A
typical
	
Federal	 agency having
	 20 	 locations	 t;:uld	 spend
in	 excess	 of	 $40 million	 per	 establishment.	 At	 the
state
	 level,	 over $2	 million
	
would	 be	 spent	 per	 esta-
blishment,	 and	 over	 $0.5	 million	 at	 hospitals	 and
j schools.
i Average.
Average	 yearly
yearly	 Number of	 expenditure
Number of expenditure	 locations	 per	 location
entities ($000,000)	 per entity	 ($000,000)
LARGE CORP.	 1550 20.8	 4	 5.2
FED. AGENCY	 19 861.8	 20	 43
STATE GOVERN.
	
65 6.4
	
3	 2.1
HOSP. & SCHOOLS	 1000 .6	 l	 .6
TYPICAL USER LONG HAUL TRANSMISSION EXPENDITURES--YEAR 2000
TABLE III-1
An estimate of the _point at which it might pay for an
organization to acquire a CPS earth station may , be
obtained by calculating the required savings, S, of
telecommunications cost using a CPS mode relative to
competing service: 	
F
t
3
S	 1	 E /TC
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E - one-time earth station cost,
C = transmission expenditure/yr. of a typical
establishment
T = 5.33	 10 year amortization period discounted
at 20%/yr.
Equation 1 is plotted in Figure III-4 for earth sta-
tion costs ranging between $1,000 and $1,000,000.
	 As
t illustrated, a large establishment expending one mil-
lion dollars pet, year would break-even at virtually no
cost reduction if a $100,000 earth station is used and
would require only a reduction to 90 percent of other
facility long haul transmission costs to justify the
use of CPS with only one-half of this traffic carried
by the CPS terminal.
At the lower extreme, schools or medical establish-
ments with typical annual long haul communications
expenditures of $0.6 million (of which one-half was
i
adaptable to a CPS system) would have to receive a 75
percent reduction in annual costs before a $1 million d
_a
earth station could be justified but would need a re
duction to only 0 percent to	 justify a $100,000 earth
station.
Thus, earth station costs in she range of $100,000 to
$1,000,000 appear justifiable to a wide range of po-
tential user organizations who, assuming acceptable
4
quality of service, will find CPS networks a viable
LT
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approach to satisfying their communications needs.
Users whose traffic requirements will not justify a
CPS earth station at a particular location may be able
to join with other users in their geographical vicini-
ty to assemble enough traffic to 	 ;;tall one.
This will expand the market for CPS networks by making
them economical for organizations with many low traf-
fic locations. The costs of the required terrestrial
connections must of course be considered in determin-
ing the feasibility of such arrangments compared with
using trunking service.
CONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENTS
Connectivity describes the communication links between
users and ground stations, between ground stations and
satellites, between and within satellites, transpon-
ders, and spot beams required to provide data, voice,
and video services.
Connectivity requirements for each service are depen-
dent upon traffic and performance requirements, ser-
vice mode (CPS or trunk,ing), and the necessary service
availability.	 Connectivity is affected, by the number
E
of	 satellites	 and	 transponders	 per	 satellite,	 the
$
	
	
number of spot beams, the required geographical dis-
tribution of service and the interconnection with
t
terrestrial and other satellite systems. 	 It, in turn,
impacts on the technology required, e.g., multibeam,
multi-hop, intersatellite_ links, _etc.
54
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Other issues which may be affected by connectivity
requirements are:
1. Geographic distribution and location of
satellites.
2. Deployment of satellites specialized by
service, e.g. voice service.
3. Use of reliability improvement techniques,
e.g. diversity and adaptive power techniques
to improve fade margin.
4. Tradeoff between connectivity and perfor-
mance requirements, e.g. connectivity vs.
delay.
4.2.1 DATA SERVICE CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity requirements for data transmission vary
widely among the different data communication applica
tions. It is convenient to distinguish between those
applications requiring dedicated service and those
requiring switched service.
4.2.1.1	 DED.I'.CATED DATA TRAFFIC
A large portion of data traffic requires dedicated
service on leased line (or privately owned) networks.
These networks link the various remote locations of
companies or governmental agencies, and while some
need for dedicated intercompany connectivity exists,
the more usual requirement is for connection between
establishments of the same corporation or agency.
While many dedicated data communications links involve
ORIGINAL PAGE IS55
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the simple pre-assigned connection of two points,
there are also frequent needs (for example, those
associ ated with the pol l ing of remote terminals from a
central site) that require multipoint connections.
Dedicated traffic 4s suitable for transmission via
either CPS or trunking configurations. However, CPS
configurations in the Ka band are not likely to meet
the availability requIrements of most real-time data
applications and should be reserved primarily for that
portion of traffic us i og deferred or store- and- forward
C
transmissions. An exclusively CPS configuration is
practical for data transmission only when the estab-
lishments at both ends of the link are large enough to
support on-site dedicated earth stations and where
availability requirements are not severe. 	 CPS to CPS
transmission of this type are likely for applications
such as electronic mail.	 For example, CPS earth sta-
tions_co-located with large regional post offices may
offer an excellent and cost effective means of provid 	 1
ing the lower availability dedicated links suitable
for the large vol ume -ex pans ion of mail gram-type sere i -
ces planned by the U.S. Postal System.
While a limited number of instances, such as the
above, may be cited where CPS to CPS transmi>ssion
modes provide a cost effective solution to special
problems of data transmission connectivity, in the
general case requirements will often exist for connec
	 4.`
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tions between two or more small organizations for-
which on-site earth stations are impractical, It is
also necessary to provide for dedicated links between
many small organizations (without CPS) and one or more
large central
	 locations which may have an on - site
earth station (for example, the linking of remote
I	
sales offices to a computer system at corporate head-
quarters).	 It is therefore highly likely that trunk-
E
w	 ing will be required (even for those establishments
capable of supporting CPS earth stations) so that the
smaller establishments may be addressed. 	 As a result,
I
the satellite system should provide the means for
interconnection of dedicated links between establish - ir
r
ments using CPS and trunking modes.. This interconnec-
tion will most probably be achieved at common ground
stations, thus reducing the complexity of the satel-
lite commmunic_ation subsystems.
Total Ka band satellite traffic far exceeds the capa-
city of a single transponder. 	 The multiple transpon-
ders within the satellite 	 require means for connec-
ting data users assigned to different transponders.
This	 is relatively straightforward as long as all
earth stations are addressable by the same satellite.
G If multiple satellites are used, either an intersat-
ellite link or a ground station connection will be
required, with resulting increased delay and system
complexity.
57
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The problem of reaching a station, whose antenna
points at one satellite, from a station whose antenna
points at a different satellite, requires some form of
interconnectivity between satellites. Whether this is
best established by intersatellite link, or via multi-
ple relay through earth stations involves many complex
tradeoffs between costs, flexibility, and the accumu-
lation of time delays (which under some data communi-
cations protocols has adverse effects on throughput).
Fortunately, for dedicated data service the problems
of intersatellite connectivity are lessened by the
fact that the origin and destination of channels are
pre-assigned. Dedicated users can, with relative
ease, be segregated into small communities of users
all of whom can (under some system designs) be as-
signed to the same satellite_. Whi le some loss in the
flexibility of reconfiguration may be implied, the
separation of users into such communities provides an
additional method of achieving desired connectivity
assignments.
4.2.1.2 SWITCHED-DATA TRAF-FIC
Connectivity requirements for switched data traffic
tend to be similar to, but more demanding than those
for dedicated data traffic.	 Whereas dedicated traffic
_
	
	
involVeS pre-assigned connectivity among limited com-
munities of users, switched traffic involves on-demand
connection to a potentially very large community of
s_
recipients.
3
A
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The	 same	 considerations	 relative	 to	 interconnection
between	 CPS	 and	 trunking	 users	 discussed	 under	 Dedi-
cated	 Data	 Traffic	 applies
	 even	 more	 strongly	 for
switched	 traffic.
	
Because	 of	 the	 need	 to	 address	 a
wide	 range	 of	 possible	 recipients,	 independent	 on	 the
size	 of	 the	 establishment	 in	 which	 they	 reside,	 links
between	 CPS	 and	 trunking	 modes	 are	 essential.
Polled	 operation,	 which	 might	 occasion	 the	 need	 for
multipoint	 connectivity	 among	 data	 terminals,	 is	 not
commonly	 encountered	 in	 switched	 circuits	 and	 there-
fore	 switched	 data
	 traffic	 tends	 to	 be	 point-to-point
(through	 the	 switches)	 rather	 than	 multip-oint.
There	 are,	 however,	 needs	 for	 many-to-one	 switched
data	 connections	 as	 ii,	 the	 case	 of	 terminals	 widely
separated	 throughout	 a	 region	 individually	 calling	 in
to	 a	 central	 computer	 (similar	 to	 In-WATS)	 and	 the
reverse	 (e.g.	 a	 computer	 sequentially	 dialing	 remote
terminals	 to	 accept	 their	 accumulated	 data	 asin	 Out-
WATS).	 The	 essential	 connection,	 however,	 remains
point-to-point	 and	 the	 many-to-one
	 nature	 of	 these
applications	 is	 primari ly	 t a r i f f	 o r i e n t e d .
For	 switched	 data	 traffic,	 connection	 to	 both	 long
haul	 and	 local	 terrestrial	 facilities	 will	 be	 needed.
While	 the	 satellite	 system	 may	 ultimately	 grow	 to	 a
very	 large	 size,	 and	 be	 capable	 of	 reaching,	 through
i t s	 own	 facilities,	 most	 or	 all	 of	 the	 significant
population	 centers,	 i t	 i s	 likely	 to	 be	 a	 long	 term
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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gradual growth.	 As result, the need to reach a wide
range of potential addresses (which is inherent in
switched network operation)
	 will	 initially require
routing through terrestrial facilities to cities not
yet included in the satellite network.
	 With this
pattern of interoperability established at the
beginning, it is likely to continue throughout the
evolution and maturity of the satellite system.
The connectivity problems, imposed by the multi-beam
and/or multisatellite environment expected in some of
j	 the high traffic scenarios, are potentially 
_complex
E for switched data traffic. The need to reach a large
a	 j
r
M
number of widely dispersed users on demand requires
	 j
sophistication in the ability to direct transmissions
from beam-to-beam and from satellite-to-satellite
without incurring undesirably long transmission de-
lays.
The ability to solve multisatellite connectivity prob-
lems by assigning user communities to the same s-atel-
lite is not a viable option in the case of switched
data since wide distribution to all potential users is
'E	 usually required.
4.2.2	 VOICE SERVICE CONNECTIVITY
i
Connectivity requirements for voice traffic transmit-f
._	 ted by Ka satellite depends upon the type_ of service
provided.	 For the purpose of describing this , connec
E^
k j
	tivity, voice traffic will be divided according to
F
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dedicated business, MTS business, and MTS residential
voice services.
A voice service network used by a corporation usually
contains a combination )f dedicated facilities used to
reach various corporate or customer locations having a
high volume of traffic and MTS facilities used to
reach other corporate and non-corporate locations and
to provide emergency backup or overflow connections to
the locations normally reached by the dedicated facil-
i
ities.
	
The interconnection between the dedicated and 	 I
i
MTS facilities occurs in switching machines which are
a part of the overall network. In these networks the
dedicated and MTS connections to the switches are
functionally distinct, although in the absence of CPS
service they may use the same physical facilities.
Physical separation of some or all of the dedicated
facilities into CPS and non-CPS carried circuits thus
presents no special problems.
4.2.2.1 DEDICATED TRAFFIC
The most commonly encountered leased line configure
a
I'	 tions are:
..	 l
(a) Lines connecting two establishments which
have a high volume of dedicated traffic.
(b) Intracompany networks connecting multiple
► '	 locations.
k%
x
u
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(c) Foreign exchange lines connecting an estab-
lishment in one city with a central office
in a remote city. These are usually used
for non-toll customer access, for example,
as for airline reservations.
Connectivity requirements for leased line voice traf
f i c are similar  to those of dedicated data traffic.
That is, connectivity generally requires pre-assigned
k	 links betweeen a limited number of locat ions .	 The
k,
^i	 required links are point- to -point only, because of the
lif.	 nature of voice transmission.
Dedicated links often carry switched traffic. For
example, many in'tracompany dedicated networks termin-
ate on PBX's which are used for local distribution
within the customer's premises or for dial out to the
surrounding local area.	 Another instance of this is
the leasing of dedicated transmission facilities link-
ing switches owned by a specialized common carrier.
The SCC provides switched service to the customers
served by its network nodes but may use dedicated
Tines obtained from another carrier (e.g. the Bell
System) to provide the needed transmission facilities
linking those nodes. As discussed with respect to
dedicated data, the achievement of a desired connec-
tivity may be complicated by the use of different spot
beams, tr,;nrponders, and multiple satellites, parti -
cularly in view of the requirement to hold delay to a
OV3UNA
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minimum.	 fortunately in the case of dedicated voice
traffic the fact that connectivity is pre-assigned and
involves a limited number of locations, offers the
possibility of solving these problems by grouping the
user communities so that each community uses common
satellite facilities.
,2.2.2 MTS TRAFFIC
The general requirement of MTS traffic, whether busi-
ness or residential, is the need to address a large
number of possible
connectivity must be
being pre-assigned.
existing network thr^
facilities.
Ka-band transmission
recipients.
	 Furthermore,	 this
provided on demand rather than
This is accomplished by the
)ugh a hierarchy of switches and
can be used in two ways in the
MTS network.
	 Firstly, trunking routes Cabe set up
between major centers (e.g., New York to Los Angeles)
supplementing terrestrial and lower frequency satel-
lite facilities
	 Such routes wi l l require high av'ai l-
abiifty and -large capacity.	 Secondly, a CPS type
network, using earth stations located directly on
class 2 3, or 4 switching centers can be used to
directly connect locations with large common interest
(e . g., Downtown New York City to Downtown Washington,
D. C,)	 In this case the alternate routing capability
of the network can be used to reroute cal 1 s if an
outage occurs,,	 (With. the common channel interoffice
63
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4.2.3
signa.11ing system expected to be in widespread use by
1990, it would be possible to reroute calls in pro-
gress if necessary.)
BROADCAST TV
This service category includes Network TV and CATV,
both of which have multipoint connectivity require-
ments from a limited number of or- , igination points to a
multiplicity of receive points. 	 As described in Sec-
tion II-5.2.3, only limited area networks dre feasible
using Ka band, and only if the overall cost is low
enough for the service to tolerate short outages.
3
The use of spot beams, multiple transponders, or nul-
1
tiple satellites in var alis network configurations is
not likely to impose important problems for either
limited area Network TV or CATV, The limited number
of up-links means that each originating site can look
at each of several satellites without imposing inor-
dinate increases in overall system costs. The re-
ceive-only locations need to Took at only the most
convenient satellite broadcasting the desired program
material
It is also possible to use multi -hop satellite trans-
missions to improve connectivity for Broadcast TV.
This may be of particular importance in a multisatel-
lite environment where not all earth stations look at
each satellite.	 The one-way nature of the Broadcast
TV transmissions eliminates concern over the addition-
64
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al time delays introduced. The only disadvantages
appear to be the possible accumulation of transmission
impairments and some loss of spectrum efficiency be-
cause of the multiple transmissions of the same pro-
gram.
4.2.4 SPECIAL PURPOSE VIDEO
Special purpose video may be one way or interactive.
One way video such as that used in newsgathering and
special events, usually requires full bandwidth. For
interactive video, such as videoconferencing, narrower
bandwidth, limited motion capabilities are generally
acceptable-.
Although videoconferencing via dedicated intracompany
networks may be satisfactorily served via CPS sta-
tions, trunking becomes important as videoconferencing
expands toward more frequent use of ad,-hoc conferences
between organizations at least one of which is not
equipped with a CPS station.
Uelay caused by interconnecting videoconferen-cing
users via multiple satellite hops may be objectionable
in videoconferencing because of the two way interac-
tive nature of these conferences.	 This may limit the
usefulness of multi-hop and intersatellite links in
this application,	 Trunking modes of Interactive vide0
require connectivity between transponders, beams, and
satellites to which the trunks are connected. 	 Inter-
connections between transponders and beams in the same
l
i
G
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satellite cause small delay effects.	 However, multi-
hop and intersatellite connections are subject to the
same delay restrictions as imposed on the CPS mode.
4.2.5 CONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY
The connectivity requirements for Ka band service
categories are summarized in figure III - 5.
	
Note
that the delay limitation category bears on the ap-
plicability of connectivity solution via multiple-hop
and intersatellite links. 	 It may be concluded from
this summary that:
-	 CPS/Trunking connectivity is often needed.
E
	
	
Satellite/Terrestrial connectivity is usually
needed.
Multiple -Hop and Intersatellite link delays
R
are to be avoided when possible.
4.3	 SATELLITE CAPACITY AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS FOR
TYPICAL WESTERN UNION- NETWORK TOPOLOGIES
Typical topologies for a Western Union network may be
visualized by examining the growth of the minimum
specialized network -discussed	 i_n_tSeo 4.1. The
minimum	 specialized	 network, has	 been	 estimated
to -.cover about 30% of the total accessible market,
which represents the minimum viable coverage. (This
minimum portion of the market must be served to
attract a sufficient number of customers and subse-
auent traffic load.) 	 Based u p on the estimates made in
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served by one satellite for each specialized carrier.
(Separate satellites will probably be employed because
of the range of variation possible in synchronization
techniques, beam scan patterns, channel assignment
algorithms, etc.)
The distribution requirements for traffic division
among four separate satellites (one for each speci'al-
ized carrier) are based upon the connectivity require-
ments given in Section 4.2 -for the type of services
offered by each specialized carrier. For example, MTS
voice traffic, which requires maximum connectivity
with all other users of the network, should be assign-
ed a major portion of each satellite capacity, distri-
buted by transponders and spot beams to provide max-
imum interc!onnectivity (as described in Section 4.2).
The specialized common network size grows from the
minimum to meet additional traffic growth toward a
w
predicted maximum specialized network size of 99 earth
stations in the year 2000 (assuming that Ka—band ser-
vice can	 be	 offered	 at	 407o
	
less	 than	 Ka-band	 service).
On	 this	 basis,	 it *was	 shown	 that	 the	 cumulative	 por-
t i o n of	 this	 market	 captured	 by	 Ka-band	 in	 the	 year
2000 is	 83.75%,	 based	 upon	 the	 total	 market	 value	 of
the principal	 SMSA	 plus	 all	 of	 its	 subordinates
	 lo-
Gated within a	 50+ mile	 radius	 for	 hubbing.
If	 the market	 predictions	 are	 accurate	 for	 the	 year
2000, each	 specialized	 common	 carrier	 will	 have	 either
s
68	
r
Itwo or	 three	 satellites,	 depending	 upon	 their	 capture
of	 the	 total	 market,	 the	 mixture	 of	 traffic,	 transpon-
der	 capacity	 for	 trunki ►rg	 and	 CPS,	 etc.	 The	 addition-
al
	
connectivity	 requirements	 imposed	 by	 multiple	 sat-
ellites	 (see	 Section	 4.2)	 impose	 constraints	 on	 the
services	 provided	 (due	 to	 additional	 delay	 caused	 by
multiple-hop	 or	 intersatellite	 links).
Since	 Tow	 earth	 station	 elevation	 angles	 result	 in
G
higher	 attenuation	 due	 to	 rain	 (because	 of	 longer	 path
length),	 satellite	 locations	 resulting	 in	 higher	 ele-
vation	 angles	 will	 be	 sought	 and	 used,	 where	 availa-
ble.	 If	 not	 available	 to	 both- satellites	 of	 a	 special-
ized	 common	 carrier,	 the	 one	 providing	 a	 higher	 eleva-
tion	 angle	 will	 be	 dedicated	 to	 the	 services	 requiring
increased	 reliability.	 The	 other
	
satellite	 may	 be
used	 for
	
services
	
which
	
are
	 tolerant	 of	 outages	 (usu-
ally	 deferred	 traffic).	 Distribution	 of	 satellite
S
5
i
capacity,	 by	 services,	 among	 several	 satellites	 for
each	 specialized	 common	 carrier	 will	 therefore	 prob-
ably	 depend	 upon	 service	 reliability	 needs,	 based	 upon
geographical	 distribution
	
of	 rainfall	 throughout	 CONUS
and	 the	 satellite	 elevation	 angle.
Interconnectivity	 between	 satellites	 of	 different
carriers,	 e.g.,	 MTS	 traffic	 from	 one	 carrier	 to	 an-
other,	 requires	 appropriate	 links	 and	 standards.
These	 intercarri er -links	 may	 be	 located	 at	 earth	 sta-
tions	 or	 as	 part	 of 	 a	 terrestrial	 network.	 Standards
p
will	 be	 required	 to	 interface	 differences:	 in	 synch-
ronization,	 protocols,	 etc.	 between	 carriers_.
69
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IV
PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON THE TRANSMISSION PATH
k	 1.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The requirements of this subtask are to identify 30/20
GHz propagation characteristics, and provide a basis for
establishing expected effects on typical links used in
support of candidate services.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Rain attenuation on the transmission path, and the re-
sulting large link margin requirements required to pro-
vide high availability performance, is the most sig-
nificant factor in i dentifying the services that ca.n be a
accomodated by 30 /20 GHz satellite communication sys-
tems.	 This section presents the key precipitation data
that will be compared to the availability and perform-
ance requirements of the trunking and CPS services de -
veloped in Section II.
	
The resulting link margin re-
quirements establish the Ka -band system parameters nec-
	 u
essary to satisfy service availability / performance cri	 t
t_eria and to identify system limitations.
3.0 METHODOLOGY
The most recent NASA handbook on propagation, effects at
30/20 GHz and other sources were used to develop the
I,	 a	
f
required propagation information.
f
	
	 Using the propagation statistics, fade depths and link
margin requirements were computed for each of the CONUS
71	
^
rain zones identified. Pertinent fade duration statis-
tics, rain attenuation characteristics as a function of
earth station elevation angle, and space diversity gain
data from the referenced publications were used to
derive the data presented.
4,0 PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS
Figure IV-1 shows the rain rate climate regions for the
continental United States (CONUS). Figure IV-2 shows
the point rain rate distributions as a function of the
CONUS rain regions. Region Dais subdivided into three
subzones and the rain rate distribution for each of the
subzones is shown in Figure IV-2(b). Using the proce-
dures from the NASA Handbook and the point rain rate r
statistics in Figure I`V-2, fade depths as a function of
percent of time the fade depth is exceeded were computed
for each of the rain zones To maintain a given level
of link availability, the precipitation margin required
equals the rain fade depth; thus the data computed is
identified as Precipitation Margins for the 20 GHz and
30 GHz Links in Tables IV-1 and IV-2, respectively.
The data has been computed for each ruin zone at the
appropriate	 elevation angle,	 since	 rain attenuation
f;
varies	 appreciably
	
with earth-	 station	 elevation	 angle,
particularly	 in	 high	 rain
t
rate	 regions: Figure	 IV-3
..
shows	 rain	 attenuation characteristics	 as	 a function	 of
earth
	
station
	
elevation angle.
k
The	 satellite	 location can	 be	 optimized	 to provide	 the
c
i	 .
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Rain Attenuation in—dB for Satellite at 90OW
INAL PAGE 19	 (20 GHz)
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Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
B 35 13 4 4 1 1
C 30 20 8 .5 1 1
D1 40 23 . 9 6 2 1
D2 45 28 12 3 3 1
D3 50 36 17 12 3 2
E 55 55 29 20 A 2
F 40 17 6 4 2 1
TABLE IV - L
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900w
(30 GHz)
r
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01 0.05	 0.1	 0.5 1.0
B 35 29 1;3	 9	 3 2
C 30 45 17	 11	 3 2
D1 40 50 21	 14	 4 2
D2 45 03 28	 18	 6 3
D3 50 g0 39	 27	 9 4
E 55 120 64	 43	 10 4
F 40 37 13	 9	 4 2
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 TO
E	 RAIN ATTENUATION (d8)
VARIATION OF RAIN ATTENUATION OF A
FUNCTION OF ELEVATION ANGLE-ZONE D
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Ir
best weighted CONUI
 S oovera,e with the lowest maegltt
requirements.	 Ffgune IV
	 and IV,-S show the olo y ; i,on
angle contours superimposed on the CON US far satellite
locations at 90'W and 97 0 W longitude, respect--iv ly,	 The
optimum location is at 97'W. At orbital are locations
below 90'W and above 104'W appreciable performance de-
gradation in major population centers will be experi-
enced.
Of particular interest is the relationship between total
annual rain attenuation and the worst month attenuation.
Figure IV-6 shows the results of rain attenuation meas-
urements, as a ratio of worst month to total annual
attenuation, recorded at Greenbelt, MO. The worst month
attenuation exceeded the average annual level by factors
of 5 to 7.5.
Figures IV-7 to IV-9 show fade duration distributions at
three widely separated locations;
	 Holmdel(Ndj, Slough
(England), and Rosman (NC) respectively. fade durations
and the number of fades vary among the three because the
measurement period aAa the elevation look angle (and
consequently the rain path length) were different at the
three sites.	 The distribution characteristics at the
three sites are, however, similar.
Figure IV-10 is a histogr°am showing the percentage of
each month the three fade depths indicated were exceed-
ed.	 The data is the result_ of measurements made at
77
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Figure 4-13. Comparison of Worst Month and Annual Attenuation Statistics for 1977.
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Figure 4-14. i 1.76 GHz Attenuation Distributions, Greenbelt, Maryland
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r
Wallops	 Island, VA illustrating typical fade distri -
^`	 bution characteristics by month. 	 Monthly distribution
varies considerably between sites as can be seen by
comparing Figures IV-6 and IV-10, two sites that are
i,	 approximately 150 miles apart.	 At Greenbelt the worst
month is July whereas August is the worst month at Wall-
o s Island.	 Additional data for Richland
	
W!	 p	 A is shown
M
in Figure IV-11 to illustrate variances between sites.
Fade duration statistics are useful in estimating block-
ing probabilities for message switched services on oc-
casions during which adaptive FEC is activated to ac-
commodate severe fading, or other means are used to
exchange available bandwidth for performance quality on
remaining circuits.
Figure	 IV-12 shows that fade characteristicrs	 are
relatively independent of frequency. 	 A reasonably ac-
curate estimate of rain attenuation can therefore be
made from data at a single spot frequency.
5.0 SPACE DIVERSITY
Space diversity has been used for a number of years in
terrestrial microwave systems. In such systems it is
generally used to combat degradations due to ducting,
multipath,	 and	 other phenomena characteristic	 of	 paths
near	 and	 parallel
	
to the
	 earth's surface.
	
The
	 use	 of
space	 (or	 "separation ")	 diversity	 with	 satellite	 links
is	 primarily	 intended to	 combat high	 attenuation	 due	 to
intense	 precipation. The	 basis for	 use	 of	 a	 diversity
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system is the observation that regions of intense rain= {
fall are generally limited in geographic extent.	 This
k
is true for temperate climates.
	
The physical separation
	
-a
of the satellite earth stations then serves to reduce
i
the correlation of such heavy rainfall at the sites.
i
Some simple means of choosing the better of the sites at
any instant then completes the diversity system. 	 1
A useful tool in the study of diversity systems is the
concept of "diversity gain," as developed by D. Hodge of
Ohio State University.
	 The derivation of diversity gain
is best illustrated by a figure.
	 In Figure IV-13 the
two curves to the right are the individual cumulative
y
time diastributions of attenuation for the two sites
operating individually. The single curve to the left is
the cumulative time distribution for diversity opera-
tion--that is, the better of the two stations at any
instant.	 As shown, the distance between the curves for
,
the same percentage time is the diversity gain in deci-
bets.
Hodge has determined an empirical relationship between
the separation distance, fade depth, and diversity gain
based on measurements made using ATS-V.
	
These measure-
ments were taken at 15.-3 GHz.	 This relation is as fol-
lows.
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where
G = Diversity gain in dB
D - The site separation distance in km
a - A-3.6(1-exp(-0.24A))
f,	 A - The single site attenuation in dB
b	 0.46(1-exp(-2.26A))
Data taken using ATS-6 indicated that the diversity gain
f	
was not strongly dependent on frequency.	 A satisfctory
separation for the diversity sites seems to be about 8
to 10 km. biversity gain as a function of separation is
shown in Figure IV-14.
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TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
1.0	 GENERAL. CONSIDERATIONS
In Section II an analysis of the net accessible Ka-
' band market was made to estimate the portion of that
market that might actually be captured by Ka band
communications systems and the share of the estimated
traffic volume that might bfi%, captured by the individ-
ual satellite carriers in their respective market
areas. The traosmission requirements of the carrier
community may be divided into three separately identi-
fiable systems in accordance with the services pro-
vided.
	 The three system categories are:
	 trunking,
4
CPS, and combined trunking/CPS. A trunking system
being appropriate for Bell, combined trunking/CPS for
carriers such as Western Union and RCA, and all CPS
for carriers addressing those market areas of interest
to SBS, XTEN, SPC, etc.	 Each of these system cate-
gories requires a different satellite system design.
From the work in Section II the Western Union market 	 a
areas require- both Trunking and CPS satellite system
capabilities.
	
The projected Western Union market
share is estimated to grow to 7.5 GBPS in each cate-
gory by the year 2000.
	 An estimate of the size of an
initial satell-ite
 
in terms of capacity was identified
previously at 4 GBPS of trunking capacity and ? GBPS
of CPS capacity.	 In the Phase I	 Task 9 effort the
2
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marginal utility of adding one more earth station in
the trunking network was that the traffic capacity of
that earth station be at least ,11% of the total pro
Jected trunking traffic. For a two carrier split of
the total traffic the minimum capacity required is
,2.2% or 33 MBPS. The maximum network size for Ka
services priced 20% below Ku band service is 89 earth
stations. On the assumption that the objective of the
two dominant private-carriers is to implement at least
the most efficient network size (34 earth stations
eacn), the minimum traffic capacity at any earth sta-
tion is at least 30 MBPS. On this basis a SS-TDMA
trunking system operating at a 500 MBPS burst rate is
a reasonable choice. Ultimately 15 transponders at
500 MBPS each will be required to accommodate the
projected traffic.
In the CPS case the traffic volume is the aggregate of
a large number of small networks that include torpor-
ate, institutional, government, and low capacity trun-
king networks.	 Assuming that ultimately CPS services
1
will be carried through some 1000 earth stations the
average transmission capacity per station is 7,5 MBPS:
Some will be as low as 64 KBPS, others may be in the
20--30 MBPS range or possibly higher. The nominal
321128 MBPS uplink and 250 MBPS downlink transmission
rates are reasonable choices for CPS, however, it will
probably be more desirable to customize at least the
	 k
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uplink transmission--and in the case of the southeas-
b
2.0
k
tern region	 the downlink transmission--to provide
adequate system margins (normal operating margin plus
margin obtained by adaptive measures) to meet avail-
ability requirements. 	 This is discussed further in
Subsection 4.2.
In the following subsections some specific systems
consideration are discussed in some detail.
PERFORMANCE
The two key measures o lf performance are BER and avai 1-
ability.	 The required BER performance, 1x10- 7 , is
driven by data transmission requirements. 	 (Typically
in PCM encoded voice and video systems BER performance
levels of 1x10- 6 and 1x10- 5 respectively will provide
high quality service.) 	 The transmission link analysis
is based on the 1x10` 7 BER.
Availability requirements have been discussed in Sec-
tion II. In the trunking transmission network.a link
availability objective of .9999 has been established.
To meet the availability objective both adaptive com-
pensation and diversity earth stations are generally
necessary.	 owever, as discussed in Section II 	 thisY	 ^	 ^
availability_ could be obtained by considering use of
terrestrial and other satellite bands.
The availability objective for the CPS services is
.9990 although .9950 would be an acceptable level for
some types of traffic.	 The availability crit eria for
94
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each	 user
	
network	 would	 be	 considered	 individually	 to
avoid	 an	 overdesign,	 although	 the	 basic	 system	 (satel-
lite/earth
	
station)	 design	 requirements	 are	 specified
to	 meet	 the	 .9990	 availability	 objective.
3.0 RAIN	 ATTENU'AT'ION
	
COMPENSATION
The	 severity	 of	 rain	 attenuation	 in	 the	 30/20	 GHz
band,	 particularly	 where	 high	 system	 availability	 is
required,	 mandates	 that	 the	 system
	
designer	 consider
multiple
	
techniques	 for
	
improving
	
system
	
availability.
These	 would	 include
	
adaptive	 power
	
control,	 adaptive
FEC,	 space	 diversity	 earth	 station	 complexes,	 and
location	 of	 the	 satellite	 within	 the	 domestic	 orbital
arc.	 Any	 or	 all	 of	 these	 techniques	 would	 be	 appro - 
priate	 in	 a	 given	 system.
3.1 ADAPTIVE POWER	 CONTROL
To	 meet	 availability	 objectives	 both	 the	 trunking 	 and
t
CPS	 systems	 require	 use	 of	 adaptive	 power	 control.	 -In
the	 trunking	 case	 adaptive -power
	
control
	
is	 required
for	 both	 the	 uplink	 and	 downlink.
	 In	 the	 CPS	 case	 the
satellite	 transmitter	 is	 operated	 normally	 at	 maximum
4
output	 power	 and	 adaptive	 power	 control	 is	 limited	 to
the	 uplink.	 Subsection	 4.0	 provides	 link	 summaries
giving	 normal	 operating	 and	 adaptive	 power	 levels
necessary for	 the	 trunking
	
and	 CPS	 systems.
3.2 FORWARD ERROR CONTROL
The	 use	 of	 FEC	 is	 necessary	 in	 the	 CPS	 systems	 but
need	 not	 be	 included	 in	 the	 trunking	 system.	 FEC	 has	 -
95
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the advantage of providing large increases in bit
error performance and margin to offset the effects of
rain attenuation.
	 Rate 1/2 encoding with soft deci-
sion decoding, which will provide an 8.8dB coding gain
at a constant transmission rate, has been assumed as a
standard. However, the use of that rate does not
imply that the total information data rate of the CPS
system will be reduced to half of the uncoded trans-
mission data rate.	 FEC is specified to be applied to
individual sites that are under the influence of rain
attenuation	 at the port ra ge within the Terrestrial
Interface Modules and not at the transmission burst
rate.
	 The probability that more than 10% of the net-
work stations are experiencing such conditions simul-
taneously is quite low.
	
Thus for a station network
with uniform distribution of traffic, (i.e. each has a
peak hour traffic of 2.5 MBPS), one station out of ten
experiencing
	
rain	 conditions	 will	 reduce	 total
throughput capacity from 250 MBPS to 225 MBPS. The
impact on system thoughput and blocking probability in
the case of voice circuits even at peak hours ;will be
relatively low as long as capacity can be reassigned
among the stations.
	 In off-peak hours there is not
likely to be any noticeable effect on network trans
mission.
There are a number of interesting control scenarios by
which required bandwidth can be allocated to stations
96	 a
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experiencing fades.	 These should be investigated to
devise an optimum algorithm -for resource control.
SPACE DIVERSITY EARTH STATIONS
To meet a postulated .9999 availability requirement
for a trunking system, implementation of space diver-
sity earth stations is required at all trunking nodes.
A description of the diversity gain/spacing character-
istics was given in Section IV. Diversity experiments
are essential, since empirical data to substantiate
the belief that there is a dB for d8 diversity gain
improvement for cases where single - site attenuation
exceeds the 15 -18 dB range is not available. The
importance of space diversity gain improvements is
paramount to meeting trunking network availability
objectives, since if the expected diversity gain im-
provements cannot be obtained, Ka band systems would
not be an acceptable medium for trunking transmission
under the .9999 a%,ailabili'ty assumption. However, as
noted above, many trunking networks could tolerate
poorer availability with appropriate network design
and "fail-soft" operating procedures, so that this
assumption requires further study.
SATELLITE POSITION IN THE • DOMESTIC ORBJ TAt ARC
Rain attenuation increases appreciably as earth sta-
tion elevation angles decrease. In Section IV the
variation of rain attenuation as a function of eleva-
tion angle was given together with a plet of elevation 	 }
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ngle contours in CONUS.	 By selection of the satel-
ite location in the orbital arc the best weighted
)NUS coverage with the lowest rain margins can be
btained. From the plots in Section IV the optimum
atellite position is 97' W longitude, providing a
inimum elevation angle in CONUS of 30'. 	 For orbital
arc locations below 90 W and above 104 W the increas-
ed attenuation due to lower elevation angles in major
population centers becomes a critical factor.	 The
useful orbital arc can be extended through use of
intersatellite links (to be discussed separately).
ADDITIONAL CON,SID-ER-ATIONS
Additional system margin can be obtained by adaptive
reduction of the transmission data rate, providing an
increased level of energy per bit for given available
k
1
transmitter power conditions. 	 The approach should be
examined but is not considered a preferred choice
because of its impact on throughput capacity and chan-
nel b 1 o c k i n g .
	
In subsection 4.0 reduced transmission
data rates are considered to meet availability re- i
quirements for CPS stations in CONUS rain zone E, but
in that case the peak transmission requirements would
be considered in the design and the necessary total
capacity provided through use of an appropriate number
of FDM channel s.
i
To minimize reduction in throughput data rates an
adaptive reduction in the number of quantization bits
F ^	
r
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for digital voice channels can be employed. 	 For exam-
ple if the eight bit code normally used for voice
channel quantization is reduced to six bits the per
channel data rate is reduced from 64KBPS to 48KBPS.
This approach should be explored as part of system
design trade-off consideration.
	
4.0	 EARTH STATION ANTENNA SIZE AND SYSTEM MARGIN CONSIDER-
AT^S
	
4.1
	
TRUNKING STATIONS
Both Hughes and TRW, in the baseline and alternative
designs submitted to date, advocate use of large (12
meter) antennas for trunking systems. Western Union
expects that a 5 meter antenna will be adequate for
the trunking system, and in any event would not con-
sider an antenna larger than 7 meters as being cost-
effective. To substantiate the position that a 5
meter antenna wi11 satisfy trunking network require-
ments comparative data is presented below using 5, 7,
and 12 meter antennas.
There are a number of reasons why a 12 meter antenna
is not a desirable choice. A 12 meter antenna is
large, and with the surface tolerance requirements
(.01 inch RMS or better) for the Ka band it is unlike-
ly that a vendor would quote on providing the antenna
on other than a developmental basis. The antenna cost
will be very high	 The beamwidth of the 12 meter
E
99
1	 8	 it
t
antenna is very narrow (,058') and the foundation and
structural rigidity required to meet operational per-
s	
formance requirements at wind velocities up to 60 MPH,
(and slightly reduced performance in gusts up to 80
MPH) is severe and costly. (The degradation or track-
ing error at an average wind velocity of 35 MPH was	 A
not specified by Hughes or TRW.)	 There is no reason
why the environmental requirements for the Ka-band an-
tenna should be relaxed relative to "C" or "Ku" band
^!	 a
systems.	 Environmental performance requirements nor-
;	 mally specified by WU .are-given in Appendix A.	 The 12
meter antenna will also require a tracking subsystem
somewhat more sophisticated and expensive than a step-
track system.
	
Further, since diversi-ty systems will
in any case be required at trunk i ng nodes ( see below),,
system cost is substantially increased because two 12
meter antennas per site are required.
The beamwidth of a 5.OM antenna is .14% simplifying
a
tracking requirements to that which may be accommodat -
ed with a step-track system. Surface tolerances are
more easily obtained because of the smaller size, and
foundation/structural rigidity requirements can be met
at a lower cost because of the smaller surface area.
Tables V-1 through V-3 give unco-ded link budgets for
12, 7, and 5 meter trunking systems, respectively.
m
Using the earth station and satellite transmitter
power levels shown the available margins for rain loss
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are as shown.	 In Table V-4, and the similar tables,
the required margins that can be accommodated by a 5
meter system are identified by diagonal lines.
	 The
additional cases that can be accommodated by 7 meter
and 12 meter systems are indicated by the circles and
triangles, respectively. The 12 meter case includes
al 	 7 and 5 meter cases and the 7 meter case includes
all 5 meter cases.	 The results indicate that the 7
and 12 meter systems have somewhat better clear
weather margin than the 5 meter system. If we now add
adaptive power control in the uplinks and downlinks
the following total margins are obtained.
N{1fti^hAt OPERA -I NG- °PtUS- •ADAf i-t V . POWER" MARG . I N
o a1
Antenna	 Up-link	 Down-link	 Margin
size (M)	 pwr. inc.	 pwr. inc.	 (dB)
DB	 DB	 U.L.	 D.L.
12.0
	
4.9	 8.75	 24.9	 18.35
	
7.0	 4.9	 8.75	 20.2	 13.65
	
5_.0	 4.9	 8.75	 17.3	 10.75
Table V-5 shows the availability levels in each rain
zoneL that can be attained using combined normal oper-
ating plus adaptive power margins.	 Consider now the
r	 effects of adding rate 1/2 FEC margin (`8.8dB) to the
previous margins.mar 	 Table V-6 shows the availabilit yp	 9	 y
levels in each rain zone that can be attained with a
combination of normal operation, adaptive power, and/-
.	 n
s
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()i: pooR f2t)^il» TY	 Table V-4Trunking System Availability
Normal. Operating Margin Only
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90"w
(20 GHz)
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5 160
B 35 13 X
C 30 20 ® ^' X
Dl 40 23 .6' X
D3 45 2S 	12 x
DS 50 36	 17 Q,
E 55 S	 - 	 29 20
F 40 o
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90 0 11
(30 GHz)
Elevation Percent of the Tib_:'ie attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
B 35 29	 13 A00 . ,X
30 45
D., 40 50
DZ 	 45	 63	 28
 
7
Ae
D3	 S0 $0	 39	 27 000
E	 55 120	 64	 43 jAr ^
F	 40 13	 000 JY X
..........
KEY:f^ /	 5.0 M system,	 0	 7.0 M system Q	 12.0 M system
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Table V-5
G	 Trunkin§ Sys tem Availability with
0" IOII	 Normal Operating & Adapi:ive PWR Ma in
OF POOR QUALITY Rain Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at 90 W
(20 GHz)
Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01
	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0
B 35 13	 X	 X x X
C 30 20	 ,8''	 a' X X
Dl 40 23 ,	 ,8'	 Z Ar
1)2- 45 28	 12	 X .i" rD3 SO 36
E SS 55	 29	 201
40 All
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900 
r
(30 GHz)
Elevation PE_ :ent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle O.G1 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
B 35 29
C 30 4r ,1 x .3'
Di 40 50 ,Joe le 21
D2 45 63 28 18 ,6 or
D3 50 80 39
E 55 120 64 43 orb
F 40 7 All
KEY: / 5.0 M system Adaptive Power Level Incriase
UL 4.9 dB;
0 7.0 M system DL S. 75 dB s
Q 12.0 M system
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Table V-6
Trunking System availability with
OF POOR Normal Operating, ,adaptive PWR	 rCC Marains
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90 W
(20 GHz)
t	 ♦ 	 w 11A1^`. !M
Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01
	 0.05	 0.1 0.5 1.0
e 35 i'	 ,e' "° X X
C 30 0	 ,8'	 ,0' X X
D1 40 g	 Ar
D 
2
45
rt D3 S0 36
E 8 55 55	 29
4 F 40
k
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90° w
'
(30 GHz) y
a
l
Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01
	 0.05	 0.1 0.5 1.0
li
B 35 Ar .3'
4
Iz
'. G 30 45 AT	 .kr Ir
Dl 40 50 .34' /Y x
F D2 45 63 28	 ,rs' .e'
D3; SO 80	 39	 77)
- ;
E 55 120	 64	 -	 43 J& A
F F 40 f^37	 ,i	 .01
F KEY: /	 5.0 M system	 FEC Gain 8.8 dB
0	 7.0 M system
12.0 M system
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For adaptive FEC margins for the three antenna sizes.-
From Table V-6 it is seen that an availability of
.9999 is not realized by any of the three antenna
sizes
If instead of FEC we consider the use of space div-
ersity earth stations at the trunking nodes, a
r diversity gain of 12 dB can be realized for the case
where the single site attenuation is 18.0 dB. The
combined margin available, i.e., operating margin plus
adaptive power plus diversity gain is
COMBINED MARGIN
Antenna size (M)	 UL (dB)	 pL (dB)
	
12.0	 36.9	 30.35
	
7.0	 32.2	 25.65
	
5.0	 29.3	 22.75
Table V-7 shows the availability levels that can be
a 
attained in each rain zone with a combined margin made
up of normal operating margin, adaptive power margin,
and diversity gain at a fade depth to 18- dB.
From Table V-7 the 12 meter system will provide an
availability of .9995 in one additional -rain zone and
t	 an availability of .9999 in two additional rain zones
a•
over the 5 meter system on the downlink.	 There is no
advantage to the 12 meter system over the 5 meter
I	
systems for the uplink
In both cases a .9999 availability requirement for
CONUS has not been met
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'fable V-7
iitiC'.isnel. KT 
€	
Trunking System Availability with
OF POOR	 '+l-iT	 Normal Operating Margin, Adaptive PWR & Diversity
Gain Margins.
•a
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900
 W
(20 GHz)
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0 . 01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
B 35 ,,d"' ^' , oe
C 30 8' a' x X
Di 40
DZ A0
D3 50 36 yl ,8' x
E 55 L-55j X r
F 40
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at_g0°Sy
I
Z
(30 GHz)
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceededj w4;ne Angle 0.01 0 .05	 0.1 0.5 1.0
I
+ 35 '8' 13'
C 30 45 >r AV i
z
'R
D1 40 so 4-. af
D2 45 63 '
D3 SO 80 ., _ ..__ 39_^y 'A X
E 55 120
_	 64	 43
)0
F 40 37 _7
is,yy
KEY: /	 5.0 M system Diversity Gain 12 db for 18 d6
-•
Single Site Atten.
I.{ +` 0	 a.0 M system0 12.,0 M system dB/dB above 18 dB i
,d A
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If the diversity gain increases dB for dB for single
site attenuations greater than 18dB then a .9999
availability requirement will be met by all three
antenna sizes_.
The conclusion is that a 5 meter earth station with
use of normal operating margins plus adaptive power
control and space diversity will satisfy trunking
system performance requirements, and larger antennas
are no g
 warranted.
4.2	 CPS STATIONS
Table V-8 gives a link budget for a CPS TDMA system at
32 MBPS uplink and 256 MBPS downlink burst rates.
	 The
available clear weather- margin for the uplink is 10.7
dB, and for the downlink, 5.3 dB.
	 The crossed out
cases in Table V-9 show that on the downlink the
clear-weather margin provides an av ai 'I ab i 1 i ty of .995
in all rain zones and .999 in rain zones` B, C, and F.
An uplink availability of .995 is provided in all but
rain zones E and D3
With the margin increase due to adaptive FEC (8.8dB),
the total uplink and downlink margins are 19.5 and
14.1 dB, respectively	 The availability on the down -
I ink is then .999 in al l rain zones except rain zone E
,j
and on the uplink is then .999 in all rain zones zone
except 03 and E (circled cases).
:z
4	 The use of uplink adaptive power control to increase
t
r	
the ES power ampl i fier output from 11.7 to 19,2 dBw
^(	 ^6t,E4lBldb°v^ N^L a^ 4-n k^	 t'..
OF POOR 1 M'.1Ji,.%r
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Table V-9
CPS System Availability with normal
Operating Hargin, Adaptive UL PWR, Adaptive Fi C
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90 o W
(20 GHz)
fir .	 r	
•7.nws.ne
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
ro..	 3
Zone Angle 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0
8 SS 13
C 30 .Z0 8 ,r
D1 40 23 .	 9 X
DZ 45 28 12, ,g' X
D3 SO 36 17
E 55 55 29 20
F 40 17 6 ^' ,^ X	 it
. 1
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900.E
(30 GHz)
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01 0 .05 0.1 0.5 1.0
B 35 29 13
C 30 45 17 Q ^' ,Z►
Di 40 50 21,
D2 45 83 28 Ar ,T
D3 50 80 39 Q
$ 55 120 64 43 10
F 40 37 13
i
KEY: /	 Normal Operating Margin Margins
PWR 14.5 dB
0'	 Adaptive FEC-UL & DL FEC	 8.8 dB
Adaptive UL PWR
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CPS Systen, Availability with Ncrnal
Operating Margin, Adaptive FEC, Adaptive UL PWR
464 4b ORIGINAL
OF POOR
6'riGE 19
QUALITY Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90oWlici (20 GHz)
Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5 1..0
9 35 13	 6 Ale
C 30 20	 8
D1 40 Z3	 9 G x'
D2 45 28	 12 G x ^,
D3 SO 36	 17
B 55 55	 29 20
F 40 17	 6 or x
Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900 W
(30 GHz)
r,
Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
'Lone Angle	 0.01 0 .05 0.1 0.5 1.0
8 35	 29 13
C 30	 45 17
D1 40	 50 21
1) 45	 63 28 ?^
D^ g0	 80 39
55	 120 64 43 10 ,^
F 40	 37 13
KEY: /...	 Norval	 Operating Margin MarginsPWR	 3.3 d
0	 Adaptive FEC, UL & DL FEC	 8.8 d8
A	 Adaptive Power, UL
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(83 watts) provides an uplink availability of .999 in
all rain zones except rain zone E (triangle case).
Thus, the combination of clear weather operating
margin, adaptive FEC margin, and adaptive uplink power
control wi 11 provide an availability of .999 in all
rain zones except E. 	 In rain zone E an additional
margin of 5.9 dB is required on the downlink and 16 dB
on the uplink. Table V-10 gives the link budget for a
TDMA CPS system with 128 MBPS uplink and 250 MBPS
downlink burst rates. Table V-11 shows the availabil-
ity achievable in the various. rain zones using normal
clear weather mar gin, adaptive FEC, and adaptive UL
power control as in the previous examples.
	 In this
case the CPS up - link. transmitter power must be in-
creased to 25 dBw (316W).
	 Again with the combined
margin an availabil ity of .999 is provided in all rain
zones except rain zone E.
The additional margin required on the down-link and
uplink to achieve a CPS system availability of .999 in
rain zone E is 5.9 db and 16 db, respectively. 	 A
approach to resolve the problem is:
^	 '	
" I Dovn+1-n-k-:- 	 M-a-r-g-i n- .G•a-i-n
i
decrease burst ra ge to
128 MBPS:	 2.9 dB.
Increase zone E CPS	 i
antenna si ze to 5.0 meters
	
3-:-0• -d8
TOTAL	 5.`9 d6
5
p4
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Up11nk:_
	
Margin Gain
-	 Increase zone E CPS ES
antenna size to 5.0 meters	 3.0 dB
Customize UL transmission
rate (FDM), for example
6.3 MBPS.
Normal operation gain	 7.0 dB
increase (vs. 128 MBPS)
Additional Adaptive UL Power
Margin	 6.O dB
16.0 dB
The adaptive up link transmitter power required
in Zone E is then 26.2 dBw (330W)
The lower CPS DL and UL transmission rates would requ-
ire on board switching to 128 MBPS TDMA downlinks and
the ability to receive demodulate, and decode FDM
uplinks. Connectivity between zone E CPS stations and
CPS stations in the other rain zones would be accompl-
ished in the on-board base band processor.
Additional study is necessary to identify other alter-
native design appr0aches to adequately service high
4 "	 rain rate areas with low cost earth stations.
fl	
1
3
NETWORK SYNCHRONIZATION
ORIGNAL
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS	 OF POM QUA,l.WY
TIMING (FRAME "PHASE" ACQUISITION)
Network synchronization, in any TDMA system requires
that stations sharing a transmission channel time
their burst(s) per frame so as not to interfere (over
lap) with the other channel users. It also implies
that the stations have some prior knowledge of when in.
the frame to receive bursts destined for them; this
second aspect (receive timing) is not as critical and
is usually solved by placing a "window" of a few bits
on either side of the framing location at which the
unique word designating start of a burst destined for
that station is expected.	 Transmit timing, on the
other hand, especially when utilizing a satellite
relay, requires computing of the distance, a.n.d thus'
propagation delay, from each station to the satellite
so that burst overlap can be avoided with minimum
guard times between allocated burst assignments.
FREQUENCY (FRAME '-FR,EQUENCY ACQUISITION)'
The transmitter data clock at any TDMA station deter-
mines the local frame rate (e.g. 128,000 bits per
framefor a 128 Mbps channel using a 1 msec frame
duration). This clack is usually locked to the sta-
tion's master oscillator which also determines the RF
;a
transmit frequency and the receiver's local oscillator
117	 ;
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frequency at the downconverter.	 The accurate frequen-	 a.
cy locking of all network oscillators (including the
r
MO in the satellite) can improve demodulator perfor-
mance both at the satellite (in the case of a CPS BPU
technique) and at the ground station (for both the CPS
and trunking networks). This enables the use of nar-
rower filters in the demodulator's carrier and bit
timing recovery circuits which in turn enables shorter
preambles, for a given Eb/No, at the beginning of each
burst. This is desirable in that it increases TDMA
throughput since such preambles act as overhead, much
the same as guard time. The following paragraphs,
however, do not address the required or achievable
network frequency accuracies for an operational sys-
tem.	 It is felt that accurate frequency locking which
includes tracking the satellite doppler frequency
shifts will impact the cost of both the MCS and the
earth station hardware and will require further analy-
sis and	 rhaps demonstration during the experimental
flight programs.
5.2	 TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION - TRUNKING TDMA
5.2.1 CLOSED LOOP-S'Y-NCHRONIZATION
` A closed loop system for acquiring trunking TDMA
transmit burst synchronization can be implemented by
having each trunking station transmit a local unique
word (LUW) during a satellite switch (SS), "loopback"
mode, once per frame.
	
It also requires the MCS which
118	 r
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has acquired the SS to transmit a reference unique
word (RUW) to each of the downlink beams at a known
position, e.g. at the beginning of each of the modes
which connect the MCS uplink beam with each of the
downlink beams. Transmit timing is then continuously
advanced or retarded to maintain steady state synchro-
nization (a fixed number of bits or symbols between
the reception of the RUW and the reception of the LUW.
Accuracies of +20nsec (a few symbols) can probably be
achieved.
5.2.2 OPEN LOOP SYNCHRONIZATION
Open loop synchronization of transmit burst timing is
accomplished by calculating the slant range from each
trunking station to the satellite periodically, and
interpolating, via a Simple range rate, calculation,
timing adustments between range fixes (if needed).
This requires fairly accurate ranging from two to four
trunking stations to the satellite, and can be accom-
plished with turnaround ranging tones or via looped
buck unique words at each ranging station. From these
(2 to 4) slant range measurements the range from any
other trunking station can be simply calculated utili-
zin'g a "linearized" approximation tr the quadratic
range equations requiring only 12 multiplications plus
8 additions per range update-. The accuracy of the
original range measurements is degraded by at most a
factor of two using this technique.
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5.2.3 TRUNKING TDMA SYNCHRONIZATION RECOMMENDATION
The open-loop method of Paragraph 5.2.2 is recommended
for the following reasons:
t.	 Ranging will be requ-ired in any event for satel-
lite Station Keeping (and perhaps to obtain parameters
i
for computing CPS station open-loop antenna pointing
instructions) .
k^
2. The need for the (m) mode RUW and the (n) loopback	 xj
LUW transmissions and associated burst synchronization
circuitry is eliminated (where m = number of beams and
i n =total number of trunking earth stations).
!	 3.	 The initial accuracy and frequency of update of
the slant range measurements can be relaxed (guard
time for 100-200 stations does not greatly impact
i
overall frame efficiency) resulting in less expensive
MCS processor capability.
5.3
	
TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION , - CPS
5.3.1	 CLOSED, '.00P S°YN-CHRONIZATION
The RUW/LUW technique described in Paragraph 6.2.1 is
not practical ' for the CPS network since the uplinks
are separated, in time, from the downlink due to BPU
processing. A closed loop approach is possible in
which the satellite assists by monitoring each uplink
channel and counting the number of symbols between
start-of-frame to reception , of a CPS transmitted UW.
This information is then transmitted back to the CPS
on its downlink channel	 The CPS then simply compares
120
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he satellite measured count with i's preassigned
urst position count and advances or retards its
ransmit bursts accordingly.
PEN LOOP SYNCHRONIZATION
pen loop synchronization can be accomplished for the
PS network exactly as in the trunking network of
aragraph 5.2.2. The required range measurements (or
alculated ranges for each station) are transmitted
`rom the MCS to the CPS user via the OW.
;PS - SYNCHRONIZATION TIME RECOMMENDATION
ince the closed-loop technique requires increased BPU
ogic and complexity, and since there appears to be no
'common" trunking/CPS closed loop approach, it is rec,
ommended that the open-loop method as described in
Paragraph 6.2.2 be employed for the CPS canning-beam
network.
6.0	 ASSESSMENT OF DUAL POLARIZATION AT 30/20 GHz
Some experience has been gained in dual polarization
E
operation at the lower frequencies; however, extension
i of these results to the 30/20 GHz frequencies has not
`	 been validated.	 The experimental data on 30/20 GHz
polarization isolation is also quite skimpy. 	 We have
based the following assessment on three sources: the
NASA Propagation- Effects Handbook, data collected with
the RCA SATCOM system, and some reference articles
s	 that treat the subject.
wi
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PROPAGATION EFFECTS
6.1.1 NASA PROPAGATION EFFECTS HANDBOOK RESULTS
Table V-12 is extracted from the Handbook and shows a
number of recommended formulas for computing the
cross-polarization isolation at high frequencies. In
these formulas, "A" is the attenuation in dB. 	 Using
the tables of attenuation calculated previously, we
have computed the expected cross-polarization isola-
tion; this is shown in Tables V-13 and -14.
6.1.2 RCA SATCOM- RES-ULT-S
Data for the predicted performance of the RCA SATCOM
system are shown in Table V-15 for a number of CO,NUS
locations.	 While these data are for 416 GHz, it is
possible to scale them upward in frequency.
One researcher (T.S. Chu) has found a relationship to
scale polarization isolation by frequency. 	 The for-
mula is valid between 3 and 30 GHz and is as follows:
XPI(f2)=XPI(fl)-20 109(f2/fl)
for the case of a given value of rain rate. 	 This also
corresponds to a given value of percentage of time.
Hence, the RCA SATCOM data can be scaled in this way.
The results of such scaling for the composite average
values shown in Table. V-15 are Oven in Table V-16
123
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V - 12
Cross-Polarization Discrimination Versus attenuation
(Least-dean-Square Fits)
Blacksburg, VA Elevation Angle =	 a
Period Frequency/Polarization XPO a a - 10910
	
(A)
mug 1977 11 GHz, RHCP	 (CTS,	 9 = 33 0 ) XPO = 44.7 -	 22.6	 log10(A)
CY 1978 11 GHz, RHCP (CTS) XPO = 36.3 -	 16.2	 10910(A)
Aug 1977 19 GHz, vertical' (COMSTAR, 6 = 44 0 ) XPO = 47 - 24.5	 10910(A)
Sept 1977 19 GHz, horizontal	 (COMSTAR) XPO =	 37.1 -	 2.0.0 10910(q)
CY 1978 19 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPO = 43.9 -	 16.6	 10910(A)
Aug 1977 28 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPO = 36.4 -	 15.4	 log 10( A ) -
CY 1978 29 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPO = 31.2 -	 7	 logl0(A)
V - 15
Istimated Cross-Polarization Isolation for Various U.S. Sites Due to Rain
(Distribution of Rain Drop Canting angles .assumed)
1112..
--	 ;
Cate- 0.0170 0.1`'; 1°b 0,01 a U.1"10 1`'a
gory	 Site td8) ttlli)
42	 Buiton 21.58 2 1. 5 Y 34.1 ;U.5 '31.2 30.3 ^3T.2$ New York 31,150 23.5 35.1 ; 1.; .:.:.1 311.1 36. 2g	 ll(justun -MT» 30,G 39.9 •16. t 26.5 J6, 1 -1`2.6
2	 ('ltic;lgo 3'2,11 27,J 37,3 .13.0 21.1 33.5 t0,3	 32	 U+-nm . r •11. -1U 201+i 39.0 •1 5. 1 23.7 3.,- It's
San Die go 51.:17 31.9 •11.7 •1 T.•1 1013 3`7.6
4	 Los Anwlrs i0. ;7 3 . 1,G ;1.; •1 T.1 30.5 3T,7") •13.1
3	 sail Francisco ;6.10 32.9 ;0,6 46.2 '25.3 :3613 •12.5
3	 Seattle 35,22 3U,9 38.ti .11.0 2G19 3•i,9 10.8
_	 1	 Camps 38.377 '26,7 3G.9 44. i _.5"3 33.2 4 1.3
A%orngv (Csntinl Angle
Distrbuuun) 29.7 38,5 4 . 1.6 ^B,9 34.7 41.1
.\verags. (Constant Canting
Angle).... 23.T 3 11 .5 38.6 1919 »3.T 35.1
1
tI
t	 3
i;
a
d
i
ppp
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Climate
Zone
	
0.01
B
	
25
C
	
23
D1	 21
D2	 19
D3	 18
E
	
15
F
	
24
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Cross-Polarization Isolation at 20 GHz
(dB)
(400 elevation angle)
Percent of Time XPI	 is	 Exceeded
0.05	 0.1	 0.5
	
1.0
31	 34	 44
	
44'
30	 34	 44
	
44,
27	 30	 39
	
44,
25	 28	 36
	
44
23	 26	 34
	
39
20	 23	 34
	
39
32	 36	 44
	
44
Table V^14 a
Cross-Polarization Isolation at 30 GHz
(dB)
ti ~ (400 elevation angle)
Climate Percent of Time XPI is	 , _ Exceeded
Zone 0.01 0.05	 0.1	 0.5 1.0
B	 _ 21 23	 25	 28 29
C 20 23	 24	 28 29
D 1 19 22	 23	 26 29
D2 18 21	 22	 26 28
D3 18 20	 21	 25 27
E 17 19	 20	 24 27
F 20 24	 25	 28 29
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Table V-16
RCA SAIGUM ata(Sc.al.e,
	 to -
	
-	
)
Gr Pir►OR QUALMY
Percent of Time XPI Is Exceeded
	0.01
	 0.1	 1.0
20 GHz	 16	 25	 31
30 GHz	 12	 21	 27
These values compare favorably with those presented in
Tables V-13 and -14. It should be noted that data on
frequency scaling of such values is even skimpier than
that for the direct calculation of cross-polarization.
Earlier calculations by Chu, which are shown in Fig-
ures V-1 through V-3, demonstrate the general varia-
tion of cross-polarization with attenuation. The
independence of the isolation from rain rate (for a
constant attenuation) is also shown.
6.1.3 CONCLUSIONS
Ruin caused depolarization should not prove to be a
problem at 30/20 GHz.
	
The main reason for this is
that tl).a attenuation caused by rain becomes severe at
much lower rain rates than does the depolarization.
The digital 'systems which are contemplated for the
30/20 GHz bands, particularly those employing coding,
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should be able to withstand cross-polarization inter-
ference at a -20 dB level without significant degrada-
^i
tion.
	
This provides an availability of about 99.95
percent.
6.2	 CROSS-POLARIZATION PERFORMANCE OF ANTENNAS
Generally, the cross-polarization isolation of anten-
nas is greatest at beam-center, and degrades as the
scan angle increases. In actual antennas, the maximum
of the cross-polarization isolation will not occur
exactly on-beam, due to imperfections in the antenna
and feed structure.	 This angular error is generally
small in well-designed antennas.
For the earth station antenna, the above is of relati-
vely little importance, since the tracking system can 	 j
keep the pointing with;,in tolerable bounds. for the
spacecraft antenna, this degradation of polarization
i
isolation is significan.t due to the multibeam or scan-
ning beam system employed. 	 Both systems need (relati -
vely) larger scanning angles than would otherwise be
encountered.	 While it is apparent that the antenna
design will be complicated by this consideration, it
is impossible to _say (at this time) if the required
levels of isolation can be achieved in practice.
6.2.1 POLARIZATION—TRACKERS
x
Two polarization tracking mechanisms have been devel-
oped for satellite earth station use: 	 one at COMSAT
Labs, and another at NASA/Langley Research Center.
r	
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Both systems are motor-driven. The COMSAT system has
been built and tested at 4 GHz.; the NASA system is
patented, and therefore must have involved a working
prototype.	 No information concerning the frequency of
operation is given.
The COMSAT adaptive polarization connection network is
simpler of the two.	 It corrects for differential
phase but not for differential attenuation; this is
consistant with the C- band design.	 At C-band, differ-
ential attenuation is negligible because the funda-
mental attenuation is so low. At higher frequencies
this would not be true, and a more complex correction
system would be needed.
A block diagram is shown in Figure V-4.
	 The system
requires two CW beacons, one at each polarization, to
be transmitted from the Satel lite.	 It is necessary to
incorporate a microprocessor in the system because the
relationship between the polariz ation er rors and the
i
po sition of the two rotatable polarizer • s is not a
simple one, ruling out the use of direct feedback
control.	 The mic roprocessor is capable of resolving	
a
the complex functions involved.
For the linear polarizations, and in systems where
cost is a significant consideration, we expect that a
simplified version of such a network may be developed.
This would pr-oxide a r • eduction in cross-polarizati o n
with a reduced cost.
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Some of the experimental results for this polarization
correction network are shown in Figures V-5 and V-5.
Long-term statistical figures for the system have not
been published.	 However, if the correction network
proves to be reliable, the degree of correction shown
in the figures, about 15 dB maximum, should be ap-
proached on a long-term basis.
The NASA/Langley, polarization correction network is
more complex.	 It is also adaptive, and involves
motor-drive.
	
This system features active cancellation
of the cross-polarized component.	 The implementation
also requires two CW pilots for operation.
	
A block
diagram is shown in Figures V-7 and V-8.
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OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
STATENENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this section is to derive a consistent
set of functional requirements for the space, ground,
and, control segments of a Western Union class carrier
operational 30/20 GHz system.	 These should meet the
primary objectives of capacity, availability, inte^„
connectivity, and cost for a selected baseline system
based upon a projected share of the accessible market
in the 1990-2000 period.
INTRODUCTION
The basel ine system chosen, as a result of the analy-
ses of traffic, availability, and general technical
considera',ions in Sections I through V, provides a
combined Trunking and CPS service with an expected
throughput capacity of about 4 GBPS trunking and 2
G_BPS CPS.
The functional requirements for the two services are
derived separately, although the technical solution
for the combined system will be opti mized by the de-
vel opment of elements common to both services	 For
example, in the space segment, the CPS users located
in the fixed trunking beam areas can acc e ss the same
beams (possibly on a separate frequency); similarl y,
smaller trunking teminals, not covered by a fixed
beam, can access one of the CPS scanning beams. 	 Also
many control station functions such as network synch-
I
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ronzation, antenna pointing and satellite switch
programming will have commonality between the trunking
and CPS services.
3.0	 METHODOLOGY
The achievable satellite characteristics of the TRW
and Hughes Baseline System Concepts (number and size
of antenna beams, available RF power at 20 GHz, weight
limitations, etc.) were combined with the Earth Sta-
tion characteristics (reasonable antenna size, HPA
power, LNA noise temperatures, etc.) to derive the
uplink and downlink budgets shown in Sections IV and
V. Network control functions, including architectur-
e s , derived in the Ku-band Advanced Westar program,
where applicabl-e, were then added to develop a coher-
ent set of functional requirements.
Frequency re -use through spatially separated spot
beams will provide more than enough total bandwidth to
meet the total 6 GBPS throughput capacity for the
combined Trunking and CPS services. Thus, from the
point of view of a single user (carrier), frequency
re-use through polarization, that is the use of two
orthogonal polarizations at the same frequencies in
the same or overlapping beams, is not required.
However, the prime portion of the orbital arc, resul-
ting in elevation angles of about 30 °, is limited to
about 15°.	 Several carriers, each with 2 or more
satellites, will all want to be located in this prime
0RIGINAL PAGE 6;3
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portion.
	
Thus orthogonal polarization was considered
for the operational system, and the corresponding
requirements listed where applicable. Whether- or not
the operational system can utilize some degree of
polarization re-use of course will ultimately depend
Y
on the test results from the Demonstration System, but
it is certainly a most desirable goal and therefore
should be included at this time for an operational
R	
system.
The need for an -intersatellite link, although useful
p
for extending the Ka-Band orbital arc as well as pro-
F'.
	
	 viding interconnect ivity with other networks, will not
be considered as part of this Trunking/CPS baseline
operational system.
	
However it can remain a viable
candidate for the Demonstration System.
4.0	 GENERAL OPERATIONAL SYSTEM-DESCRIPTION
The baseline opero.tional system that can meet Western
Union's requirements for capacity, connectivity,
availability and minimum overall system costs is sum-
marized here.
F
4.1
	
TRUNKING SERVICE
M
The basic trunking service is provided by 18 fixed
r'	
.3	 beams each connected to a 500 MHz, dual output
.i
power (75WJlOW) transponder. Even if orthogonal po-
larization proves to be unfeasible, three separate
carrier frequencies (each with 500 MHz bandwidth) each
reused on 6 of the fixed seams, should provide the
a
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required	 C/1	 through	 adequate	 sidelobe	 isolation,	 as
n
specifieu	 below.	 Thus	 a	 frequency	 re-use	 factor	 of
six	 is	 achieved.	 Complete	 trunking	 interconnectivity
is	 provided	 using	 500	 Mbps,	 Satellite	 Switched	 TDMA
channel's	 which	 requires	 a	 20	 x	 20	 TF	 switch	 matrix	 in
the	 satellite,	 programmable	 from	 a	 Master-	 Control
Station
	
'to	 satisfy	 changing	 traffic	 patterns.	 Al-
,j thoug_h	 the	 maximum	 throughput	 is	 9	 Ghps,	 this	 will
only	 be	 achievable	 for	 a	 completely	 balanced	 traffic
pattern,	 i.e.	 the	 sum	 of	 all	 the	 traffic	 demands	 at
` each	 station	 would	 have	 to	 be	 500 Mbps.
` A	 more	 realistic	 achievable	 throughput,	 including
secondary trunking	 stations	 serviced	 by	 scanning	 beams
as	 described	 below,	 should	 be	 about 4	 GBPS.	 {
4.2	 CPS, SERVICE
The	 basic	 CPS	 .service	 can	 be	 provided	 by	 the	 addition-
al	 satel-lite	 payload	 of	 six	 500	 MHz	 transponders,
each	 with	 two	 75	 watt	 TWTA's	 connected	 to	 one	 .3°
scanning	 beam.
	
To	 reduce	 off-axis	 scanning	 losses	 3
beams	 will	 scan	 Eastern	 CONUS	 and	 3	 beams	 will	 scan
Western
	
CONUS	 for -a frequency re-use	 factor	 of	 three.
Uplinks	 will	 use	 FDM	 to	 provide	 subchannel	 combina-
tions
	
of	 32	 Mbps	 and	 128	 Mbps	 burst	 rates	 (eg.	 three
128 Mbps and four 3
uplink subchannel in
modate sub-groups of
ning beam position,
2 Mbps uplinks per beam).	 Each
turn can utilize TDMA to accom-
CPS users, within a common scan
whose aggregrate throughput is
137
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less than or equal to 128 Mbps or 32 Mbps. 	 The down-
links will use two 256 Mbps TDMA carriers per beam.
The uplinks are routed through down converters to a
Baseband Processor which demodulates and performs FEC
decoding (i'f required by uplink rain attenuation),
The baseband processor then routes each burst to the
assigned downlink via an FEC encoder (if required by
downlink rain attenuation), a 256 MBPS modulator, an
upconverter, and a 75 watt TWTA that feeds the scan-
ning beam downlink.	 Although the 6 transponders re-
present a maximum CPS throughput of 3 GBPS, because of
the multiple uplinks (up to seven per scan position)
and downlinks (two per scan position)', it will be very
unlikely that the CPS geographical traffic demand will
utilize the full throughput. 	 The realizable through-
put will be about 2 GBPS.
TRUNKING/CPS CROSS-CONNECT CONSIDERATIONS
Secondary trunking stations (not located in the 18
fixed-beam areas) can be added to the trunking Network
and serviced by the scanning beam. 	 One of the three
East scanning beams will "visit" each of these smaller
trunking stations once per TDMA frame, and similarly
one of the West scanning beams is assigned to service
those smaller trunking stations which 	 are	 in the
Western area.	 In the satellite these uplink/downlink
signals are coupled to the receiver input/TWT output
of one or two of the least-used 13 fixed-beam
4
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transponders; it is only necessary to program the
receive/transmit TOMA bursts of these additional trun -
king stations and that of the fixed-beam transpond-
er(s) so that. they do not overlap at the satellite.
No on-board CPS-trunking cross-connect, with its at-
tendant drain on the Baseband Processor Unit (BPU)
R	 throughput capacity, should be necessary to serve
e
presently identified requirements. 	 Instead, any re-
quired CPS-trunking cross-connections will be estab-
lished on the ground at one or more trunking stations
having co-located CPS terminals (see below). While
this does introduce extra delay for the affected cir-
cuits, the overall system effects will not be signifi-
cant and the reduction in satellite complexity is an
important consideration.
CPS users located within fixed-beam areas, but not
colocated at trunking stations should be serviced by
the scanning beam in the same manner as the CPS users
not in fi xed -beam areas.	 This allevi ates the coordi-
nati on between the two services which would be requir-
ed if the fixed -beam
 
CPS users shared the trunking
frequency channel on a TDMA basis; it also alleviates
R'	 the linearity requirement if the satellite trunking
transponders had to accommod ate
 
multiple FDM uplinks	 i
(e.g-. three 128 MBPS and four 32 MBPS simultaneous
k ,	 up l i nks) .	 Al so many of these "f i xed"-beam" CPS users
can be expected to be located within the coverage area
z
^ l	 ^
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of high-capacity trunking terminals (e.g. New York,
s
Chicago, Los Angeles) which could be filled to their
500 MBPS throughput capacities.
For CPS users co-located (or connected by terrestrial
local loop) to a trunking terminal, two approaches can
be considered.
	 The first approach is to add CPS
ground equipment (HPA, LNA, up/down converters, modems
and codecs) to one of the pair of space-diversity
f:
trunking stations, in which case these CPS users are
P
serviced like all other CPS users.
	
Thus no additional
r^
^. antenna is required. The second approach would- be to
share the trunking up/down links on a TDMA basis which
would cause increased cross-connect complexity in the
spacecraft payload.	 For the reasons stated in the
preceding paragraph, the first approach is recommended
at this time.
	
At the most, it would require equipping
only 18 main trunking teminals with CPS transceivers,
which would have a negligible impact on total system
costs. a
	
4.4
	
SU"ARY• 0-F PERf-ORMARCE OBJECTIVES
4.4.1 THROUGHPUT- C-APA-CIT-Y
The maximum realistic throughput capacity for the
t	
y
rx first Western Union class_ system to serve the acces-
sible 30/20 G.Hz market has been estimated in Section
II at 4 Gbps Trunking and 2 Gbps CPS.
	
4.4 2	 LI-Nk A-V-A-I-LABIL•IT-Y
j
The uplink and downlink rain margins are sized to
=x	 ORIGI AL PAGE
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ichieve an availability of .9999 for Trunking and
.9950 to .9990 for CPS service at a user g ER of 10-7.
TDMA SYNCHRONIZATION
Open loop synchronization, utilizing slant range- meas-
urements from (up to) 4 trunking stations sent to all
Earth Stations via Order Wire from the Master Control
Station (MCS) will provide TDMA burst synchronization.
In addition the Master Frequency Generator (MFG) in
the spacecraft will be frequency controlled (using a
disci -pIined PLL) by uplink command from the MCS, so
that the only significant frame-to-frame timing and
frequency error contributions will be due to satellite
motion.	 These will be tracked out utilizing computed
range rate at each station.	 The combined guard-time
f
plus preamble (required for carrier and bit-timing
recovery of the demodulators) should be less than 500
nanoseconds for the initial operating system.
	
For a	 i
1,000 station CPS network accessing the 6 CPS scanning
beams, each with two 256 MBPS downlinks, there will be
an average of 83 CPS users per TDMA downlink.
	 Since
each CPS users needs to burst once per frame there
k	 will be 83 x 500 nsec = -41.5 usec lost for guard
time/preamble per 1,000 usec frame (1 K-Hz frame rate).
This represents an average TDMA frame efficiency of
over 95%. The allocation of the 500 nanoseconds be-
tween guard-fime and preamble depends upon the accur-
acy and frequency of the range measurements and will
141
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also be influenced by the settling time of the scan-
ning beam at each spot position. If many more than
1,000 CPS users per satellite are deployed at a later
date, the ranging and frequency accuracy can then be
increased to maintain TDMA frame efficiency.
4.4.4 CONNECTIVITY
Full interconnectivity will be possible between_ all
pairs of Trunking stations via a 20 x 20 Satellite
Switch. Full interconnectivity is required for the
CPS service and is provided by the Baseband Processor,
with reprogrammable routing under control of the MCS.
No absolute requirement for Trunking/CPS interconnec-
tivity in the Satellite Baseband Processor has been
identified at this time; the interconnectivity can be
provided at the Trunking Stations.
Similarly, although DAMA 64 Kbps channel reassignments
can be made by the MCS via the satellite Baseband
Processor, this capability does not have to be imple-
mented at full speed and maximum throughput efficiency
in the initial system.
4.4.5	 TH-I N-RGU-T-E- CO-N-S I DE`R AT-I O N-S
Until CPS station costs come down to under $50,000, it
is unlikely that stations with less than 24 voice -
k
	
el ca abilit	 (1 5 MB PS) can be i
 stifi n d •	`hisyc ann
	 p	 u
implies  that the first few hundred CPS stations will
employ some degree of concentration of low capacity
users within a local area. 	 Thus the initial system'
will not have "tailored" low bandwidth up/down links.
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4.4.6 FR_QUENCY PLAN	 OF POOR QUALiT'Y
As	 described	 in	 Paragraphs	 4.1	 and	 4.2,	 there	 will	 be
3	 trunking	 channels	 and	 2	 CPS	 channels	 each	 approxi-
mately	 500	 MHz	 wide.	 If	 orthogonal	 polarization	 is
used,	 the
	
total	 spectrum
	
occupancy	 can	 be	 reduced	 by
half	 to	 1.25	 GHz.	 This	 may	 require	 dual	 feeds	 at	 some
of	 the
	
Earth
	
Stations	 depending	 upon
	
the	 outcome	 of
the	 polarization	 re-use	 experime nt. 	In	 addition	 a
ranging/command	 and	 a	 Telemetry	 link	 of	 approximately
1	 MHz	 bandwidth	 each	 will	 be	 required.	 Step-track	 at
all	 of	 the	 Trunk ing	 stations	 and	 at	 some	 of	 the	 CPS
stations	 may	 require	 a	 beacon	 other	 than	 the	 telemetry
carrier,	 that	 is	 at	 a	 lower	 frequency- (S	 or	 C	 Band)',
so	 that	 these	 stations	 may	 continue	 to	 track	 properly
during	 rain	 conditions.
5.0 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL	 REQUIREMENTS
5.1 TRUNKING	 SERVICE
1
5.1.1 TRUNKING	 -• SA•T •ELLIT-E- COMMUNICATIONS- SUBSYSTEM
5.1.1.1 NUMBER — &• SIZE OF BEAMS
The	 satellite	 will	 provide	 18	 fixed-beams	 of	 .3 0	 beam-
width	 pointed	 towards	 the	 18	 largest	 trunki ng	 station
cities	 plus	 two	 scanning-beams	 of	 .3 0	 beamwidth	 of
which	 at	 least	 one	 can	 be	 pointed	 to	 any	 one	 of	 a	 set
of	 contiguous	 positions	 covering	 the	 CONUS	 area.	 One
scanning-beam
	
can	 service	 half	 of	 CONUS,	 and	 the	 other
service	 the	 remaining	 half,	 to	 reduce	 off-axis	 scan-
ning	 losses.	 Scanning	 beam	 positioning	 will	 occur	 at
143
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a repetitive frame rate (1 KHz) programmable by ground
command.	 See Section 5.2.1 for other scanning beam
parameters.
5.1.1.2 CONNECTIVITY
The satellite will provide a 20 x 20 matrix switch at
the IF frequency which will allow 500 Mbps QPSK Trunk-
ing inteeconnectivity of any uplink beam to any down-
I ink beam. The switch will repeat each connectivity
state (mode) at the frame rate (1 KHz) with a maximum
of 100 modes per frame.
5.1.1.3 TRANSPONDERS
One transponder of 500 MHz nominal band.,Jdth will be
provided for each beam.
	
This will have dual output
a
power at 20 GHz of 75w or 10w switchable by ground
	
	 1
a
command to provide downlink rain response. A common
IF frequency, selected to minimize spurious inband
modulation products, will be used to allow the TDMA
switch to connect the receive half of each transponder
to the transmit half of any transponder.
	 The trunking
TWT'A's will operate near saturation, since intermodu-
k
	
	
lation is not a problem with a single carrier per
transponder.
The frequency response and linearity of each transpon-
der will be controlled over the central 315 MHz so
that for any of the 20 x 20 = 400 paths, and for a
received flux density input range of 20 dB, there will
be an acceptable BER degradation for TDMA 500 Mbps
144
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QPSK modulation. These specifications cannot be de-
termined until the ground segment's frequency response
and linearity are also budgeted, but critical para-
meters which must be controlled are:
Amplitude Flatness
- Group Delay
- AM-to-PM Conversion
- Phase Noise
- Out-of-Band Response
5.1 .1 .4 SA­T-El L-I-TEE•-f-I-R?
The EIRP for each trunking beam will be >66,95 dBW
for
	 the
	
High
	
Power Mode and >58.2 dBW for the low
Power Mode. The satellite power supply will be sized
to enable continuous operation of an average of one
transponder in the high power mode. That is, for 20
beams, the worst-month 20 GHz rain margin will require
downl ink
 
high -power for an average of about 1 hour per
d ay per beam.
5.1.1.5 S•ATEL~L°•I-TE­G1-T
The Satellite G/T for each trunking beam will be
>21.4 dB/.K
5.1.1.6 F I•X-ED-=-&E A-R-- A N T E-i N-Av -i)-A:T-T E RN'S
The fixed-beam antenna patterns will provide sidelobe
isolation >30 dB between co-channel beams within their
3 dB contours on the same polarization and (if polari -
zation frequency re-useis employed) Z35 dB clear-sky
isolation between orthogonal polarizations within the
same beam.
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The fixed-beam pointing will be maintained to within
one-fourth beamwidth (one-half beamwidth during sta-
tion keeping maneuvers) on all beams by automatic
control of the spacecraft's attitude via monopulse
tracking feeds on at least three beams.	 The nominal
r_
	
	
pitch, roll, and yaw offsets from an earth-centered
coordinate system will be changeable by ground com-
mand.
5.1.1.7 SATELLITE MAST ER- 0,SCILLATO-R
The satellite master oscillator (MO) provides all up
and down converter local oscillator frequencies and
the frame and mode timing for the 20 x 20 TDMA_switch.
The MO will be frequency contolled by ground command
from the MCS using a "disciplined PLL" technique. The
short term frequency stability of the MO will be <lx
10 - 11 per second.
5.1.1.8 TE-LEMFET-R-Y• AND- COMMA-ND
Critical parameters will be continously telemetered to
the MCS on a separate Telemetry downlink channel,
a
i
possibly including uplink received power levels for
each beam.
i	 A separate uplink command channel will be provided to
a enable MCS control of TWTA_High/Low Power Modes, Sat-
ellite Switch Mode Sequence, Scanning Beam pointing
for the Secondary Trunking stations, MO freuency
control, attitude control bias offsets and other
"housekeeping" functions incl-tiding switching in redun -
dant units.	
1
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The fixed beam transponders should have common unit
enabling a 1-for-N redundancy for failed units. 	 N i_
to be determined based on payload weight constraints
and unit reliability. Units in critical paths such as
the n x n Satellite Switch and the MO should have at
least 1 for 1 redundancy.	 All redundant units are
switchable by ground command.
5.1.2	 TRUNKING	 GROUND TERMINALS
5.1.2.1 SPACE DIVERSITY
Space diversity earth-station pairs, spaced by _8 to 10
km are required at each Trunking node. A terrestrial
diversity interconnect link and diversity switch will
be implemented between the station pairs.
5.1.2.2 TRANSMISSION MODE
The trunking stations will operat 	 at 500 Mbps QPSK
TDMA on both uplink and downlink. T,OMA burst synchro-
nization will be achieved "open-hoop" via MCS slant
range measurements and "linearized" range calculation
for each station.
	
The TDMA MUX will provide elastic
storage so that the low-speed user interfaces can be
assembled into high-speed TDMA transmit burst.	 T'ae
inverse operation will be provided for TDMA Receive
bursts.	 A station will be able to transmit and re-
ceive up to 40 bursts per frame.
5.1.2.3 EARTH STATION ANTENNA
The maximum antenna diameter will be 7.0 meters.
ORIGINAL' P&I;cy,	
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Dual, orthogonal linear polarization feeds and/or
polarization tracking may be required at some trunking
stations, if polarization frequency re-use is employ-
ed.	 Antennas will employ step-tracking to maintain a
pointing accuracy of one-fourth the half-power beam-
width for steady-state winds at 30 mph with gusts up
to 45 mph.	 The results of diversity-pair site experi-
ments will determine whether the wind-loading may be
relaxed (over that normally required at a single site).
5.1.2.4 STATION EIRP
The station	 EIRP	 will	 be >79 dBW in the Low Power
Mode and >83.8 dBW in the High Power Mode. The High
Power Mode may be switched in or out for uplink rain
response at each station as a result of downlink power
monitoring or by command override by the MCS via the
network Order Wire.
5.1.2.5 STATION G/T
The station G/T will be >28.6 d6/'K.
5.1.2.6 EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY
The trunking terminal equipment shall have an availa
biIity consistent with the rai-n margin av ,!0 lability of
.9999.	 This would normally require completely, redun-
dant units (except for the antenna) at each trunking
station.	 However it may be possible to utilize the
diversity link itself to provide some of the required
redundancy, depending on the success of the diversity
experiments.
Ot4C7,;NP, I^1
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CPS SERVICE
CPS - SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
.1 NUMBER AND 3L I. OF BEAMS
The satellite will provide E scanning-beams of .3'
beamwidth which together can be pointed to arty one of
a set of contiguous positions covering the CONUS area.
To reduce off-axis scanning losses, the three scanning
beams will each have the capability to cover half of
CONUS and the other set of three will each have the
capability to cover the remaining half of CONUS. The
scanning beams' pointing will occur at a repetitive
frame rate (1 KHz) with dwell times at each position
programmable by ground command from the MS'S.
5.2.1.2 CONN-ECTIVIT-Y
Transmission channels will be Frequency Division Mul
tiplex2d (FDM) to provide up to seven channels per
uplink beam (three at 128 MBPS and four at 32 MBPS)
and two channels per downlink beam (each at 256 MBPS).
Each uplink or downlink channel can in turn operate in
a TDMA mode to accommodate multiple users per channel.
Each uplink channel can be connected to any downlink
channel through the Baseband Processor Unit (BPU).
The BPU will provide the following functions:
Demodulation of each uplink channel
	
- FEC Decoding (R = 1/2, K-7
	 Soft Decision)-
Switchable by Ground Command.
I
f
Routing	 (including buffering
	 and	 switching)=
under control of instructions determined by
ground command.	 a
LJ 149
FEC	 Encoding	 (R-1/2,	 K=7)-Switchable	 by	 a
Ti
ground command.	
k
- Modulation of each downlink channel.
r
There will be a maximum of eighteen 128 MBPS and
twenty-four 32 MBPS uplink channels to be demodulated
and twelve 256 MBPS downlink channels to be modulated
by the BPU, due to the FDM subchannels formed by the 6
scanning beams. For rain response, a minimum of 8
decoders and 4 encoders should be available to be
switched into any uplink or downlink channel respec-
tively.	 Routing will be quantized in units of 64 KPS
channels referred to the user rate, i.e. 64 bit blocks
at the TDMA frame rate of 1 KHz. Thus any 64 KBPS
sub-burst on an uplink channel can be routed to any
downlink channel. The BPU will assemble all traffic
destined for a particular downlink channel so as to
require the minimum number of downlink bursts per
frame per channel
	
4
Connectivity to rain zone E requires further design
study to develop an optimum approach. The increased
margin can be obtained by tailoring up-links and/or
increased earth station antenna size.
5.2.1.3 TRAi SYRONDERS
p ' For each of the 6 scanning-beams there will be one
equivalent transponder of _500 MHz nominal bandwidth
and continuous output power at 20 GHz of two 75 watt
E
power amplifiers	 The input and output halves of the 	 r
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transponders are connected via the BPU as described in
Paragraph 5.2.1.2. The two CPS TWTA's are coupled at
their outputs and routed to a single 20 GHz feed to
form the two 256 Mbps downlink cha p -'d:ls per beam; thus
with only a single TDMA carrier per Tw' operation near
saturation will be possible.
The frequency response and linearity of each transpon-
der will be controlled over the central 20 MHz, 80 MHz
and 160 MHz for the 32 MBPS, 128 MBPS and 256 MBPS
channels respectively to minimize overall BER vs Eb/No
s degradation.	 Critical parameters to be controlled
include:
- Amplitude Flatness
k	 - Group Delay
-
	
	 u
AM-to-PM Conversion
- AM-to-AM Conversion (uplink channels)
x	 - Phase Noise
a
- Out-of-Band Response
Adjacent Channel Interference (Downlink Chan-
i
nets.
i
F
5.2.1.4 S-AT ..L L I TE .E.I.R.P
The EIRP for each of the two downlinks of each scan-
ning beam will be >64.3 dBW at all scanned positions.
5.2.1.5 S AT ELL I T-E G / T
The satellite G/T for each scanning-beam will be
>20.5 d6/°K.
_A
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The scanning-beam antenna patterns wi11 provide side-
lobe isolation >30 dB between co-polarized, co-chan-
nel beams within their 3 dB contours, whenever the
beam pointing positons are separated by at least .9'
t	 (three beam widths) and, if polarization frequency -re-
t
use is employed, >35 dB clear sky isolation between
orthogonally-polarized co-channels within the 3 dB
contour of the same beam.
Scanning-beam pointing accuracy will be maintained to
within one-fourth beamwidth (one-half beamwidth dur-
ing station keeping maneuvers) by automatic control of
the spacecraft's attitude via monopulse tracking feeds
on at least three (fixed) beams and b control of theY
phase-shifters at each feed element if necessary. The
total number of scanning-beam steerable positions will
be such as to allow complete CONUS coverage with the
minimum percentage of metropolitan areas located on
the beam edges.
5.2. 1. 7 S`ATEt-L-I-Tf--*A-S Tf127°-M-C I-L-L-A-T-&R	 +,
The satellite MO is described in 5.1.1.7. The MO may
also be used to assist in the carrier and bit-timing
recovery circuits of the uplink demodulators, depend
k
ing upon the CPS stations' ability to (1) maintain
their own frequency accuracy (with respect to the
frequency standard of the MCS) and (2) track out Dop-
pler due to satellite motion.
	
For the initial net
x
-	 l
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work,	 this	 CPS	 capability	 will	 probably	 not	 be	 imp le- r,
mented,	 and	 therefore	 the	 demodulators	 should	 not
E
depend	 upon	 a	 long	 term	 relative	 stability	 between	 the
MO	 and	 the	 CPS	 uplink
	
frequencies
	 of	 better	 than
	
10-7.
5.2.1.8 TELEMETRY AND COMMAND
The	 Telemetry	 link	 will	 send	 status of	 critical	 para-
meters	 to	 the	 MCS,	 possibly	 including	 received	 uplink
power	 for	 each	 channel
	
and	 uplink	 BER	 indications	 for
those	 channels	 which	 have	 the	 FEC	 decoders	 switched
in. 
' The	 uplink	 command	 channel.will	 enable	 MCS	 control	 of
the	 FE 	 decoders	 and	 encoders,	 scanning-beam
	
pointing -
commands	 for	 the	 6	 scanning	 beams,	 MO	 frequency	 con-
trol ,	 routing
	
instructions	 to	 the
	
BPU,	 attitude-con-
trol	 bias	 offsets,	 and	 other	 "house-keeping"	 functions
including	 switching-in	 redundant	 units.
1
5.1.1.9 REDUNDANT UNITS
The	 scanning-beam	 transponders	 should	 have	 common
units	 enabling	 a	 1-for-N	 redundancy	 for	 failed	 units.
Critical	 paths	 such	 as	 the	 BPU	 and	 the	 MO	 (plus	 rela-
ted	 frequency	 synthesizers)	 should	 have	 at	 least	 a	 1
for	 1	 redundancy.	 All	 redundant	 units	 are	 switchable
by _ground	 command.
5.2.2	 C P S	 - -G H-U N-D- -T-E R 	 I N-A L
5.2.2.1	 SPACE-  0 I V ERS I T Y
Space	 diversity	 normally	 will	 not	 be	 required	 at	 CPS
ORQQ	 k yy gyp
.
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ground stations to meet the link availabilities of
.995 to .999.	 However larger capacity stations loca-
ted in Rain Zone E may be able to justify a diversity
terminal pair.
5.2.2.2 TR-AN S M-I S'S I O N MODE-( S•)
The CPS station will operate its uplink at either 12-8
MBPS or 32 MBPS QPSK TDMA with or without an FEC en-
coder (R=1/2, K=7).	 Downlinks will operate at 256
MBPS QPSK TDMA. Scanning beam and TDMA burst synchro-
nization will be achieved "open-loop" via MCS derived
slant range measurements and "linearized" range calcu-
lation for each station.	 The TDMA Mux will provide
user rate to burst rate data conversion and assembly
on transmit and the inverse functions on receive. A
station will be able to -transmit and receive up to 4
bursts per frame..
5.2.2.3 EARTH- -S:TA-TIONANTENNA
The normal maximum antenna diameter will be 3.5 me-
ters. If polarization frequency re-use is used, dual
orthogonal linear polarization feedsand/or polariza-
tion tracking may be required at some CPS stations.
Antennas will employ either step-tracking or "command-
ed" tracking (open loop) . Antennas will maintain a
pointing accuracy of one-half the half power beamwidth
for steady state winds of 60 mph with gusts up to 80
mph.
154
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IThe station EIRP will	 be >66.8 dsw in the Low Power
t	
Mode and >8OdBw in the	 High	 Power Mode.- The High
Power Mode may be switched in or out for uplink rain
response by remote control of the MCS for unattended
stations.
5.2.2.5 STATION G/T
The station G/T will be >23.0 dB/'K.
5.2.2.6 EQUIPMENT RELIABILIT-Y
The CPS terminal equipment shall have an availability
>.499.	 This may require redundancy	 of critical ele-
ments.
5.3	 MASTER CON-TR-OL • S'fATI-O-N
5.3.1 RANGING-,- TR-ACK •ING AND- -SYNCH-RONIZATION
The MCS will track the 30/20 GHz satellite for the
purposes of:
(1) Planning and executing periodic station-keeping
maneuvers (design goal is ±.05 0 North-South and ±.05°
East-West)
(2) Providing network synchronization for TDMA opera-
tion in both the trunking and CPS systems.
Slant range from each of four trunking stations to the
satellite will be measured to an initial accuracy of
<200	 nanoseconds.	 Two-station turn-around ranging
signals generated at the MCS (colocated with one of
the trunking stations) may be used in cooperation with
r•.
three
	
other	 trunking	 stations;	 alternatively,	 the
®RI( A
f,
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transmission
	
and	 reception	 of	 a	 TOMA
	
Unique	 Word	 from
each	 of	 the	 four	 stations	 may	 be	 used	 to	 measure	 the 
slant 	 ranges .
The
	
MCS	 wi11
	
compute	 the	 satellite's	 ephemerides
r	 (State	 Vector)	 from
	
the	 four	 slant	 ranges	 at	 least
once	 per	 minute.	 It	 will	 then	 transmit	 this	 epheme-
ris,	 together
	
with	 at	 least	 three
	
of	 the	 four	 slant
ranges
	 to	 each
	
network	 station	 via	 the	 network	 Order
Wire	 (OW).	 Each	 station	 will	 then	 compute	 its	 own
Y
slant	 range	 to	 an	 .initial	 accuracy	 of	 <200
	
nanosec-
onds;	 alternatively	 the	 MCS	 may	 make	 the	 individual
station-to-satellite
	 slant-range
	
calculation,	 in	 which
f
case	 the	 MCS	 would	 transmit	 these	 slant	 ranges	 to	 each
network	 station	 via	 the	 OW.
At	 unattended	 CPS	 stations,	 employing	 commanded	 an-
tenna	 pointing	 (open-loop),	 the	 MCS	 may	 also	 compute
the
	
local
	 azimuth	 and	 elevation	 angle,	 for	 each	 sta-
tion
	
and	 transmit	 these	 as	 pointing	 commands	 to	 the
station's	 antenna	 subsystem.
The	 MCS	 derived	 range	 measurement	 accuracies	 and -com-
putat,ional	 speed	 should	 be	 capable	 of	 eventual	 growth,
so	 that	 for	 a	 fully	 deployed	 network	 with	 1,00-0	 to
10,000	 st-ations	 range	 and	 range	 rate	 accuracies	 canbe
^.	 improved	 by	 a	 factor	 of	 at	 least	 100	 to	 minimize	 inef-
ficiencies	 due	 to	 guard	 times	 and/or	 preambles	 in	 a x`
k	 TDMA	 network	 with	 100	 to	 1,000	 accesses	 per	 beam	 per
frame.
156 n
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5.3.2.1 TRUNKING
The MCS will compute the trunking network's Satellite
Switch ;TDMA beam inter-Gonnectivity modes and mode
duration from the total traffic demand matrix.
	
It
9 L	 will then reconfigure the satellite switch via the
command link and send the appropriate burst assign-
ments to each trunking station via the OW.	 Algorithms
thatt minimize the number of bursts per station and/or
maximize the trunking throughput efficiency of the
satellite will be used.
5.3.2.2 CPS
The MCS will -compute the routing assignments and cor-
responding. scanning-bea-m poi-sting frame sequence
(phase shifter commands) and dwell-times for the total
CPS traffic -demand. 	 These instructions will be trans-
mitted from the MCS to the Satellite's SPU via the 	 a
d
command link.	 At the the same time burst assignments
will be sent by the MCS to the CPS stations via the
OW.	 Algorithms will be used to reconfigure the rout-
i-ng for the most efficient use of the CPS throughput
capacity. The algorithms will also take into account
potential co-channel interference between pairs of the
six scanning beams; that is, beams will be pointed to
minimize interference due to sidelobes to the extent
----a+.-..1.1..
I
`
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5.3.3 ADAPTIVE RAIN RESPONSE
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5.3.3.1 TRUNK ING
The MCS will monitor the received signal power levels
and BERs at each Trunking station from signals uplink-
ed from each of the other trunking uplink bearns.
	 It
	
e	 a
will then command the High Power Mode for the downlink
transmitters) via the command link and for the uplink
transmitters) via the OW.
	 It may also grant request
i
ing trunking stations permission to switch between Low
Power and High Power modes for their uplinks based
upon locally determined need.
	 In any event the MCS
IS
will monitor the current status of the High Power
a
Modes at both the satellite and the earth stations to
determine potential interference to links not using
	
High Power Mode(s) and to limit the number and Jura-
	 a
tion of High-Power Modes in the satllite to remain
within power supply constraints.
5.3.3.2 CPS
The MCS will monitor the received signal power levels
and BER's at each CPS station via the OW; it may also
monitor received uplink signal power levels (and BER
for Channels using FEC decoders) at the satel lite
 via
I.	
is	 the telemetry link.	 It will then instruct appropriate
CPS stations to switch to the High/Low Power Mode
and/or to switch in FEC uplink encoders and/or down-
link decoders via the OW.
	 It will also command the
satellite BPU to switch in FEC uplink decoders and/or
downlink encoders into the appropriate channels.
158
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5.3.4 FREQUENCY CONTROL OF THE SATELLITE MO
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	 U LITYThe	 MCS	 wi 11	 control	 the
	
frequency of	 the	 satel Ttte "M0
to	 <l	 x	 10- 7
	(long
	 term)	 using	 a	 "disciplined"	 Phase
Locked	 Loop	 approach.	 It	 will	 transmit	 digital
	
"error
' voltage"	 increments	 via	 the
	 command	 link	 which	 are
i
converted- to	 analog	 corrections
	 at	 the	 MO's	 PLL	 com-
parator.
5.3.5 SATELLITE SWITCH TDMA-SYNCHRONIZATION
The	 MCS	 will	 "acquire"	 the	 satellite	 switch,	 with	 the
aid
	 of	 the	 "d'isciplined"	 PLL
	 MO	 procedure	 outlined	 in
Section	 5.3.4,	 and	 transmit	 Reference	 Unique	 Words
a
every	 frame	 as	 appropriate	 so	 that	 both	 Trunking	 and	 r
CPS	 stations
	 can	 establish	 receive
	
synchronization
with	 respect	 to	 the	 satellite's	 1	 KHz	 frame	 rate..
5.3.6 SATELLITE	 "HOUSEKEEPING" FUNCTIONS
The	 following
	
functions	 will	 be	 performed
	
at	 the	 MCS:
Maintain	 satellite	 attitude	 control	 and	 antenna
pointing.
-	 Perform	 station -keeping	 maneuvers.
-	 Monitor
	
the -"health"	 of	 critical
	
satellite	 subsys-
tem	 parameters
	
via	 the	 telemetry	 link.	 Command
redundant	 configurations	 in	 the	 case	 of	 component
failures.
1.0
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30/20 GHr EXPERIMENTAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
STATEMENT OF THE RROB-LE_NI:
The requirements of this subtask are to identify the
minimum 30/20 GHz Experimental Communication System
Functional requirements capable of demonstrating the
applicability of 30/20 GHz satellite systems and their
necessary supporting technology to commercial ser-
vices.
I NT-R O D U CT-I O•N
The primary purposes of the 30/20 GHz Experimental
Communications Program are;
	
A) to identify projected
services that are viable candidates for 30/20 GHz
i
communication systems; B") 	 develop the critical tech -
nology required to facilitate use of that frequency
band; and C) to design, construct, and operate an
experimental satellite system that will demonstrate
the tee`n.ology developed and applicability of the
system, to coffi4e,rc i al ser y ices , and prov ide the fa,c,i 1 i -
ties to evaluate other technical and propagation fac -
tors that have an influence on system performance.
In summary, NASA's grain thrust is to develop and de-
monstrate the technology necessa y to design and im-
plement operational 30/20 GHz systems at the time
satellite service gr,a th and market demands mandate
expansion to t4at band. NASA's purpose is not consid-
ered to be oriertt^ed Toward design and construction of
4
150 i
Uan operational system directed toward development of
spec-ific market areas.
The 30/20 GHz program objectives provided the guide-
lines for developing the experimental system function-
al requirements described in this section. Considera-
tion is given to
- NASA's new technology development programs
Operational trunking/CPS system requirements
- The experiments proposed by the CWG and NASA
that have been incorporated into the Experi-
ment Planning Document.
3.0	 METHODOLOGY
The 30/20 GHz experimental system functional require-
ments have been derived based on the following:
-
	
	 Incorporation within the satellite ,communica-
tion subsystem of the new technology hardware
being developed under the auspices of (NASA_.
Incorporation of those operational system
functional requirements (developed in Section
VI) in the experimental system - necessary to
demonstrate applicability of the 30/20 GHz
systems to commercial trunking and CPS ser-
vices.
Considering the Experiment Planning Document,
incorporation of as many of the experiment
technical'features as is practical.
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NEW TECHNO'LOGY':
The new technology being developed by NASA includes:
- scanning antenna for CPS applications
- Low noise wideband receiver (30 GHz)
- Impatt Power Amplifiers
GaAsFET Power Amplifiers
- Dual Mode TWTA's
- TDMA IF switches
- Baseband Processors
incorporated in the
on the experimental
mode TWTA is essen-
system capabilities
OW/75W) operation is
and the CPS system
requires a transmitter With a minimum output power of
75 watts.	 The output power levels expected from the
Impatt and GaAsFET amplifiers (10W) are adequate for
clear weather trunking operation only and cannot pro-
vide the higher power required to meet CPS require-
ments and the high power required in the trunking
w
system to provide additional adaptively controlled
margin to compensate for rain attenuation on the down-
links.
4
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The new technology hardware is
communications subsystem as shown
system block diagrams. The dual
tial to demonstrating operational
since both low and high power (1
required in the trunking system,
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GENERAL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
In Section VI operational system (trunking and CPS)
functional requirements were identified based on esti -
mated accessible Ka band market share and mix that may
be captured by a Western Union type common carrier.
The conclusion was that 500 MBPS SS-TDMA channels are
a reasonable choice for trunking and that a mix of 32
MBPS and 128 MBPS uplink channels and 256 MB.PS down-
link channels is a reasonable choice for CPS systems
except in the case of rain zone E. To meet CPS avail-
1
F
ability requirements in rain zone E one proposed de-
sign would customize uplink transmission' rates to
individual CPS earth station capacities using FDM
channels as required and reduce the downlink TDMA
transmission rate to 64/128 MBPS-	 (In addition the
size of the proposed CPS earth station antennas in
rain zone E would be increased to 5M.) 	
t.,
Another alternative for improving availability is the
r	 use of the Ku band for rain zone E. 	 This would re-
E '	 quire a_ satellite with Ku-band receivers and transmit-
ters interconnected to the Ka band channels operating
4.	
in the other six CONUS rain zones.
	 Interconnectivity
could also be achieved by double hopping or via an
r.
	 intersatellite link.
r
4.2.2	 P-E-R-FO-R-M`A-ftC ,E- 0-B-J-E• CT I V-ES
fi
e
	 Experimental ,system quality performance objectives are
r
-z
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the same as those identified for the operational sys-
tem in Section VI:
- Data
	 BER <1 x 10-7
- Voice	 BER <1 x 10-6
- Video
	 BER <1 x 10-5
The data BER requirement is the controlling system
design criteria.	 Other major performance parameters
(e.g. availability) will be measured as part of the
experimental program with margins adjusted according
ly.
4.2.3 TRANSMISSION LINK BUDGETS
Tables V-1 through V-3, V-8, V-10, VII-1, and VII -2
give the link budgets for the trunking and CPS sys-
tems. In the CPS case for rain zone E, Tables VII-1
and VII-2 give the link budgets using a 5 M antenna to
provide uplink FDM transmission at 6.3 MBPS and TDMA
transmission at 16 MBPS respectively with downlink
TDMA transmission at 128 MBPS.
For the 16 MBS TDMA case a 5 M system is 2.9 dB shy on
margin to meet a .9990 availability requirement in
rain zone E.	 Required performance can be met- with a 7
M system. A study of alternative approaches and cost
trade-offs is required for the CPS system to develop
optimum designs for rain zone E.
4.2.4 SYSTEM• MARGINS
Some normal operating margins to offset rain attenua
tion effects have been provided in the link budgets.
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To	 meet	 trunking	 and	 CPS	 availability	 objectives	 of r
.9999	 and	 .9990,	 respectively,	 additional
	
system	 mar-
.
gins	 are	 required.
As	 discussed	 in	 Section	 V,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	 trunking
system	 adaptive	 power	 control	 on	 the	 uplink	 and	 down-
link,	 and	 space
	 diversity	 earth	 stations	 at 	 each
trunking	 node,	 will	 provide	 the	 additional	 margins
required.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 the	 CPS	 system
	
(with	 the
exception	 of	 Rain	 Zone	 E)	 adaptive	 uplink	 power	 con-
trol	 and	 adaptive	 uplink
	 and	 down.l t -k	 FEC	 will	 be
adequate	 to	 provide
	
the	 additional	 margins	 required.
In	 the	 case	 of	 rain	 zone	 E,	 a	 larger	 earth	 station]
antenna
	
and	 operation	 at	 reduced	 transmission	 data
rates
	
are
	
required.
4.2.5	 TUMA	 S Y NC_H-R-O N I-Z-AT-I O-N I
In	 Section	 V-5	 and	 5-3	 three	 TDMA	 synchronization
approaches,	 two	 closed	 loop	 and	 oneopen	 loop,	 were
identified.	 The
	
open	 loop	 approach	 is	 similar	 to	 that
proposed	 by	 TRW,	 but	 with	 less	 stringent	 accuracy	 and
update	 frequency.	 Since	 the	 number	 of	 earth	 stations
is	 limited	 in	 the	 demonstration	 system,	 a	 highly	 pre-
cise
	
approach	 which	 maximizes	 TDMA	 frame	 efficiency,
such	 as	 that	 recommended	 by 'TRW,	 is	 not	 necessary.
The	 recommendation	 is	 to	 implement	 the	 demonstration
T`DMA	 system	 using	 the	 open	 loop	 approach	 identified
	
in
the	 operational	 systems
	
functional	 requirements.
4.2.6	 TR U N-KI N G-	 _	 C P-S- .0 R-0-SS° -CO-N N , E,CT• I-V-I T-Y d
a
An	 investigation	 of	 the	 technical	 and -cost	 trade-offs
M	 of	 providing	 cross	 connectivity	 between	 CPS	 and	 trunk-
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ing systems on-board the satellite or simply adding
CPS capabilities in the trunking earth stations is
recommended.	 Since there are a limited number of
tr.unking earth stations the latter approach may be
preferable.' Switching can be incorporated at trunking
earth stations to route CPS traffic through trunking
channels where the terminating node is another trunk-
ing earth station or through a CPS channel where the
terminating node is a CPS earth station.
4.2.7 FREQUENCY PLAN
The frequency plan for the demonstration system should
include orthogonal polarized transmission of a common
channel to conduct frequency reuse and depolarization
experiments. The experiments should be conducted in
both the trunking and CPS cases.
4.3	 aEMONSTRATION: SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
4.3.1 TR-UNK-ING-	 SATELLITE- COMMUN-I-CATION-S SUBSYSTEM
7
4.3.1.1 TRAN-SttI°SS-IO_t+..R.E.Q.U.IR-E.ME.N.TS
SS-TDMA
	
SOD MBPS
FDM
	
274 MBPS (T-4)
NTSC color	 video-analog 3E MHz BW
4.3.1.2 NUMBER- OF BEAMS
At least seven ,3 beams are required to demonstrate
technology, system performance, and to conduct propa-
gation related experiments in all CONUS rain zones.
Candidate beam cities are:
OF POOR QUALITY
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^ OF POOR QUA^.t7"YRain Zone	 City
B	 Denver
C	 San
	 Francisco	 or Seattle
D1	 Cleveland
D2	 New York
03
	
Memphis
x
E	 Tampa
F	 Los	 Angeles
At	 least	 one	 beam	 should	 be	 steerable	 to	 conduct 	 in-
terbeam
	
interference
	
and	 frequency	 reuse,	 experiments,
x preferable	 in	 heavy	 rain	 zone	 areas	 (e.g.	 Memphis
beam	 steerable	 to	 Tampa).	 At	 least	 these	 two
	 beams
should	 be	 designed	 for	 orthogonally	 polarized	 trans-
mission.	 System
	
design	 should	 clearly	 demonstrate
t
approach,
	
requirements,	 and	 cost	 to	 provide	 full	 con-
nectivity	 between	 twenty or more
	
trunking
	
nodes.
4.3.1.3	 CONNECTIVITY
T
. A	 -	 Full	 connectivity	 between	 all	 seven	 beams	 is
not	 essential,	 but	 they	 should	 be	 capable	 of	 being
interconnected	 in	 groups	 of	 at	 least	 four.
r
i FOM	 -	 Connectivity	 between	 beam
	
pairs,	 preferably
s beams	 directed	 to	 high	 rain
	
zone	 areas.
Video	 -	 Connectivity	 between	 beam
	
pairs.
4.3.1.4	 SWITCHING
TDRA	 SWITCH
	 -	 Are	 on-board	 TDMA	 switch	 is	 required	 to
provide	 connectivity	 between	 be a;ns	 Switching	 modes
and	 mode	 lengths	 should	 be	 reconfigurable	 on	 command
169
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from the MCS.	 Mode changes should be synchronized to
avoid loss of data in the experimental network.
FDM - Switch:
,
 FDM switching is required to connect
selected beam pairs. FDM experiments need not be
conducted simultaneously with TDMA or video experi-
ments, therefore common transponder(s) can be used to
conduct TDMA, FDM, and video experiments.	 The FDM
switch should be capable of bypassing the TDMA switch.
V-ideo I - For video experiments the FDM switch can be
used to bypass the TDMA switch and provide connecti-
v ity between selected beam pairs. Selection of the FDM
or video transmission mode can be accomplished at the
earth stations.
4.3.1.5 TRANSPONDERS
At least six transponders are required, four on-line
and two back-up.	 -In addition at least one Impat^,, and
one GaAsFET Amplifier should be incorporated in the
des i g  .
	
The frequency plan sho.0 l d inc l ude adjacent
frequency assignments to permit interchannel interfer-
ence evaluation experiments.
4.3.1.5.1 TR-A N S90NO-E`R . POWER
A Dual mode T W T A is required:
OF POOR QUil q f Y
Low Power mode - nominally 10 watts
High Power mode - minimum 75 watts
4.3.1.5.2 TRAN-SPON-DER • B-AN-DWIDTH
T`D'M'A	 The bandwidth should be compatible with the
burst rate, nominally 315 MHz for 500 MBPS burst rate
170
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(1.25	 x	 symbol	 rate	 for QPSK modulation).	 PC?Q	 4L^11
F_ -	 Nominally	 175 MHz for 274 MBPS	 transmission	 data
rate	 (1.25	 x	 symbol	 rate	 for QPSK modulation).
Video	 -	 The	 bandwidth	 should	 be	 36	 MHz	 for	 NTSC	 color
video.
4.3.1.6	 SATELLITE	 EIRP'
TDRA	 - Low Power Mode:	 58.2	 dBw min.
High	 Power	 Mode:	 66.95	 dBw min.
FD,M	 -	 High	 Power	 Mode:	 12.75	 dBw/carrier
Video	 -	 High	 Power	 Mode:	 12.75	 dBw/carrier
Note:	 The	 Video	 EIRP	 is	 based	 on	 53	 dB	 SNR	 with	 a
1 4.75	 dB	 margin.	 Since SNR	 can	 degrade	 to	 about- 45	 dB
before	 noticeable	 impulse	 noise	 occurs,	 the	 effective ^	 ?i	 f
margin	 i s 	about,	 12.75	 dB.	 Diversity	 gai n 	can	 provide
additional	 margin	 to	 maintain	 performance.
4.3.1.7
	
SATELLITE	 G/T,
r Objective:	 21.4	 dB/°K j
4.3.1.8 ANTENNA POINTING
Station	 keeping	 pointing	 accuracy	 should	 be	 compatib-le
with	 the	 beamwidths	 to	 maintain	 synchronization	 and.
the	 communication	 link's 	 performance	 even	 during	 sta-
tion	 keeping	 manoevers.	 A monopulse	 tracking	 receiver
will	 be	 needed	 to	 track	 pilot	 carrier	 frequency	 nor-
mally,	 and	 provide	 programmed	 tracking	 corrections	 to
maintain	 pointing	 accuracy	 during,	 station	 keeping
maneuvers,
171 n
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9 ON-BOARD MONITOR
Monitors for uplink power control may be incorporated
in satellite or at earth stations.
10 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
Figure VII-1 shows a functional block diagram of the
satellite trunking communication subsystem.
TRUNKING - EARTH-STATIONS
1 SPACE DI-VERSIT-Y
Space diversity earth stations a e required at each
trunking node to meet availability objectives.
2 TRANS-M-ISSION MODES
TDRA - 1500 MBPS TDMA using QPSK Modulation al I earth
stations.
FDM - Up to two 274 MBPS FDM channels using QPSK Mod-
ulation at selected earth stations.
Video - One 36 MHz analog video channel at selected
earth stations.
4.3.2.3	 ANTENNA
4.3.2.3.1 D-I A-M-E T E R 	 5.0 meter
4.3.2.3.2 P-O-L AR-11 A-T I ON
Dual linear polarization feeds at two trunking node
systems. (Tampa being one of them).	 Single polari za-
tion el sewhere .
4.3.2.3.3 TRAGKING
Step tracked.
4.3.2.4 RPA- P-ONER
450 Watt minimum flange power.
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4.3.2.5 HPA PC! C&,	 GOIWTROL
15 watt to 450 ;wtt
	 of MOR QUALITY,
4.3.2.5	 DIVERSITY
	
SWITCH
A	 diversity
	
switch
	
is	 required,	 T r art'smWien	 botw► egn
`	 diversity	 earth
	 stations	 should	 be	 at	 trdn§m1'$Sid
E	 data	 rates	 (500 MBPS
	
TDMA,	 274
	
MBPS	 FDM). f
4,3,2.7 DIVERSITY-EARTH°STATIONS
	
INTERCONNECT LINK
Fiber	 Optic	 repeaters
	 spaced	 approximately	 2	 KM	 apart.
Mux/Demux
	
at	 switch	 (one	 site)	 only.
Note:	 This	 assumes	 availability	 of	 hardware
	
at	 the
500	 Mbps
	
rate.	 Alternatively,	 the
	 signals	 can
	
be
t!	 broken	 down
	
and	 assembled	 at	 each	 station
	 and	 trans-
milted	 using
	 parallel	 44.7	 MBPS	 links.
4.3.2.8 FAUL-T	 MO N-1-TOR- -A-ND- -CO-NTROt
a	
Status	 and	 alarm
	
outputs
	
interfaced	 to	 OW	 channel	 for t
transmission	 to	 MCS.	 Control	 inputs	 interfaced	 to	 OW
channel from MCS,	 f
1
4.3.2.9 NFS T-R U M E NT'A-T • I O N
i
In accordance with test and experiment requirements.
4.3 2 .10 I-N-T-E R-S T°A T- I-0"N- GO M44U N•I •CAT -0-N
Via an OW channel
4.3.2.11 AD*PT`I-VE-_•CONT-RO.L MO,N,IT,OR,S
Monitors
	
with appropriate logic	 to identify the	 need
for	 adaptive uplink	 power control should	 be incorpor-
ated in the earth stations_
4.3.2.12 TDMA- S`YffCHRO-N-I-Z-AT-ION
f
Open loop approach using ranging data from master
	 }
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rangi ng stations via OW ch annel	 OIF POOR Q lI.IYY
4.3.2.13 BASEBAND INTERFACES
TDMA/TDM - T-1 interface ports at Terrestrial Inter-
face Modules.
V_ - Picture Video 1.0 V p-p; Audio +8dBm1600 ohms
4.3.2.14 REDUNDANCY - Non-redundant equipment only for demon-
stration system.
	
Consider diversity stations as back-
up for each other for equipment failure as we'll as
propagation problems.
4.3.2.15 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
Figure VII-2 shows a functional block diagram of the
satellite CPS communication subsystem.
4.3.3 CPS - SATELLITE COMMWPTCATIOW SUBSYSTEMvd.
4.3.3.1 'TRAN-SM-I•S-SIO-W REQUIREMENTS
UP	 32/128 MBPS QPSK TDMA - All rain zones
except E
6.3/12.6 MBPS QPSK-FDM Rain Zone E
- OOWNLIN-K: 256 MBPS QPSK TDMA - All rain zones
except E
128 MBPS TDMA
	 Rain Zone E
4.3.3.2 C O-V•E-R-AGE
The, demonstration system should have both scanning
beam and contiguous fixed beam coverage to provide the
capability to crake comprehensi ve comparisons between
the two approaches.
	 Concerns with scanning beam
s ystems include ca p acity limitations. scannin g losses.
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system.
If	 CONUS	 coverage	 cannot	 be	 impl=emented	 in	 the	 demon-
stration
	
system
	
the	 detailed	 design	 plan	 should	 clear-
ly
	
identify	 the	 design
	
approach,	 performance,	 and	 cost
to	 ext end 	 the	 coverage	 as	 well	 as	 the	 design	 approach
for	 frequency	 reuse	 and	 implementation	 of	 at	 least	 ten
CPS	 transponder	 on	 each	 satellite.
4.3.3.3	 CONN-E•CTIV-IT°Y
The	 CPS	 System	 is	 expected	 to	 be	 compri sed_ of	 a	 large
number	 of	 individual	 networks	 (corporate,	 institution- 3
al,	 government,	 carrier,	 etc.),	 in	 which	 connectivity
btween
	
user	 network	 nodes	 is	 provided	 via	 wired	 or
permanently	 assigned	 channels.	 In	 addition	 there	 will
also	 be	 a	 pool	 of	 Demand_	 Assigned	 Multiple	 Access a
channels	 to	 provide	 service	 to	 custormers	 on	 a	 cal' l -bym-
i
call	 basis.
On	 board	 routing	 for	 the	 individual	 user	 networks
can	 be	 essential-ly	 fixed	 in	 the	 basband	 processor
instructions	 and	 would	 normally	 require	 only	 occasion-
^y177
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effects, etc.	 Concerns with contiguous spot beams
Y
include switching and 'hardware ccmp3exity.
The CPS feed(s) should be designed to demonstrate and
provide for analysis of frequency reuse and depolar-
ization effects using orthogonally polarized tran^mis-
y
sion within each beam and adjacent beams,	 Frequency
reuse via beam separation should also be demonstrated.'
Full CONUS coverage is desirable in the demonstration
tal reassignment as a customer expands his network,
terminates services, or as a new customer enters the
CPS System. A user may, however, have a need to cross
connect to other user networks or may require access
to DAMA channels to accommodate an overload condition
on	 his	 network.
F
In	 the	 case	 of	 DAMA	 channels	 the	 requirement	 is	 to
cross
	
connect	 or	 route
	 any	 input	 channel	 to	 any output
channel.
t Under	 the	 assumption	 that	 70% of
	
the	 CPS	 capacity	 will
GF be	 utilized	 by	 user	 networks	 with	 fixed	 connectivity
requiring	 occasional
	
reassignments,
	
and	 that	 :30%	 of
the
	
capacity	 will	 be	 utilized	 on	 a	 DAMA	 basis,	 the
amount	 of	 read	 time	 processing	 is	 substantially	 re-
duced.
4.3,3.4	 BASEBAND- PROCESSOR- UNIT 	 (BPU) k
The	 Baseband	 Processor	 Unit	 (BPU)	 will	 provide	 the	 ca-
a
r
pabi 1 ity	 to	 route	 any	 uplink
	
message	 channel	 to	 any
downlink	 message	 channel,	 irrespective	 of	 RF	 channels.
{
N
The	 BPU	 includes:
-	 Demodu .l ators
-	 FEC	 Decoders	 (R	 1/2,	 K	 =	 7)	 Soft	 Decision y
a	 l
Decoding)
fEC	 Encoders	 (R	 1/2,	 K	 =	 7)
_	 Routing/Switching Buffers	 ORIGINAE: PAOr ,.
:. OF POOR	 9SQUALITY
-	 Modulators
-	 Processor	 Control
r
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Uplink TDMA Expansion Buffers, Synchronization,
and Control
Downlink TDMA compression buffers, high speed mux,
synchronization, framing, and control.
k:
4.3.3.5 CPS - RECEIVE SUBSYSTEM
^.	 U
UPLINK CARRIER	 NO. OF	 TRANSMISSION RECEIVE
SIZE (MBPS)	 CARRIERS	 MODE	 BANDWIDTH
^if
(MHz)
32	 8	 TDMA	 20
128 2	 TDMA 80
16 4	 TDMA 10	 (Rain
Zone	 E)
.	 6.3 10	 FDMITDM 4	 (Raink
a
Zone E)
Uplink	 Modulation	 -	 QPSK
a
d
Bandwidth	 = 1.25	 X symbol	 rate
4.3.3.6	 CPS	 -	 TRAN-SRIT- SUBSYSTEM
DOWNLINK
	 CARRIER NO.	 OF	 TRANSMISSION TRANSMIT
SIZE
	
(MBPS) CA'RR'IERS	 MODE BANDWIDTH
	 3
.: (MHz)	 i
256 2	 TDMA 160
128 1	 TDMA 80	 (Rain
Zone	 E)
ORIGPNAI: 
p4(3
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4.3-.3.7 DOWNLINK TWTA POWER (FLANGE)
18.75 dBw (75W) minimum all carriers. Single mode.
4.3.3.8 SATELLITE EIRP
64,3 dBw per channel minimum - all carriers.
4. 3.3.9 SATELLITE	 G / T ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Objective	 20.5	 d 6/° K OF POOR QUALITY
4.3.3.10 ON -BOARD A-DA-PTI-ON	 M0,-N-ITORICONTROL
Appropriate	 status	 outputs	 and
s
summary alarms	 trans-
mitted	 via	 the	 TT&C	 channel	 to the	 MCS are	 required.
Communications	 subsystems	 switching and control	 re-
ceived	 via	 command	 channel	 from MCS.
4.3.4	 CPS —E-A R-TR S T•A T I O N S
4. 3.4.1	 TRANSM-ISSJON	 REQUIREMENTS:
-
	
UP-LINK
32/128 M8PS TDMA	 Carriers
16 MBPS	 TOMA Carriers (Rain Zone E)
6.3MBPS FDM/TDM Carriers (Rain Zone E)
-	 DO-WNL-I-i K
256MBPS TDMA Carriers
128MBPS TDMA Carriers (Rain Zone E)
4.3.4.2 A `4T E N. N.A :
4.3.9.2 1 DIAMETER:
3.5 Meter - Rain Zones B, C, 0 1 , D2, D3, F
5.0 Meter - Rain Zone E'
4.3.4.2.2 POLA-R-I-Z-ATI-OiV
Orthogonal linear polarization to provide for frequen
c/ reuse and depolarization experiments withina com-
mon beam and between adjacent beams.
180	 _
4.3.4.2.3 TRACKING	 ORi(j'INAL PAGE FS
Step track.
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4.3.4.2.4 G/T
5230/'K: 3.5M system >27W *K 5.OM system
4.3.4.3 HPA POWER
450 Watt minimum flange power
4.3.4.4 HPA POWER CONTROL
Adaptive-15 watts to 450 watts
4.3.4.5 FAULT MONITOR'AND CONTROL
Status and alarm outputs interfaced to OW channel for
transmission to MCS'. 	 Control inputs interfaced to OW
channel from MCS.
4.3.4.6 INSTRUMENTATION:
In accordance with test and experiment requirements-.
4.3.4.7 INTER°STATION- CO MMUNICATION
OW to MCS only. 	 Individual network interstation com-
munications via designated voice OW channel.
4.3.4.8 ADAPTIVE MFON-I°T-OR-/-CONTROL
Downlink BER /Carrier level monitors for control of
adaptive downlink FEC via MCS.
Control to initiate adaptive uplink power and uplink
FEC upon command from the MCS.
4.3.4.9 TOMA SYNCHRONI-ZAT-ION
Open loop as described for trunking system.	 A detail-
ed	 investigation/analysis	 is	 required	 to	 establish
synchronization requirements and system performance
with scanning beam and fixed contiguous beam systems.
181
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4.3.4.10	 INTERFACES
s
64	 KBPS	 to	 1.544	 MBPS	 customer/terrestrial 	 interfaces.
'	 A	 mixture	 of	 interface	 port	 rates	 selected	 for
	
each
CPS earth	 test for demonstration.
{	 4.3.4.11	 REDUNDANCY
!	 E	 Redundancy	 only	 as	 required	 to	 meet	 CPS	 availability
criteria..	 On	 shelf	 spares	 at	 depot	 locat ions.
4.4	 MASTER CONTROL STATION
All
	 of	 the	 demonstation	 system
	
spacecraft
	 monitor/con-
trol	 functions	 and	 the
	 communications	 network	 control r
r
functions	 are	 centralized	 at	 the	 Master
	
Control	 Sta-
tion
	
(MC S) . s
4.4.1
	
COMMUNJCAT• IONS^ NETWORK CO NTROL
	
FUNCTIONS
4.4.1.1	 SYSTEM 7-DMA- 'SYN-CHRON-IZATION
The	 open	 loop	 synchronization	 approach	 described	 in
i
Section
	
V	 and	 Section	 VI	 is	 recommended	 for	 the	 demon-
stration.
4.4.1.2 CONTROL- SPACECRAFT MASTER OSCILLATOR 	 (MO)
Frequency	 lock	 spacecraft	 MO	 to	 MCS	 master	 oscillator
r
via	 disciplined	 PLL	 control	 loop	 as	 discussed	 i'n	 Sec-
Lion
	
VI.
4
a
4.4.1.3 CHANNEL	 ASSIGNMENT/ROUTING CONTROL
i
The	 channel
	
assignment/routing	 control	 unit	 is	 the
central	 control
	
center	 for	 channel	 assignments	 and
messagerouting.	 It	 performs:
Pre-programmed	 assignment	 of	 fixed	 channels,
`	 bursa	 slots,	 and	 routing	 by	 manual	 entry..
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ORIGINAL PP'C^ ^^ - 	 Determination of SS-TDMA switch interconnec-
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tivity mode lengths based on trunking earth
station capacity requirements.
Stored program control for CPS Baseband Pro-
censor.
	
-	 Reconfiguration of burst lengths or assign-
ment of additional burst slots to accommodate
FEC rain-response requirements.
Computation of optimum scan pattern for the
CPS scanning beam approach and generation of
the required phase shift control commands.
4.4.1.4 ADAPTIVE RAIN- RESPONSE
Central command and control point for:
	
-	 Uplink and downlink power control for trun-
king network.
- Control of CPS UL and DL FEC separately for
each earth station link.
Uplink power control for CPS.	 a
4.4.1.5 EARTH STATION- MONITOR/CONTROL
Remote monitoring of trunking/CPS earth station sta-
	
tus.	 Remote control of critical earth station func-
tions.
j
4.4.1.6 SPACECRAFT MONITOR/C O;N_TROL
PCF for spacecraft antenna pointing control.
Computation of spacecraft range, range rate
(state vectors).
4.5
4.5.1
-;
j
rt
r
- SS-TDMA Switch Mode Control
- Orbit Control
-	 Attitude. Control	 "^^`^^`^" OF poOR OUAI—IT`f
- Power Control
- Thermal Control
- Solar Control
Events Control
- Switching (redundancy, configuration,etc.)
- Maintenance
SY•STER INTERFACES
TRUNKING NETWORK
- Voice orderwire channel between trunking earth
stations.
Customer baseband interfaces.
- OW channel between trunking earth stations and
MCS for:
-	 Voice communication
-	 Earth stations	 status/control
TDMA synchronization/burst assignments.
-	
Adaptive rain response monitor/control
4.5.2	 CP . S . SYSTEM
OW channel between CPS earth stations and MCS
for;
F
E
Voice communication*
Earth station status /control
-	 Synchronization
Adaptive rain response monitor/control
184
ORIGINAL ^^^^ ^	 -	 Channel /burst assignments.
OF POOR QV'f^ iI-Y*For high capacity earth stations only. 	 In other
cases only a low speed alarm/control channel is
E,	 required.
4.5.3 MCS AND SPACECRAFT
TT&C and wideband channels for:
	 .
k	 -	 Spacecraft status (`Telemetry/Tracking)
-	 Spacecraft command and control
-
	
	 Trunking SS-TDMA switch mode control
and beam switching'
-
	
	
Routing/switching control and status of
CPS baseband swtich.
-	 CPS scanning beam control
-	 Adaptive rain response
monitor/control.
4.6
	
DEMONSTRATIO-N• SYS •TE-M° H-PERIMENT CAPABILITIES:	
fi	 j
The functional requirements outlined in the 'preceding s
subsections will provide transmission system capabili-
ties to conduct most of the service, technology, and
combined service/technology experiments in the Exper-
iments Planning Document, i
Key experiments are those that are propagation relat-
ed, particularly measurement of diversity gain in high
a.	 rain climate regions where single site attenuation
substantially exceeds 20 dB.
The proposed experiments that can be conducted with
addition of appropriate instrumentation and terminal
facilities are:
185
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Service Experiments
OF POOR QUALITY
PS-1, PS-2, PS-3, PS-8, PS-9, PS-10, PS-11,
PS-12, PS-13 9
 PS-14 0 PS-15, PS-16, P:-249
PS-25, PS -26, PS-27, PS-28, PS-29, PS-30,
PS-31, PS-32, PS-33, PS-34.
In the case of PS-16 the terrestrial interface must be
designed to be compatible with the fiber optic link,
T-3 interface probably. Experiments PS -28, PS-30, and
PS-34 are experiments that require carrier participa-
tion.
- Technology Exp-er-iments
PT-1, PT-2 PT-3, PT-4, PT-5, PT-7, PT-9, PT-
10, PT-15, PT--16, PT-18, PT-19, PT-20, PT-21,
PT-23, PT-24, PT-25, PT-28.
-	 S-e rv-i c-e---a-n-d- T-e•c h n o10 gy E x ,p e r i me n t s
PSAT-3, SAT-4, PSAT-5, PSAT-6, PSAT-8, PSAT-
9.
The proposed experiments that cannot be conducted with
the demonstration system described are:
- PSAT=1,• PSAT-2, •PSAT-7, PSAT-11
The special capabilities required for these
experiments are not incorporated in the func-
tional requirements identified.
-
	 PT---6,- RT--14 • , PT-17,  PT - 2 2	 j
These experiments require an intersatellite
	
{
link that has not yet been identified as a
30/20 GHz program requirement,	 a
r
186
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PT-12
FEC	 has	 not	 been	 incorporated	 in	 the	 function-
al	 requirements	 as	 identified	 pending	 more
specific	 requirements.
PT-13
Recommendations	 via	 the	 proposed	 experiment p^
pending NASA	 review.
RS -4
Beyond	 scope	 of	 30/20	 GHZ	 program.	 Additional
hardware	 required.
PS-17
runking	 stations	 are	 diversity	 facilities.
Diversity	 experiment	 as	 described	 can	 be	 im-
plemented	 with	 a	 transportable	 earth	 station
in
	
conjunction	 with	 NYC	 facilities.
PS - 18- ,	 PS - 19	 PS-20,- PS-21,	 PS-22
Can	 be	 accomplished
	 by	 simulations.
PS-2-3
"C"	 band	 capabilities	 not	 being	 considered
because	 of	 the	 saturated	 status	 of	 available
"C"	 band	 orbital	 slots.
E
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	5.0	 30/20 GHZ DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM FUNCTIO NAL PRIORITIES	 14
	
5.1	 GENERAL:;  The demonstration system functional require-
ments defined in the preceeding sections are those
r.
considered necessary for demonstrating the appli.ca
bility of a 30/20 GHZ satellite communication system
to projected trunking and CPS carrier needs and ser-
vices.
In the on-going Phase II study efforts the study con-
tractors have developed baseline and alternate demon-
stration system design concepts. 	 These identify the
i
range of capabilities that might be developed and
implemented in flight systems with various size launch
vehicles (SUSS-D, SUSS-A, etc) and develop program
cost projections for various required system capabili-
ties. The demonstration system functional require-
ments and study contractor design concepts have been
reviewed to rank the 30/20 GHZ technology and capa-
bilities considered essential for demonstrating a
30/20 GHZ system for trunking and CPS carrrier service
applications in order of importance.
	
5.2
	
MODULATION TYPES
In Section II of this report three types of carriersP	 ^
were identified; trunking only carriers, CPS only
carriers, and carriers providing both trunking and CPS
services. To meet the needs of the three types of
carriers the demonstration system must provide both
trunking and CPS capabilitiesF
OF POOR QUAL11-Y
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In the trunking case three types of transmission capa-
bi'l I t.ies have been identified; TOMA, FDMA, and analog
video.	 From a carrier point of view TOMA is the pre-
ferred transmission approach because it is more effi-
cient and has greater flexibility than FOMA.
	
The rpta-
tive order of importance is, therefore, TDMA, FDMA, and
analog video.	 The latter has been included in the
functional requirements not as a trunking alternative,
but to verify performance capbilities in the 30/20 GHZ
band for video service application.
In the case of CPS de,aonstration system capabilities
the size of the potential aggregate of use networks
and relatively large number of earth stations mandates
that they be low cost, with only a level of redundancy
adequate to meet CPS availability criteria. 	 There are
propagation (rain attenuation) problems associated with
the GPS system concept that will probably result in
customizing uplink!downlink channels and transmission
rates to satisfy availability criteria. Consequently,
both TOMA and FDMA transmission capabilities should be
demonstrated.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
The CPS system wi 11; be comprised of a large number of
individual user networks with network nodes that can
be located throughout the CONUS area.	 Demonstration
of the CPS system's capability to provide CONUS cov -
erage through the use of scanning beams and contiguou.,
C
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beams is necessary,	 since there exists a fair level
of concern relative to the performance capabilities of
both approaches.	 In view of this performance uncer-
tainty it is desirable to implement both types of
antenna systems on the demonstration flight to eval-
uate their relative performance capabilities and to
develop the necessary synchronization techniques re-
quired for system operation.
	
5.4	 SATELU TE: SIGNAL • PROCESSING CAPABILITIES
A demonstration of solutions to the availability prob-
lems require that the CPS communication subsystem be
implemented with high power amplifiers and adaptive
FEC decoders and encoders.
The baseband processor is the heart of the CPS system
	 k:
,a
and must be demonstrated.	 The ability to support
'i
{
fixed assignment and demand assignment channels and
routing under both average and peak hour loading con
d'
ditions should be demonstrated. Demonstrations of
%PS 3Trunking cross connectivity can be provided for
either in the satellite subsystems or on the ground.
-a
LOGY DEVELOPMENT
	
5.5	 TECHN  
The technology development efforts applicable to the
trunking systems are-:
1. 30 GHZ Low Noise Amplifier
F
2. IF Switch
a
3. Impact Amplifier
4	 GaASFfT Amplifier
OF, POOR QU,ALi
S. Dual Mode TWTA.
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1Items 3 and 4 are not likely to be available at re-
quired power levels to satisfy trunking system availa-
bility criteria in time for the demonstration system.
The emphasis, therefore, should be on items 1, 2, and
5 for demonstration system implementation. Develop-
ment programs for items 3 and 4 should be conducted on
an on-going basis to develop amplifiers capable of
operation at high power levels >75W, a substantial
extension beyond the present design objective. 	 Be-
cause of the power limitations of the solid state
amplifiers currently being developed, implementation
of these devices in the demonstration system will not
be useful.
	
They will also not be essential to -_demon
strafe trunking system capabilities for an initial
operation Ka-band system since this can be done with
the high power TWT's under development.
	
5.6	 PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT CAPABILITIES
Measurement	 of propagation characteristics	 in	 the
30/20 GHZ band is necessary to develop propagation
models for use in the design of operational systems,
for example, available diversity gain during deep
fades, and to analyze propagation effects on the per-
formance of wideband data transmission syst^n.
	
5.7	 SUMMARY
In summary, the demonstration system must as a minimum
include -those features defined for the TDMA trunking
a
i
3
i
9
1
the demonstration 6t ysttim shotild provi(i
	
tlt Q
	
Itplb i I'l ty
to condkict tflo Systems OpQrationallparformance, Oropa.
bQAM
sych Pon i ult i on ^ and f reqoancy rouse expor i ments recom-
►oonded by th e
 wri ors , Tru nk i, n 9 FOMA and analog
Video capabilities are Also of value but thase may be
assigned a lower priority,
i
ADDITIONAL STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS
There are several areas that can have considerable
influence on 
the 
performance capabilities, technical
design t and cost of both the demonstration and subse-
quent. operational systems that require additional
study efforts,
1.0	 Rain Zone E Alternate Design Approaches
Rain  attenuation and the related margin required to
meet the .9990 availability criteria for the CPS sys-
tem has been shown to be a problem 
in 
the CONUS rain
alimate zone E. One alternative design approach to
satisfy performance and availability requirements has
been discussed,	 In that approach the CPS antenna size
for earth stations 
in 
rain zone E was increased to at
least S.OM and trailsillission data rates were SUbstan-
tially reduced,,	 A second approach using intersat"
e	 e links to a lower frequency band for rain zone
E coverage was also identified. 	 The basic premise of
,the  CPS system is that it is intended to provide low
cast direct to user services. Inefficient use of the
space segment and increased ground segment costs lead
to increased user service costs.
A Study to identify alternate design (approaches is
required so that the system design implemented results
in the minimum service cost of CPS users.
193 xa
PS Traffic Mix
he CPS system is planned to be implemented with an
n-board Baseband Processor Unit to route traffic
etween assigned uplink and downlink channels.	 The
entral control of the BPU resides in a computer at
he MCS.	 Machine size and processing requirements can
ary considerably as a function of the number of ci r-
uit	 connections required_ on a message-by-message
remand basis.	 At one extreme is the case where all
channels are assigned on a DAMA basis and routing is
required on a message-by-message basis. 	 At the other
extreme is the case where all channels and hence BPU
connectivity is permanently or fixed assigned.	 The
first case requires a computer with substantially more
processing capabilities than the second. 	 The real
case is somewhere in- between.
A study is necessary to identify the probable CPS mix,
i.e. ratio of fixed assigned to demand assigned chan-
nels, to appropriately size the machine and processing
required.
3.0	 TDMA Sv-nchronization Approaches
A study is required to identify TDMA synchronization
approaches and the performance/cost trade-offs between
them.	 TDMA ,synchronization approaches vary widely in
terms of their respective performance capabilities and
'
	
	
cost, however, the ultimate design selected should be
established on a total systems basis that considers
194 i
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- Cost and complexity of the synchronization ap-
proach.
- The impact on cost and complexity in other
areas of the system as a function of the syn-
chronization approaches.
- The impact on throughput -efficiency and space
segment cost.
	
Total system size (i.e. number of earth stations) 	 a
it is desirable to select an approach that minimizes
d
9
initial	 implementation cost, but one that can be
gracefully expanded to improve system efficiency as
the network size increases and additional
	
	 capital	 a
i
costs can be more easily justified_.
SCANNING -BEAM/•FI-XED CONTIGUOUS BEAM 	 AND PER-
F 0 R-M-A N CE­ :
There are enough concerns relative to capacity con-
straints, performance, complexity, synchronization,
and cost of scanning9 beams that an in-depth design
study is recommended to investigate both scanning beam
and fixed contiguous beam approaches for the CPS -sys-
tem.	 The CPS system is only marginally capable of of
meeting established availability criteria and, as
shown previously, cannot meet availability require-
ments in rain zone E without other system design
changes.	 Additional losses will have further impact
on system performance capabilities:
195
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X INTERSATELLITE LINKS
INTRODUCTION
Rain attenuation varies appreciably as a function of
earth station elevation look angle (as shown in Figure
IV-3) and, therefore, high elevation look angles are
desirable (30' or greater).
	
Elevation angle contours
were shown in Figures IV-4 and IV-5 for satellites
stationed at 90 * N and 97*W Longitude. The elevation
angle contour plots show that the preferred satellite
location is 97 0 W and that the usable domestic arc for
Ka band systems is between 90 • W and 104'W Longitude.
Rain attenuation also imposes constraints on attain-
able transmission throughput rates in high rain zone
areas, particularly in the case of the CPS system.
An inters:itellite link has the potential to extend the
usable: orbital	 arc,	 improve transmission throughput
rates and efficiency for Ka band systems, and offers
other advantages when considered on an integrated
system basis with other domestic and international
satellites.	 Advantages, applications, and a cursory
look at the basic intersatellite link functional re-
quirements are given below.
	
An int-ersatellite link
implementation approach is identified.	 However, an in-
depth effort is necessary to explore alternatives.
A
Ik
INTERSATELLITE LINK CONSIDERATIONS
Whenzver the use of more than one satellite transmis-
sion hop is envisioned for a particular service cate-
gory or class of user, which uses two or more differ-
ent satellites, several factors should be assessed;
1. In most cases, the transmission delay is unde-
sirable.
	
This is particularly true for voice and
interactive data applications.
	
For other data
applications such as facsimile, electronic mail,
and remote batch computing, increased delay is not
a fundamental problem, but increased storage is
required at the sending location to permit opera-
tion with error correcting protocols.
2. The use of multiple hops requires that earth
stations which do not have full connectivity viavia a
single satellite have some means of accessing more
than one satellite. This can be accomplished using
multiple earth station antennas or by using a
multi-beam torus antenna.
3. Multi-hop operation results in multiple use of
a given bandwidth for the same channel, which
results in inefficient use of frequency spectrum
and orbital arc.
4. All of these effects of multi-hop transmission
increase systems costs to some extent and, as such,
i
2' . 0
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'The	 use of an intersatellite link reduces these ef-
fects for some applications.
	 The advantages and ap-
plications of intersatellite links are considered in
the following sections.
2.1	 ADVANTAGES OF THE INTERSATELLITE TRANSMISSION LINK
2.1.1 DAY
For all but the very largest longitudinal
	 satellite
separations, the satellite interconnection with inter-
satellite links result in much
	 lower transmission
delays than the multi-hop interconnection.
	 This is
illustrated in Figure IX-1.
F
The maximum distance between two satellites for which
a single inters ate 11ite link can be used corresponds
to an angular satellite separation of about 160
	
For
a larger separation the earth would obstruct the di-
rect transmission path between two satellites.
	 How-
ever, already at an angular satellite separation. of
120' the transmission delay time over the intersatel-
lite link approaches that of the additional delay of a
double-hop circuit.
It can be concluded that the direct link
	 connecting
two	 satellites through
	 an	 intersatellite
	 relay is
always preferable to triple-hop connection which would
result from the conventional interconnection of two
domestic systems with the INTELSAT System.
	 However,
G
	
	 the	 intersatellite link also offers a substantial
reduction in transmission delay relative to a double-
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hop connection when the angular spacing between two
satellites is 60 degrees or less.
v;
For full CONUS coverage, the maximum angular separa-
tion possible while still ma,intai.ning a minimum eleva-
tion angle of 10 degrees is about 73 degrees of longi-
tude.	 Since in the 20/30 GHz fixed service satellite
r
system the satellites are likely to be placed vela-
tively close together and near the central portion of
the possible orbital arc positions, the separation
will be considerably less than 60 0 .	 Thus, use of on-
tersatellite links in the 20/30 GHz satellite system
t
will offer substantially decreased transmission delays
relative to the use of multi-hop transmission.
I
2.1.2 CONSERVATION OF FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
In addition, the intersatellite link uses higher fre-
quency bands than those presently used for satellite
communications.
	 This is possible because of the ab-
sence	 of	 atmospheric absorption	 and precipitation
i
attenuation for t
	 intersatellite links, and it is
i desirable because very high directivities can be a-
chieved with moderate size antennas.
	 These frequen
ties do not interfere with earth-to-satellite trans
I0.
missions, and therefore the use of the intersatellite
link conserves the frequency spectrum.
2.1.3 CONNECTIVITY
I	 `'
As the use of satellites for more and more communica
Lions needs expands, and there is overwhelming evi-
E	
200
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dence that this will indeed happen, the problems of
connectivity will become increasingly important. 	 Ii
easy to imagine a situation where a telephone call,
for example, originating within a foreign domestic
satelli te system, is subsequently relayed to an INTEL-
SAT satellite for transmission to the U.S, and relayed
again via a domestic satellite before finally reaching
its destination.
	
In fact, even more satellite hops
can be envisioned. The provision of intersatellite
links on all types of communications satellites in the
future can ensure that excessive delays are minimized,
that valuable spectrum is used in an efficient manner,
and that system costs are kept at a minimum.
MSSIB`L •E APPL-I°CATIONS TO THE 20•/30 GHz- FIXED SATELLITE
SY5T,EM
Provision of full interconnectivity to all users of
the 20/30 GHz- system when multiple satellites are used
can be accomplished through a combination of the tech-
niques already discussed, i.e. use of multiple earth
,nation antennas, multi.beam torus antennas, and inter-
satellite links.	 In an operations system, a combina-
tion of these interconnection techniques can be expec-
ted to be used.
In the previous section dealing with elevation angle
constraints, it was concluded that a minimum elevation
angle of 30 degrees from an earth station to the sat-
4
ellite is desirable for a 30/20 GHz fixed satellite
201
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system.	 The desirability of such a system geometry
stems from the effect that elevation angle has on
required rain attenuation margins.	 As elevation an-
gles are decreased much below 30% margins begin to
become larger than can reasonably be provided by
state-of-art earth station and satellite technologies.
One of the solutions suggested was the use of a dual
satellite system, one of which would serve the primary
need of the eastern portion of the U.S. and the other
d
of which would serve the primary need of the western
portion of the U.S.	 The traffic which requires inter-
z
connection between East and West Coast could conven-
iently be handled via an interatellite link. 	 In
addition to providing more desirable elevation angles
over a greater portion of the U.S., such an implemen-
tation may lead to simpler satellites designed specif-
ically for East or West Coast use which in turn pro-
vide additional weight and power that can be used for 	 i
more sophisticated on-board processing or increased
EIRP coverage, for example.	 Such a configuration
would require that traffic patterns in East and West
;j
Coast regions, as welI as between the East and West
Coast regions be known with sufficient precision to
allow optimized satellites to be constructed.
Hughes, in its final report, identified a case where
the need for a maximum of three hops for connection of
CPS traffic when any user within a fixed beam is
yrestricted	 to	 communicating	 with	 a	 master	 station	 in
its	 own
	
beam.
	
The	 master	 station
	
in	 turn	 would	 relay
the	 traffic	 via	 a	 second	 satellite	 hop	 to	 another	 CPS
t
t
station
	
in	 the	 same	 beam.
	 When	 the	 traffic	 is	 des-
tined	 fo.r	 a	 CPS	 station
	 in	 another	 beam	 the	 traffic
would	 first	 be	 relayed	 to	 the	 master
	
station
	 in	 thatf i,
E beam
	
and	 finally,	 va	 another	 satellite
	
hop,	 to	 the
destination	 CPS	 station.
	 In	 this	 latter	 cas-e-,	 the
second	 relay	 of	 traffic	 could	 either	 be	 accomplished
by	 terrestrial	 connection	 of	 master
	
stations,	 in	 which	 t
case	 two	 hops	 would	 involved,	 or	 via	 a	 satellite
	 con-	 ;a
nection	 between	 master	 stations	 in	 which	 case a	 total
of	 three	 satellite	 hops	 would_ be	 involved.	 The	 use	 of
a	 two	 satellite	 configuration	 and	 intersatellite	 link
kF
as	 discussed	 could	 serve	 to	 relay	 traffic	 via	 inter-
N
satellite	 link	 to	 the	 second	 access	 community.	 The
l
net	 effect	 of	 this	 approach
	
would	 be	 a simpler	 CPS	 on-
board	 processor	 (than	 one	 which	 must	 provide	 full
interconnectivity	 to	 all	 CPS	 terminais	 on	 each	 satel-
lite,)
	
which	 would	 provide
	
full
	
connectivity	 between
CPS
	
terminals	 for	 a_ limited	 community	 of	 users	 without
the
	
need for multiple hops.
Another	 possible -application
	
of	 intersatellite	 links
which	 couid	 widen- the	 attraction	 of	 the	 20/30	 GNz
system
	
would	 be
	 as 	 a	 relay	 of	 television- signals	 to	 a
CONUS
	
coverage	 broadcast	 type	 satellite.	 This	 would
be	 attractive	 to	 TV	 network
	
operators
	 who -could
203
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broadcast directly from any downtown location at Ka-
band using a small, easily coordinated earth terminal.
In this way, interconnect cost to remote earth sta-
tions would not be required, and an earth terminal
could easily be placed on the rooftop of centrally
located studios.
	
4.0	 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
	
4.1
	 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
An approach to implement a trunking system with an
intersatellite link is to provide separate TDMA car-
riers for transmission between earth stations within
the coverage area of each satellite and additional
carriers for the intersatellite link.
The initial cursory functional design approach for the
trunking network connectivity via an intersatellite
link is similar to the previously described trunking
functional requirements. A TDMA - IF switch provides
the connectivity between the intersatellite link and
the Ka -band trunking network-.	 Switch mode configur-
ation and mode length are controlled by the MCS.
In the CPS system uplink, Ka-band signals are proces-
sed and routed to the baseband processor unit and
interfaced to an intersatellite channel.	 Conversely
incoming intersatellite link traffic is processed and
routed through the intersateilite link and interfaced
to a Ka-band system downlink TDMA channel.
i
04.2	 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
4.2.1 Ka" TRUNKING - I NT ERSATELLITE LINK CO-NNECT'I•V'ITY
Figure IX-2A shows a general block diagram of the Ka-
Trunking Intersatellite Link satellite communica
-tions subsystem. - The intersatellite link appears as
an extra set of ports ( input and output) on the TDMA -
IF Switch.	 The basic additional functional require-
ments are:	 ,
I n to r-s-at •e l +i t• e ^ tL+n k- R-e•ce+v er An intersatelli te link
receiver is required to amplify (low noise) and down
convert received 58/59 GHz carriers that are inter-
faced to the TDMA - If Switch for connection to Ka
trunking downlink beams.
Un-t •er-s •ate • l-1 i •t •e •L •i ,nk • Tran-stnri tt-er	 - An	 inters atellite
link transmitter is required to up convert and amplify
trun.king TDMA carriers for transmission via the inter-
satellite link.
I •n •t•e-rs •at e-1 . 11 t •e: An-t-e-n-n-a S-u-b•systzm - An inters atellite	 i
link_ antenna(s) with an appropriate number of spot
beams, compatible with the number of satellites to be
interconnected, is required. 	 i
4.2.2	K • a- C-P-S- - •I NT-E-R-S-AT-E-LL-ITE • L • I N-K- -C-O-NNE-CT-I^V-IT •Y
t
	 Figure IX-26 shows a general block diagram of a Ka
CPS-Intersatellite Link Communications subsystem.
	 The
!	 intersatellite link appears as an extra set of ports
on the baseband processor.	 The basic additional func-
tion al requi rements are:
ORIGINAX RAGe I
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Intersatellite Link Transmit Subsystem - A transmit
subsystem 'is required to upconvert and amplify TDMA
carriers for transmission via a 58/59 GHz intersatel- i
lite link.
Intersatellite Link Receive Subsystem - An intersatel-
iv lite link receive subsystem is required to amplify
(low noise) and downconvert the received 58/59 GHz
TDMA carrier, for application to the BPU.
h` 
Intersatellite Antenna Subsystem - The intersatellit-e
CPS and trunking traffic will share an antenna w-i'th an
appropriate number of spot beams compatible with the
3
number of satellites to be interconnected.
9
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APPENDIX A ORIOMAL PACE 15
ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS OF POOR QUALI'T'Y
1.0	 T Y P I C AL- WE • S T E R N- U-N•I Oft •PINT E N N* °E°NV-I-RO N-ME N-T-At
S.P E.C.I.F•I C A•TTO-N,S
i
gp
1.1	 P-O.I N.Y I„NG,. -A C-C VkAC-Y
E a.	 The	 pointing	 accuracy	 shall	 be	 consistent	 with	 the
following 	 gain	 degradation
	
limits	 in	 the	 direction	 of
f' the	 satellite	 under	 Normal	 Weather.	 Conditions	 and	 for
99% of	 the worst month	 of the year.
0.3	 dB	 in	 the	 3.7-4.2	 GHz	 band t^
- 0.5	 dB	 in	 the 5.925 . 6.425	 CHz	 band z
b.	 Additionally,	 the -antenna
	
pointing	 accuracy	 shall
.4
be	 not	 worse	 than	 0.02	 degrees	 rms	 under	 wind	 'velocity
conditions	 of	 45	 mph,	 gusting	 to	 60	 mph. j,
1.2	 EN-V-I R O-N-ME,N T•At - -C O N D-i T I O N°S , A,N-D- C A P A•B-I L I T-I -E-S
The	 antenna	 shall	 be	 designed	 for	 continuous	 and	 re-
liable	 service	 over	 a	 minimum
	
15	 year	 life.	 The	 above
requirements	 shall	 be	 met	 under	 the	 following	 environ-
mental	 conditions,	 applicable	 to	 the	 ref lector/pedes-
tal	 assembly:
a.	 Normal	 Weather	 Condition
Wind:	 30	 mph	 (any	 direction),	 gusting	 to
45	 mph	 (	 3	 sigma)
Temperature:	 0	 °F	 to	 +100	 °F
Humidity:
	
20%	 to	 100%,
	
relative
t
208
t^
Solar Radiation: 350 BTU/Ft2GR
b .	 Poor	 Weather	 Condition
 Wind:	 45	 mph	 (any	 direction),	 gusting	 to
60 mph	 (3 sigma)
ORIGINAL prm.
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Rain:	 a five-minute rate of 0.5 inches 1
Y	 Snow:	 2	 In/Hr
Ice:	 (a)	 1"	 Thick	 radial	 over	 all	 antenna
r surfaces
a
(b)	 1-1/2"	 over	 lower	 of	 half	 dish
on l y
Temperature:	 -15	 OF	 to	 +100	 OF
Humidity:	 0% to	 100%.	 relative
Wind	 & Ice:	 All	 combinations	 of	 wind	 &
ice
4	 1
c.	 Extreme	 Conditions	 and	 Survivability
Wind	 (Survival):	 (a)	 120	 mph	 in	 stow
position
(b)	 70	 mp..h	 with	 1 11	 ice	 in	 stow	 position.
Temperature:	 -30	 O F	 to	 +100	 OF
Drive	 to	 Stow:	 70	 mph	 wind	 load	 (worst
direction)
Hold	 in	 Position:	 80	 mph	 wind	 load	 (worst
direction)
d.	 Equipment	 Survival	 in	 Storage	 and	 Trans-
portation
Temperature:	 -_62	 O F	 to	 +185	 OF i
Altitude:	 40,000	 Ft. 1
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2.0	 LARGE GROUND STATION ANTENNAS-AT 20- 	 30. GHZ
The TRW and Hughes trunking designs utilize 12 meter
antennas.	 This is a comparatively a large antenna, even	 u.
l
at 6 and 4 GH'z, but for the 20/30 GHz range it presents
many problems, the solutions to which are not all imme-
diately obvious. Some of these problems are:
How to provide parabolic surfaces with suffi-
cient accuracy.
How to design mounts and sub-reflector sup-
ports with adequate stiffness.
Automatic or programmed tracking.
Compensation for building sway.
Servo loop compensation.
All of the above problems are inter-related, but there
1
is another problem not considered in lower frequency_
systems which may introduce perturbing inputs into the
tracking system.	 This is the possible variation in
phase across the aperture of the antenna of the arriving
energy from the satellite, due to rain cells which can
conceivable cause distortion of the arriving wave front,
resulting in loss of signal over and above that caused
by attenuation of the beam in passage.
	
2.1
	
SUR-FACE-S OF PARABOL-I-C D-I SHE-S
The operating efficiency of a parabolic dish, which
F	 relates actual gain to theoretical gain of an ideally
a
u l ^^ P-4-
vUALI'fyO P®R Q
s
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illuminated parabola, is determined by the deviation
of the dish surface from the desired contour, and by
the effectiveness of the feed in achieving the ideal
illumination distrubution.
At these fi-uencies, the dish shaping tolerance is
the most difficult `to^'`achieve due to manufacturing and
installation problems of the dish surface and back-up
structure. In addition to still air conditions, the
dish surface and feed geometry must be maintained
under high and gusting wind conditions, depending on
locality.	 Typical designs call for meeting perfor-
mance specifications in the following environmental
conditions:
Temperature range - 0'F to +100'F
Rainfall - a five minute rain rate of 0.5
inches
Solar radiation	 up to 1,000 kilo-cal/hr/M2
Wind - survival in winds up to 120 mph, move
in winds up to 70 mph -
a
Tracking error	 .0065* in winds 49 km/h
gusting to 73 km/hr, 0.1 	 in winds of 75 km/hr
gusting to 96 km/hr
Dish surface tolerance for any D/ 	 is characterized by
rms surface deviation and correlation interval. These
factors are related to gain as illustrated in Figure
A-1.
The gain loss illustrated in Figure A-1 does not in-
POOR QUALITY
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i
1	 Assumed uniform illumination, Gaussuan stationary random
3.16s t?=
"	 surface deviations with ,tero man and Gaussian Correlation
functions,
 
=	 10.2
Expectation value of the gain ^G).
.(2"
	 (9).
Ov • aperture diameter
t -•	 rms surfaca deviation
S	 C •	 correlation length
1 • wavelength	 3.16x 10.3
s
5	 10x	 2S	 10t	 2	 5	 1.0	 2	 5	 10	 2	 5	 100
NONMA6IZ100EVIATION (!.—Tel
"	 Reprinted from the Boll System Technical Journal, Vol. 47, No, 8, October, 196x, pg. 1643.
FIGURE ,A-1
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iclude gain loss due to high winds di-storting the dish
or affecting tracking accuracy. Extrapolation of
costs from C or X band to _arrive at a cost for a 20/30
GHz antenna is not considered a good approach.
	
2.2
	 MOUNTS AND SUB-REFL.E.CTOR SUPPORT
The present dish structure designs are optimized for
C-band and may not be suitable for 20/30 GHz, making
extrapolation of costs questionabl-e. It is likely
that the dish and amount will both have to be rede-
signed, as well as the sub-reflector support. 	 The
closest known technologies are radio telescope an-
ti
tennas and solar tracking furnaces.
	 These seems like
logical places to start in predicting costs.
	
2.3	 BUILDING S W-A•Y
In the case of antennas mounted on the roofs of build-
ings more than a few stories in height, building sway
can be a factor in determining the pointing	 angle.
Monopulse tracking may not be affected in these cases,
	 l
but step- track could experience a problem in certain
wind conditions.
	
2.4	 RADOME
Mention is made of the use of a radome, whose manufac-
turer claims that due to special surface— coating tech-
niques, will yield a maximum alteration of 20/30 GH'z
of l dB. If this is true, it will greatly alleviate
the above problems due to wind and rain loading.
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Antenna pointing will be a very large problem. If
local pointing is used (monopulse or step-track) with
great attention to design details, many of the pertur-
bations can be minimized dynamically.
	 This is partic-
ularly true with monopulse. With remote commanding of
antenna pointing angle, the system operation depends
on accurate prediction of losses due to environmental
conditions and pointing command accuracy. One sugges-
ted solution is to provide a low-power beacon, opera-
ting at a lower frequency (4 GHz for example) to be
used for pointing.	 This would ease the problem of
loss of track in heavy weather at the cost of added
complexity.	 This may not be necessary, since at least
in the TRW system, there are phase-locked loops with
100 Hz bandwidth, which could possibly provide suffic-
ient margin for step-track operation.
CURRENTLY- A•V-AI'L-ABL-E- HARDWARE
Concern over the problems associated with the practi-
cability of building both large and medium aperture
antenna systems led us to look to a supplier of Radio
Astronomy systems, which operate at frequencies up to
150 GHz.	 The problems associated with these antennas
fall in the following areas:
1	 Maintaining necessary surface accuracy
during manufacture and assembly.
214
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2. Maintaining surface accuracy under severe
wind and rain conditions.
3. Pointing system accuracy.
We have located one viable source of suitable anten-
nas.	 This is:
Electronic Space Systems Corporation
Old Power Mill Road
Concord, Massachusetts
Telephone, 617-369-7200
Contact _ Samuel L. Hansel, Jr. ScD
Sales Manager/Systems Specialist
We have received a packet of very interesting infor-
mation about these antennas, which is summarized below
with comments.
SURFACE ACCURACY
Surface rms error E is computed by means of the
following expression:
1/2
	
i=n
	 2
E x 1 ^ X
n	 i
i=1
if the dis"-ibution of surface errors Xi is Gaussian.
A curve .elating E to k factor (efficiency) is shown
	in figure A-2.	 k factor is computed according to the
formula
2
k = e -	 p
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!	 These	 curves	 are	 completely	 theoretical.
	
Some	 insight
into	 actual
	
performance	 expectations	 can
	
be	 learned
from
	 an	 ESSCO	 pamphlet on	 a 45 foot	 dish	 built	 for	 the
University	 of	 Massachusetts.	 The	 surface	 of	 this	 dish
consists	 of	 2	 precision	 aluminum
	 panels,	 manufactured
E	
to	 a	 surface	 accuracy of
	 about 0.06 mm.	 The	 assembled
dish	 has	 an	 overall	 accuracy	 of	 0.1	 mm	 across	 the
entire	 aperture,
	
better
	 than	 required	 for	 30	 GHz	 op-
eration
	
by	 a	 factor
	 of	 about	 2.
3.2	 E'FF-ECT-S• OF	 WI ,ND • AND	 RA-IN F
di
ESSCO	 provides	 complete	 systems,
	 including	 the	 antenna
N
(with	 feed	 system),
	
mount,	 and	 drive
	 system.	 Their
antenna	 design
	
is	 based	 on	 operation
	
inside	 a	 special
radome	 of	 proprietary	 design.	 A	 typical	 radome	 is
pictured	 in	 Figure	 A-3.	 It	 consists	 of	 an	 aluminum
space-frame.
	 The	 space-frame	 is	 composed	 of	 triang-
ular	 panels	 bolted	 together
	
to	 form	 the	 structure.
The
	 aluminum
	
structural	 elements
	 are	 encapsulated	 in	 a
special	 low-loss	 dielectric,	 and	 the	 actual	 surface	 is
made
	
up of	 a special	 membrane,.
The	 use	 of	 the	 radome	 effectively	 eliminates	 the	 ef-
fect	 of	 winds	 with	 virtually	 no	 penalty	 on	 perform-
ance,	 which	 is	 very	 surprising.	 It	 simplifies	 both
it
structure	 and	 drive	 systems
	
and	 lowers	 costs	 in	 these
areas.	 Rain	 accumulation
	
on	 the	 radome	 is	 virtually
k	 nil,	 due	 to	 the	 membrane	 material	 which	 causes	 rapid
Y
runoff.	 The	 noise	 temperature	 increase	 due	 to	 rain
1
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is quoted as less than 10'K.
	 Another benefit is re-
duced maintenance, although the membrane surface does
requere some cleaning.
Performance of these systems is illustrated in Figures
A-4 and A-5.	 There are theoretical curves for assumed
k factors, but ESSCO asserts that actual systems at-
tain values indicated in the curves or better.
POINTING; ACCURACY
Servo accuracy approaches 2 arc seconds.
COST
No costs were obtained, but they are undoubtedly very
high. ESSCO is studying projected costs for quantity
production (10 per month) in 2-3 years time, but no
data is available at present. Some economies are
obvious, particularly in the pointing systems, since
full motion is not required for synchronous satellite
application, nor is the extreme pointing accuracy.
	 a
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TASK REPORT 3
INTRODUCTION
k
	1.0	 OBJECTIVES
Under the requirements of NASA Contract No. NAS3-22461, Western
Union was tasked to review, comment and offer recommendations on TRW, Hughes,
Ford, GE and RCA conceptual designs for 30/20 GHz trunking and CPS communica-
tion systems. As a part of Western Union's Task 3 efforts, the multiple concepts
developed by each of the contractors were reviewed relative to NASA SOW and
Western Union's perception of 30/20 GHz communication system requirements
based on the results of earlier Western Union market demand assessment studies
and Western Union's functional design based on the market demand forecasts and
system techniddl characteristics necessary to satisfy performance objectives.
The multiple concepts development efforts were based on a single
demonstration flight system. Key constraints on the contractors were cost and the
launch vehicle size restricted to SUSS-A or SUSS-D for a single demonstration
flight. The outputs of this task are:
•	 Review of five (5) design concepts.
8
•
	
Comparison of experiment capabilities.
•	 Determination of system parameters which need further
effort.
	
1.1	 GENERAL COMMENTS
3
Although generally all five Contractors meet' the minimum NASA
	 1
Statement of Work requirements for a single demonstration flight, it is Western
Union's opinion that no single concept convincingly demonstrates a high degree of
scalability to an operational system. Each design concept has significant features
while certain aspects are lacking. A number of details are inadequate and
maximum utilization of resources is not fully demonstrated. While the minimum
requirements are in general satisfied, a` number of assumptions appear to be made
I
under ideal conditions limiting the potential of the demonstration satellite system.
In general, the following items are considered to be inadequately demonstrated:
r
o The parameters used in the design reports for the link
calculations are not consistent. The rain margin and clear
weather margins are generally not adequate. Satellite
location is specified to be at 100 oW longitude, an essentially
ideal location that does not provide the opportunity to
identify technology and performance criteria necessary to
fully utilize the available orbital arc and to optimize in-
orbit capacity. Antenna subsystem losses are not consistent
between the contractors. For example, antenna peak gain
for Ford and TRW's 41 inches and 6.7 foot receive apertures
is 48.0 db and 54 db respectively. Ford has 1.1 db pointing
I 
t	 loss and 2.0 db feed loss with net gain of 44.9 db. TRW's
t	 calculation losses include 1.6 db wave guide, 2.0 db feed; l.$
! scan, 0.4 db scan and 2.2 db pointing loss with net gain of
47.1 db. The net gain comes out to be 46 db instead of 47.1
db as shown in the design reports, doubling the aperture size
results in 2.2 db extra gain rather than the 6 db expected.
Considering the fact the Ford's beams are 0.7 0
 and TRW's
0.450, some reduction in scan loss and point loss could be
explained. However, increasing the aperture size has not
resulted in a significant increase in gain. A baseline loss
budget needs to be established to fully grasp the link
calculation in order to ascertain that system availability
requirements are being met.
t
o The Hughes report indicates work being done on 12.5 and 20
watt spacecraft TWTAs. It is not clear why TRW, Ford have
used 30, 35, 42 and 7.5175 watts TWTAs, respectively, in
their link calculations. The design parameters used should
	
be consistent with the technology development for the flight	 a
system.
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o The power requirement, commu6-ation subsystem payload
and launch weight estimates vary over a large range. TRW's
concept 11 has a 416 lb communication subsystem weight and
2478 lb launch weight and 1304 watt power requirement.
Ford, however, with a smaller antenna and reduced through-
put has 188 kg (415 lb) communication subsystem weight,
1248 k8 (2759 lb) launch weight and 1147.4 watts power
requirement. RCA's Concept 1A with a higher throughput
and somewhat similar configuration to Ford's has dry weight
of 400 lb and 500 watt power requirement. Furthermore,
the criteria for weight margin is not uniform. TRW's margin
is based on 15% of communication subsystem weight and 8%
of bus weight whereas the other reports use maximum
capability criteria for weight margin, the source of which is
not Clear. A baseline power and weight estimate for
comparison and satisfactory accurac y should be established.
We suggest that the weight estimate be categorized for (a)
communication subsystem weight (b) beginning of orbit
weight of the spacecraft for a specified useful life of the
satellite.
o None of the designs has taken into account degradation
caused by co-channel interference, TWT non-linearities and
various filtering functions to assess the end-to-end link
performance.
o Although the trunking user requirements are reasonably well
defined, the status of the CPS system user requirements are
not well defined, in spite of the fact that in general,
minimum requirements set forth in the SOW are met. The
definition of a CPS station which will be compatible with
the user requirement at a competitive cost to the user is not
addressed by any contractor. 	 a
i
X
i
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OV pOOt	 . - a o	 A comparison of beam scanning vs. beam hopping antenna
subsystem has not been investigated by any of the
contractors.
f	 o	 Although simultaneous trunking and CPS service is not
required in accordance with the SOW, it represents a real
u '	 operation situation. TRW Concept I, Ford Configurations I
and II, and RCA Concept 1A have this capability. However,
!	 Ford's Configuration II appears to be the most flexible.
y `	 o	 Hughes concepts appear to be tailored towards video
conferencing. No baseband processing is suggested.
R
o GE has an interesting beam topology for frequency reuse,
however, the CPS system has only limited demonstration
capability.
o	 Hughes link budget indicate totally inadequate clear	 1
weather margin, and therefore availability during rain is not
satisfied. Adequate clear weather and rain margin should be
available to overcome slowly varying environmental effects,
seasonal and diurnal effects. Important aspects of rain 	 µ
attenuation with experimental results are described in
Reference 1.
o The 12 Meter Antenna proposed by TRW in Concept I and II
for diversity-pair trunking stations does not appreciably
improve the rain availability compared to a 5.0 meter
antenna, but does 'provide additional clear weather. The
details of the link calculation are not given and 3.0 db clear
weather margin is claimed in the report. 	 -
r
4
o	 None of the concepts directly address the traffic pattern 	 a
and its impact insofar as the satellite design is concerned.
An optimum time slot algorithm for a given traffic matrix
t
r	
'-
1-4
Irr
should be developed. Various approaches are discussed in
Reference 2.
o	 Ford and Hughes apparently do not plan to use monopulse
for antenna pointing.	 This could result in increasing
pointing loss, further deteoriorating already marginal link
performance.
o Selection criterion for a suitable IF is not presented.
Generally, it has been chosen approximately around 4 GHz.
It should be as high as possible to eliminate images,
preferably close to 8 GHz, and, of course, it should be
compatible with the IF chosen for the BPU, TDMA switch
and FDMA routing concepts.
o The Baseband Processor Unit (BPU) implementation
proposed by the Cont;~actors and the BPU system concept
proposed by Motorola have substantial differences. The
Motorola concept is compatible with high data rate trans-
mission and can accommodate six scanning beams and five'.
(out of eighteen) hopping beams, each hopping over three to
five fixed beams. In the proposed concepts by the five
contractors, the full utilization of Motorola's BPS is lacking.
o TRW has proposed extensive instrumentation for various
measurements aboard the spacecraft. However, the effect
of this instrumentation insofar as weight, power require-
ment and cost have not been fully discussed. Other con-
tractors have not presented any instrumentation and various
parameters they intend to monitor and measure.
o Only Ford's beam- plan has both horizontal and vertical
polarization capability for the Washington, D.C. scanning
beam. The scanning beam has limited range to test inter-
beam interference. X
r
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SECTION II
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DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this section Is to review, discuss and evaluate the
h 
various sytem design concepts proposed by the Contractors, consistent with the
requirements set forth for space, ground and control segments for 30/20 GHz
operational system for the three categories of the carriers, namely trunking, CPS
and CPS/trunking. The main objectives of the contractors Task 4 are centered in
development of 30/20 GHz system concepts which result in reduced cost for the
demonstration model for service and technology experiments leading towards an
advanced operational communication satellite in 1990-2000 time frame to satisfy
the functional requirements for th y- space, ground and control segments for various
classes of carriers. These should meet primary objectives of capacity, avallability,
interconnectvity based on a projected share of the forecasted communications
market in the 1990-2000 period.
Under NASA Task 4, the design efforts of the Contractors were to be
addressed to the entire space, ground and control segment sub-system for demon
Y
stration of 30/20 GHz network concepts such that a t,iactical demonstration cost
target could be established. The objective of the demonstration satellite is to
establish the feasibility of a fully operational satellite communication network to
r 
be operated by various classes of carriers, i.e., trunk only, customer premise
service only and trunk/CPS. Although the Task 4 effort is directed towards the
demonstration satellite, under cost and payload constraints, the system design must
be scalable to a fully operational commercial communication satellite network.
This Task Report is a comprehensive review of the design concept
reports submitted to NASA under Task 4 by the following Contractors: 	 s
i.
	
1.	 TRW, 10 30/20 GHz Communication System, Task 4 Report
Final Concept Designs, January 28, 1981;' Document No.
36565-017.
4	 2.	 Hughes Task 4, "Phase II Flight Experiment System Pre-
liminary Design Report's dated February 3, 1981.
k
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3. Ford Aerospace and Communication Corporation 1130/20
GHz System Configuration Study" dated January 30 9 1981.
4. General Electric 11 30/20 GHz Demonstration System SS4S-
D/BSE review No. 211 dated January 1981.
S. RCA Astro "Conceptual Design of a 30/20 GHz Demonstra-
tion System" Preliminary Review, dated February 9, 1981.
r
The baseline design requirements are derived from "Requirements
Determination for the Demonstration of 30/20 GHz Communication System" SOW
modified in accordance with the results of review meetings between NASA and the
Phase If contractors. The baseline system has been defined to demonstrate the
technology and system performance for two basic types of communication services:
Trunking and Customer Premise Services.
The present thinking is towards a single flight using an existing
spacecraft bus with minimum modifications with an objective to limit the launch
vehicle to SUSS-A, as an upper bound.
	
2.1	 TRUNKING REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirements for the baseline trunking system, from the SOW,
are:
i
1.	
- Provide SS-TDMA and optionally, FDMA transmission capabili- 	 i
ties (simultaneous operation not required)
Support T3/T4 user interface rate in SS-TDMA and FDMA mode
- Capable of achieving high nodal availability (0.9999) using
diversity earth stations and combination of fixed margin and
adaptive compensation techniques
- Capability of SS-TDMA between up to seven fixed beams,
although only four beams may be operated at one time.
	
2.2	 CPS REQUIREMENTS
a	 ^,
Basic requirements for the baseline CPS system, from the cited SOW,	 x
are:
2-2
- Provide TDMA transmission capability with nominal burst rates
of 321128 mbps on the uplink and 256 mbps on downlink
- Provide on-board baseband switching/routing capability
- Provide CONUS coverage using scanning beam antennas
- Capable of achieving a 0.999 link availability with a combina-
tion of fixed margin and adaptive compensation techniques
- Low cost user terminals
- Capable of supporting user rates ranging from 64 kbps-6.3
mbps.
2.3	 GENERAL CONTEXT AND COMMENTS ON BASIC SYSTEM ISSUES
Although the concepts proposed by the five contractors are well
conceived there are significant variations of concepts among the contractors
" insofar as system configuration, throughput capacity and depth of details. There
are also significant departures from the statement of work. The space segment
configuration and its capabilities proposed by the Contractors are chosen to be
.r compatible with the launch vehicle required to deliver the payload into orbit. The
significant issues to be addressed in the demonstration flight are:
- Antenna su'nsystem and beam characteristics
Network synchronization and timing
Baseband processor 	 i
- Availability analysis
- Master control station
- Technology experiments
Earth station interface
In view of the fact that the present effort is towards an evolutionary
flight system with cost and launch vehicle constraints, it is essential that the
concepts proposed by Contractors be demonstrated to a high confidence level
which verifies a smooth transition from demonstration system to a fully operation-
al system. Based on Western, Union's perception of operational system require-
ments, the following demonstration system considerations are not addressed i
adequately and require further investigation:
a }
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- Frequency reuse
- Antenna subsystem and beam topology
Link availability
- Synchronization and timing
- Terrestrial interface
- Adequately defined user requirement of CPS
- Consideration of existing and projected traffic requirements
and its impact on space segment design.
ir
SECTION III
REVIEW OF TRW, HUGHES, FORD, GE, RCA DESIGN CONCEPTS
A brief review of the five contractors design report is summarized in
section. A tabulated presentation of the five design reports is given in
!e 1.
TRW
TRW has proposed three (3) space segment design concepts.
3.1.1	 Concept I
This concept utilizes a single 13.5 foot antenna for combined fixed and
scanning beam operation. Two identical apertures are employed; one each for the
Eastern and Western regions of CONUS. Transmit and receive feeds are diplexed
to separate the 30 and 20 GHz RF signals. The fixed and scanning beams are
orthogonally polarized. The antenna gains are 51.8 db and 51.6 db for transmit and
receive, respectively, with miscellaneous losses included.
This concept employs seven transmit and receive fixed beams, of which
only four are simultaneously active. The fixed beams are pointed towards
Cleveland, Los Angeles, New York/Boston/Tampa and Seattle/Washington, D.C.
The fixed and scanning beam transmitters are 10/2.5 and 42 watt TWTAs,
respectively. The trunking transmission data rate is 512 mbps per beam.
Connectivity between beams is provided by the SS-TDMA switch. In CPS operation
there are four channels operating at 32 mbps and one at 128 mbps. The total
throughput for trunking and CPS are 2.048 gbps and 768 mbps, respectively.
Connectivity for CPS operation is provided by the baseband processor. Simul-
taneous trunk and CPS operation is permitted. The ground station sizes for trunk
and CPS is 12 and 3.5 meters, respectively.
3.1.2	 Concept II
This concept is a reduced cost version of Concept I. The spacecraft
antenna has reduced gain and pointing loss. CONUS coverage is provided by two
3-1
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apertures. The receive antenna is a 6.7 foot reflector and the transmit antenna a-
10 foot reflector. The beam width in bothcases is 0.45°. The net transmit and
receive antenna gains are 47.1 db and 47.2 db, respectively.' The Concept II
payload is designed primarily for operation in one of the following two modes;
1. Four active trunking terminal beams
2. Two fixed beams plus two scanning beams.
The cross-connect between the TDMA switch and the baseband
processor is to provide CPS users in the fixed beam area the capability to access
the CPS system.' Los Angeles has been allocated a full-time SS-TDMA channel to
insure fulltime autotrack capability. The satellite EIRP for fixed beams in
Concept II is essentially the same as in Concept I. The Satellite power is increased
to offset the loss in Satellite gain due to the smaller ten foot aperture. , Power
control to achieve the 7.4/29.5 watt for clear weather and rain operation. The
trunk mode signalling rate is 512 mbps. In the CPS mode the data rate is four
channels at 16 mbps and 64 mbps, respectively. This concept demonstrates CPS
operation with terminal located in both the fixed' and scanning beam deployment
areas.' Complete connectivity is provided by the IF switch in the trunk mode and
the baseband processor in the CPS mode. The ground stations for trunk and CPS
are 12 and 3.5 meters, respectively.
3.1.3	 Concept III
This concept, like Concept II, employs separate 10.7 foot and 6.7 foot
antenna apertures for transmit and receive, respectively and functionally is the
same as Concept II. No scanning beams are generated. Instead, a hyperbolic
subreflector is used to generate additional fixed beams to provide approximately
20% CONUS coverage with appropriately polarized feed clusters. The polarization
of the fixed beams may vary with location. This concept is different from Concept
`1I, where fixed beams are on a single polarization and scanning beams are on
orthogonal polarization.
t
This concept has two modes of operation; four active trunking beams or
four active CPS beams. The baseband processor is replaced by an SS-FDMA filter
processor for CPS operation. Deletion of the variable Power Divider scanning
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beams and the baseband processor results in reduced payload weight. The data rate
in the trunking mode is 512 mbps per beam. For the CPS mode the SS-FDMA
operation provides 144 channels at 64 kbps, 16 channels at 772 kbps, and 8 channels
at 1.54 mbps for SCPC transmission. The throughput per beam in the CPS mode is
33.86 mbps. The trunking subsystem uses a 7.4/29.5 watt TWTA transmitter and
the CPS subsystem uses a 30 watt TWTA transmitter.
3.2	 HUGHES
Hughes has proposed two concepts.
3.2.1	 Concept 3
Concept 3 uses a 1.8 meter aperture with on-axis antenna gains of 48.1
db and 52.7 db for transmit and receive. With 0.9 db scan loss and a 2 db contour
level, the net gain is 45.2 db and 48 . 5 db for transmit and receive. Any four (4)
beams are active at any one time and complete connectivity is achieved with a 4 x
4 SS-TDMA switch. The burst rate is 128 mbps per beam with a total throughput
of 512 mbps. The Customer Premise Service is provided with one scanning beam
with 16 positions. The data rate for the CPS is 32 mbps for each of two channels
with a total throughput of 64 mbps. This concept also has an optional feature for
FDMA transmission using four fixed beams. Data rate for this transmission mode
is 128 mbps with a total throughput of 512 mbps. This concept allows only one
mode, i.e., TDMA or FDMA, at a time. There is no cross-connect between the CPS
and trunking. For the trunk mode the downlink transmitter is 12.5 watts and in the
CPS mode it is 26.0 watt, both TWTAs. The ground stations are equipped with five
meter and 3.5 meter for trunking and CPS, respectively.
si
3.2.2	 Concept 4
This concept utilizes a 2.6 meter aperture with on axis gains of 51.0 db
and 55.6 db for transmit and receive, respectively. Including scan loss of 0.6 db
and 14 db and 2 db contours, the net gains for transmit and receive are 48.4 db and
52.2 db, respectively. There are eight (8) fixed beams for trunking and complete
connectivity is provided by a 8 x 8 SS-TDMA switch. The burst rate is 128 mbps
with a throughput of 1024 mbps. Customer premise service is provided by two (2)
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scanning beams with two carriers in each beam. The burst rate is 32 mbps with a.	 ;
total throughput of 128 mbps. This concept also has _FDMA transmission, using
eight fixed beams. The data rate for the FDMA transmission mode is 128 mbps.
The TDMA and FDMA mode can be operated on a non-simultaneous basis only. No
cross-connect capability exists between the trunking and the CPS systems. The
downlink transmitter uses a 12.5 watt TWTA. The ground stations are with five
' meters for trunking and five meter/three meter for CPS. Earth station transmitter
power for trunk and CPS is 100 watt and 12.5 watt, respectively. In the FDMA
mode the CPS configuration provides twenty (20) carriers each with 6.3 mbps.
No Baseband Processor Unit (BPU) is proposed for either Concept 3 or
4. Up/Down-link margins of 1015 db are provided without the use of FEC; in
general five meter CPS stations are required.
3.3	 FORD AEROSPACE
Ford Aerospace has proposed the following two (2) concepts.
3.3.1	 Configuration I
This configuration utilizes single reflector antennas of 68 inch and 41
inch diameter for transmit and receive. The peak gain and beam width is 48 db and
0.70 beam width, respectively. The aperture generates seven (7) fixed beams for
trunking pointed at W Cleveland (ii) Boston or Miami (iii) Washington, D.C. or
Houston (iv) Los Angeles or Seattle. Only four (4) of the seven (7) beams are active
at any one time. The burst rate is 128 mbps per beam with a total throughput of
512 mbps for trunking. The downlink uses an eight watt solid state power
amplifier.
For CPS service two active beams for two coverage areas of six (6)
beam positions is proposed. The transmit and receive beam for each zone is
independently controlled. Satellite antenna gain and beam width is 48 db and 0.70
beam width respectively, the same as for the fixed beams. The burst rate is 32
mbps for each beam, resulting in a CPS throughput of 64 mops, The transmitter
for the downlink transmission uses dual mode 7.5W/75W TWTA. The ground station
for trunking is five meters and 20/500 watt transmitters are used for clear weather
3-5
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and rain. The ground station size for CPS is five meters and three meters and the
transmitter power is 10/300 watts for clear weather/rain conditions. Simultaneous
trunking and CPS operation is allowed in this configuration.
3.3.2	 Configuration 2
ti The antenna and beam characteristics in this are the same as in
Configuration 1. This configuration also includes two 60 mbps FDMA channels,
baseband processor and beacon package for EHF experiments.
Simultaneous trunking and CPS operation is allowed in this operation.
a
J3.4
	 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
General Electric has proposed two configurat.vas. 	 The antenna and
feed configuration is the same for both configurations. 	 The transmit and receive
apertures are 37 inch and 25 inch respectively.
	
The antenna generates 13 beams
with 1.30
 beamwidths to provide complete CONUS coverage. 	 The antenna has a1
peak gain of -44.3 db, average gain of 43.0 db and minimun gain of 36.7 db at beam
j	 cross overs.
3.4.1	 Alternative A
j	 This alternative proposes SS-TDMA, SS-FDMA and a packet switch
processor.	 The payload uses a 13 x 13 TDMA switch to provide complete
connectivity between the 13 beams in the TDMA mode. A 13:1 beam hopper switch
connects the .beams to a processor. 	 On the downlink a 1:13 switch connects the1
output of the processor to its destination.
	
The packet and TDMA are multiplexed
for each beam and amplified by a 10 watt amplifier. 	 In the TDMA trunking mode
the SS-TDMA switch is used as a 4 x 4,switch.
	
Each beam has a data rate of 128
mbps, with a total throughput of 512 mbps.
	
In the FDMA mode a single channel
carries 128 mbps and the FDMA trunking mode throughput is 256 mbps.
i
In the SS-TDMA CPS mode, the data rate is 6-10 mbps for each beam.
The total throughput for the 13 beams is 78-130 mbps. In the SS-FDMA CPS mode,
the thirteen beams are reduced to six beams by beam combining. 	 Each of the six
3-6
beams is 10 MHz bandwidth. In addition two 36 MHz paths can be shared by the six
channels.
The packet switch throughput is 1 mbps and connectivity is provided by
the packet processor via abeam hopper switch. No baseband processor is used in
the CPS mode. Simultaneous CPS and trunking is also not allowed and there is no
cross-connect between CPS and trunk.
3.4.2	 Alternative B
This configuration is essentially the same as Alternative A. The beam
combining is done at. IF and the SS-FDMA switch is reduced from a 13 x 13 to 6 x i
6. This configuration makes more efficient use of the transponder as compared to
Alternative A and results in reduced weight.
l
3.5
	 RCA
RCA Astro has proposed two concepts.
3.5.1	 Concept 1
This concept proposes four fixed beams for trunking and two scanning
beams for two sectors with either beam switching or transponder switching. The
trunking transmission rate is 256 mbps with a total of 1024 mbps and the CPS
transmission rate is 32 mbps. This concept does not have cross-connect between
CPS and trunking. Switching for CPS is done at IF. Ground interface is with five
meter antennas for trunk and five meter/three meter for CPS.
3.3.2	 Concept LA
r This concept is essentially the same except additional capabilities in
descending order are included. The additional capabilities are: baseband
processor, SS-FDMA, data rate variation, simultaneous operation of trunk/CPS,
and eclipse operation.
9
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3.6
	
SPACECRAFT DESIGN CATEGORIES
Based on the orbit transfer weight at separation from shuttle and the
launch vehicle required to transfer the payload into synchronous orbit the design
concepts can be classified in the following two categories:
1. SUSS-0
Hughes Concept 3	 1
Ford	 l
GE
RCA
t
2. SUSS-A
	 f
TRW	 i
Hughes Concept 4
a
Based on weight estimates of various designs, with the exception. of GE,
the larger payload of each contractor has enhanced capability. Tn the case of GE,
by beam hopping and combining at IF results in lighter payload with the same
performance. The design concepts based on descending payload are as follows:
SUSS-0
RCA Concept 1A - 437 tb
Ford Concept II - 300 lb
GE Alternative 1B 288.6 lb
Hughes Concept 3 265 lb
SUSS-A
TRW Concept 1 791 lb
Hughes Concept 4 518 lb
Since the launch vehicle size to deliver the total weaht of the
spacecraft and support system from the shuttle bay to synchronous orbit is of
interest, it will be more meaningful to consider the aggregate weight of communi-
cation payload, spacecraft bus and fuel requirement for station keeping as a
function of spacecraft life. If sufficient weight margin is available the secondary
3-8
experiment's weight may be included. Specifying the maximum communication
payload without regard to Spacecraft bus weight may be ambiguous and could result
in excessive weight margins for the comprehensive flight system.
It is Western Union's opinion that the following guidelines may be useful
for the demonstration flight:
•	 A two year useful life of the satellite
•	 Use the design concept with the largest, payload
• Limit the scope to only primary experiments and delete the
secondary experiments altogether. As many as possible
primary experiments should be conducted to achieve a high
degree of confidence in transition from a demonstration
TSECTION IV
EXPERIMENT PLANS
4
E
i
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4.1	 CAPABILITIES
4.1.1	 TRW
TRW has developed three design concepts. Each design concept can
provide transmission system capabilities to conduct most of the important service,
technology and combined service/technology experiments identified in Sections 4.2,
4.3 and 4.4.
Propagation experiments mentioned in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 cannot
be accommodated in all design concepts since there is no CONUS coverage beacon
incorporated in the flight system. Furthermore, some experiments such as
scanning soot beam, baseband processor, etc., cannot be accommodated in Concept
III, since a fixed beam SS-FDMA CPS network with no spacecraft processing has
been utilized.
4.1.2	 Hughes
Hughes has developed two design concepts (Concept 3 and Concept 4).
Each design concept can provide transmission system capabilities to conduct most
of the important experiments identified in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The baseband
processor evaluation experiment cannot be supported since Hughes does not utilize
a baseband processor in either of the design concepts.
4.1.3	 General Electric
General Electric proposes two alternative systems. Alternative A and
Alternative B are essentially similar in their impacts on the experiments objec-
tives. A beacon is incorporated in Alternative B so that most of the important
propagation experiments can be accommodated. There is no beacon incorporated
in Alternative A. No scanning beam antenna is utilized in either alternative,
consequently, it is not possible to conduct the experiments which require a
s
scanning beam antenna. Also, due to the useof a modified processor, baseband
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processor experiments cannot be conducted by the same approach as mentioned in
the Experiments Planning Document.
It is apparent that several experiments have been modified in their
approach to satisfy GE design concepts, however, there Is no elaboration on the
approach or the measurement techniques.
4a 4	 RCA Astro
RCA has proposed two concepts (Concept 1 and Concept IA). Although
these two concepts are capable of supporting most of the important experiments, it
is not clear, however, that an experiment. instrumentation concept is developed or
the associated telemetry or order wire link sized to collect and process the data.
4.1.5	 Ford Aerospace -
Ford Aerospace has proposed two concepts. The main difference in the
impact on the experiment plans is that in Configuration 2, a baseband processor
and a beacon package for EHF experiments have been incorporated. Both
configurations, however, can accommodate most of the important experiments.
4.2	 TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS
The following set of experiments are necessary to demonstrate the
critical technology of the 30/20 GHz communications subsystems.
4.2.1	 PT-1 (Transponder Performance Evaluation
The objective of this experiment is to determine transponder perfor
mance as a function of time in space environment and obtain fundamental data for
further advancement of transponder components.
The satellite transponder and associated antennas form the primary
portion of the communications subsystem on a communication satellite. Critical
parameters to be measured include gain, phase noise introduced by frequency
4-2 s
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translation, delay, filter distortion effects caused by channelization filters, and
interference for all transponder path configurations.
4.2.2	 PT-2 (20 GHz TWT Transmitter Experiments)
The objective of the experiment is to demonstrate an efficient, multi-
level 20 GHz TWT transmitter and evaluate its performance on-orbit. In the
analysis of baseband distortion, it is important to understand the nonlinearity
characteristics of the TWTA which is the primary contributor to transponder non
linearity. These characteristics may be affected by switching from one mode to
another or TWT input backoff in steps of 1 db by ground command.
4.2.3
	
	
PT-3 (Multiple Spot and Scanning Beam Antenna Evaluation) and
PT-15 (30/20 GHz Multiple Scanning Spot Beam Antenna)
These two experiments should be conducted as one experiment. The
objective is to determine and evaluate beam pattern, gain stability and coupling
and to develop antenna technology so that high gain and high capacity scanning
beams can be fabricated.
This experiment is critical for the assessment of antenna design.
Concern with scanning beam systems include capacity information, scanning losses,
synchronization complexity, gain contour, and slope effects. Concerns with spot
beams antennas include switching hardware complexity, to confirm the choice of
the frequency/polarization plans, the isolation between fixed and scanning spots
(when  the scanning are steered through or near the fixed beams antennas) should be
measured. Specific parameters to be measured include antenna gain, antenna
pattern, polarization isolation, beam pointing, etc.
P
4.2.4	 PT-4A (Impatt Solid State Transmitter)
PT-4B (GaAsFET Solid State Transmitter)
The objective is to determine communications performance, life and
stability under space environment. obtain fundamental data to guide future use of
';..	 Impatt and GaAsFET microwave power devices.
i
1
i
1
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Solid state microwave power devices used in suitable power combining
circuits are promising candidates for future efficient, reliable spaceborne trans-
mitter applications.
4.2.5
	
PT-7 (IF Switch Matrix Performance Test)
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the
IF switch matrix in the operational environment.
The IF switch is one of the new technologies being developed by NASA.
The critical design parameters, which must be tested with the switch at maximum
reconfiguration rate, include connectivity, random switching, switching speed,
beam isolation, etc. Reliability of the IF switch is a major concern. A self-test
feature checking any in/out connection by ground command would be useful.
4.2.6	 PT-9 (Base Band Processor (BBP) Evaluation)
The objective of this experiment is to establish the on-orbit character-
istics of the BBP subsystem such as connectivity capabilities, FFC performance
and its susceptibility of electrical, mechanical and radiational damage.
The Base Band Processor has been designed using several advanced
technology developments. This necessitates the assessment of its characteristic,
and its numerous functions on-orbit. The advanced technology developments
include modulation technique, high speed baseband routing switch, modular
distributed .processing techniques, memory configuration and the special LSI design.
Extensive tests should be conducted on the BBP functions within the satellite
system architecture such as store-and-forward capacity and routing capability, 	 ro
isolation, redundancy capability (if used), FEC decoding (both hard and soft
decision) and encoding, including bit rate reduction (if used), under varied condi-
tions of SNR, BER, satellite positional stability, antenna pointing stability/
accuracy and sync word lengths. A_provisin to bypass the BBP (or parts thereof)
,Y	 ..
s,
_should be incorporated should an on-orbit failure require troubleshooting.
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4.2.7	 PT-16 (Synchronization)
The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the feasibility of
synchronizing satellite beam
	 steering
	
with earth station	 burst	 timing.	 This
experiment is essential to evaluate the synchronization technique selected for the
ground station network. Key areas of concern include the synchronization of burst
assignments with the scanning beams, hardware and software function complex- j
ities, stability of synchronization subsystem, etc. If applicable both open-loop and
closed-loop techniques should be evaluated.
4.2.8	 PT-20 (Antenna Pointing Accuracy)
The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the antenna pointing
accuracy requirements of the spacecraft and the earth terminal.
	
Monopulse feeds
' pointing towards one or more earth stations is required. 	 It is important for
_ maintaining synchronization and the communications link's performance that the
antenna pointing accuracy should be compatible with the beam width. The effects
of spacecraft pointing error on ground antenna tracking or pointing during normal
operations and station-keeping maneuvers should be evaluated. a	
_
4.2.9	 PT-21 (Interference Assessment)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the level of interfer-
ence versus beam separation assuming frequency reuse. 	 The levels of cochannel
interference and cross-polarization isolation will directly affect the link's perfor-
mance.	 The measurement of these two parameters when the number of beams is
increased to about 20 beams will give an adequate assessment of the antenna
sidelobe level and beam separation assuming frequency reuse.	 This experiment
` should be conducted during uniform and non--uniform loading of the beam.
4.3	 OPERATING EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments are necessary to demonstrate commercial
fi
'	 service applicability.
c
J	 ..
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	4.3.1	 PSI (30/20 GHz Propagation Measurements)
PS-29 (Propagation Experiment)
The objective is to measure the radio wave propagation effects and
evaluate system performance on operating earth-space paths.
At 30 /20 GHz, the troposphere has a significant effect on the carrier-
to-noise ratio of a propagation waive. The reduction in carrier to noise ratio
reduces the allowable data rate for a given bit error rate and the quality of
transmission.
In the most severe cases, transmission outages will occur. Propagation
measurements and studies are necessary to allow the prediction of outages with a
high degree of certainty so that the means to reduce the frequency and durations
of these outages can be developed. A 20 GHz beacon instead of 30 GHz beacon
should be utilized for this experiment to avoid interference problems.
	
4.3.2	 PS-10 (Bit Stability During Switchin
The objective of this experiment is to measure directly the effect of
diversity switching relative to bit integrity.
Power efficient digital receivers generally require the existence of a
digital clock synchronized to the received bit stream to control the integrate-and-
dump or matched filter's sampling instants, or to control otherwise the timing of
the output bit streams.
The received bit-transition time clock has some time jitter and
frequency drift corresponding to the oscillator phase noise and path change
velocity. The effect of diversity switching on bit integrity can be so severe that it
causes multiplexers or switches in the data link to produce a totally corrupted bit
pattern. These effects should be fully investigated.
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4.3.3	 PS14 (System Synchronization Evaluation) 	 ?
PS-24 (Synchronization Parameterization)
ti i
These two experiments should be conducted as one exeriment. The
objective is to evaluate the stability of the network synchronization as a function
of time and SNR and to measure the time required for resynchronization after	 1
drop-out. t
a
Synchronization tracking loop depends on several parameters, including
the phase noise in the carrier induced by various oscillator short term stability,
carrier tracking-loop dynamic, transient response and acquisition, performance
requirements, and signal to noise ratio in the tracking loop.
Each synchronization tracking loop requires the use of some form of
phased locked oscillator tracking loop. In addition to tracking the oscillator phase
noise, the loop must also acquire the carrier in a reasonable acquisition time and
operate over the required range of oscillator-frequency drifts. The implications of
these effects on the performance of PSK or APSK modems should be considered
since the detection is only partially coherent because of the imperfect carrier
tracking caused by various loop noise effects.
Results of this experiment will determine the future synchronization
schemes to be considered such as length of unique words, error threshold, and
modulation techniques.
4.3.4	 PS-25 (Diversity Operation)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the increased avail-
ability afforded through the use of diversity techniques within a limited region of
coverage and to determine the optimum spacing required for best diversity
improvement.
The significant path loss variations at 30/20 GHz due to rainfall
	 .$
necessitates the deployment of diversity arrangements. Space diversity is one 	 3
arrangement that needs to be thoroughly evaluated in terms of switching and
control techniques of traffic from one site to another without interruptions and the 	 r
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effects on synchronization, the relationship between separation distance, fade
depth and diversity gain. This experiment is essential, since empirical data is not
available to substantiate the belief that there is nearly a db for db diversity gain
improvement for cases where single site attenuation exceeds the 15-18 db range.
4.3.5	 PS-27 (Propagation Availability)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the service availability
and individual and joint fade statistics.
The severity of rain attenuation in the 30/20 GHz band, particularly
where high system availability is required, mandates that the system designer
consider multiple techniques for improving system availability. These would
include adaptive power control, adaptive FEC, space diversity earth station
uu. 
complexes, and location of the satellite within the domestic orbital arc. Experi-
mental explo> ations of these and other techniques such as adaptive reduction of the
transmission data rate and the reduction of the number of quantization bits for
digital voice channel, are necessary for system design 'trade-off considerations.
4.3.6	 PS-30 (User Acceptance)
The objective is to evaluate user acceptance of low cost communication
versus moderate service availability.
Duration and time of occurrence of outage are important factors in
determining the acceptability of low cost service. Requirements for minimum
EIRP, minimum antenna size and narrowband communications (voice, facsimile,
etc.) should be determined.
4.4	 COMBINED OPERATION/TECHNOLOGY
I	 fit.j The following experiments are necessary to demonstrate commercial
service applicability and special technical capabilities that enhance system perfor-
mance/availability.
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	4.4.1	 PSAT-4 (Cophasing Parameterization)
PSAT-S (Cophasing Stability Measurements)
The objective of the experiment is to determine the performance of
Cophasing as a function of the measurement time, the measurement format, and
the signal-to-noise ratio of the system and to determine the stability of the phased
array as a function of time.
The Cophasing operation is the process of taking a set of array phase
measurements and computing the deviations of the uplink and downlink beam from
the intended direction and correcting for these deviations by updating the steering
vectors associated with the phased array.
The required SNR's of the Cophasing schemes are not known, nor are the
measurement times and measurement format (e.g., one single measurement, or
summed sequential measurement). These factors are inter-related. - To obtain the
data necessary for accurate design, a study of these relationships and array
instabilities is required.
	
4.4.2	 PSAT-6-(Low Bit Rate FDMA/TDMA)
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate network performance
for low bit-rate (6.3 mbps) FDMA/TDMA via the emergency service channels, link
performance, adaptive FEC, service quality for voice, FAX, TTY and freeze-frame
TV.
Low bit-rate FDMA/TDMA service could become a very important
application of 30/20 GHz communications to low cost CPS type services. Space-
craft equipment complexity, network performance and link performance need to be
evaluated and demonstrated.
	
4.4.3	 PSAT-7 (Variable Bit-Rate SS-TDMA)
The objective of this experiment is to test network synchronization for
wideband communication with ada ptive bit-rate.
tt
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Improved availability can be obtained by adaptive reduction of the
transmission data rate, providing an increased level of energ y per hit for given
available transmitter power conditions. This approach should be evaluated as part
of system design trade-off consideration.
	
4.4.4	 PSAT-8 (Trunking and CPS Experiments)
The objective is to develop quantitative end-to-end system performance
data for trunking and CPS under various propagation conditions with and without
the aid of adaptive compensation and to develop network operationai control
procedures.
It is necessary to evaluate the system performance in terms of system
parameters such as TDMA acquisition /reacquisition time, carrier and bit timing,
BER versus E/No performance, BER improvement with adaptive fade compensa-
tion, effects on system BER and synchronization due to station keeping, dynamic
burst assignments, satellite switch reconfiguration, loss of primary reference
bursts, and BER as function of load variations, intermodulation characteristics,
BER as a function of TWT back-off and number of carriers and demonstrate the
performance of a DAMA control system.
	
4.4.5	 PSAT-11 (Adaptive Polarization)
The objective of this experiment is to develop statistical data on
measured depolarization effects at 30/20 GHz as a function of rainfall statistics_
and to develop an adaptive polarization tracking subsystem and to evaluate its
performance, particularly in heavy rain zones.
}	 Rain depolarization is an important system and earth station designf	 P	 Po	 g	 g
consideration, particularly in linearly polarized frequency reuse systems. Param-
eters to be measured include polarization shift relative to measured rain rates,
BER with and without adaptive tracking, cross-polarization isolation and interfer-
ence with and without adaptive tracking. lP	 g'
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
4.5.1
	
TRW
The following experiments will not be conducted:
•	 PS-4 (Above 40 GHz Propagation)
This experiment is of lower priority since the above 40 GHx
bandwidth is not expected to be used beyond the year 2000.
The placement of beacons on the satellite will jeopardize
the performance of other important experiments.
•	 PS-27 ( Propagation Availability)
This experiment should be conducted for the reasons given
in Section 4.3.5.
o " PS-29 ( Propagation Experiment)
This experiment should be condut^.ted -as. part of PS- 1 for the
reasons given in Section 4.3.1.
•	 PS-31 ( 30/20 GHz Propagation Phenomena)
L	
•	 PS-33 ( 30/20 GHz Propagation 'Experiment)
The objectives of these experiments will be achieved by
conducting PS-1 and PS-29.
•	 PS-9 (FDMA /TDMA Operation Comparison)
5T	 This experiment will not be conducted in Concept I and II 	
1
because FDMA system is not employed in these two	 d
concepts. It will be partially conducted in Concept III. 	 i
•	 PS-10 (Dynamic Traffic Model - Trunking)
•	 PS-21 (Dynamic Traffic Model - CPS)
•	 PS-22 (Dynamic Traffic Model - Combined)
These experiments will be partially conducted as they are
limited by number of terminals and deployment geometry.
The results of these experiments, however, do not justify
the high cost since traffic can be predicted with a, high
degree of certainty.	 r
Ta'	 o	 PS-13 (Narrow Band FDMA System)
This experiment will not be conducted in Concept I and II 	 '.
since FDMA system is not employed in these two concepts.
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PT-4A (Impatt Solid State Transmitter)
PT-4B (GaAs FET Transmitter)
PT-4A and 4B will both be conducted in Concept h In
Concepts 1, 1I and III, however, PT-4A will not be conducted
and PT-4B will be partially conducted because only
GaAsFET type transmitter Is incorporated. For the reasons
mentioned in Section 4.2.4, both parts of the experiment
should be fully conducted in Concept 11 and 111.
PT-9 (Baseband Processor Evaluation)
This experiment will be conducted in Concept 1, partially
conducted in Concept II and will not be conducted in
Concept III for the BBP Is not employed in Concept 111. For
the importance of this experiment as mentioned in Section
4.2.69 it should be fully conducted in Concept II, also.
PT-3 (Multiple Spot and Scanning Beam Antenna Evaluation)
PT-15 (Multiple Scanning Spot Beam Antenna)
These two experiments should be conducted fully in Concept
II for the reasons mentioned in Section 4.2.3.
PT-20 (Antenna Pointing Accuracy)
It should be conducted in full in all design concepts (see
Section 4.2.8).
PT-6 (Intersatellite Relay)
PT-14 (Intersatellite Link)
PT-17 (Intersatellite Link Capability)
PT-22 (Intersatellite Link)
All these experiments cannot be conducted in a single flight
demonstration.
PSAT-1 (Air to Ground Communications)
A separate frequency band should be allocated for A/G
communications.
PSAT-2 (Spread Spectrum Feasibility)
Spread Spectrum Communication Systems use a much wider
bandwidth than that of the data information for transmis-
sion. These systems have been preferred by the Military
because of their inherent privacy, anti-jam, anti-intercept
capabilities.
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uo	 PSAT-4 (Cophasing Parameterization)
o	 PSAT- 3 (Cophasing Stabili=ty ;Measurements)
These experiments will not be conducted in Concepts II or
III, because of scanning antenna design limitations.
o	 PSAT -6 (Low Bit Rate FDMA/TDMA)
This experiment should be conducted for the reasons men-
tioned in Section 4.4.2.
o	 PSAT- 11 (Adaptive Polarization)
This experiment should be conducted for the reasons men-
tioned in Section 4.4.5.
Concept I is a full capability CPS scanning beam TDMA and fixed beam
SS-TDMA trunking network and Concept 11 is a reduced throughput capability
adaptation of Concept I. We recommend that all the experiments which will be
conducted in Concept I should also be conducted in Concept 11.
A beacon has not been incorporated in the satellite system. Conse-
quently, all the propagation experiments cannot be conducted. The importance of
the propagation experiments has been mentioned in the previous sections.
4.5.2	 Hughes
The description of the experiments is very brief and the methodology of
performing the experiment is not given. lt is mentioned, however, that most of the
experiments will Ise Conducted except the experiments which cannot be accom-
modated in the system, namt^ly.;
k
PS-4 (Above 40 GHz Propagation)
PS-23 (C Band and Ku-Band Experiments)
PSAT -4.5 (Cophasing, Experiments)
PT-15 ( 30/20 GHz M ultiple Scanning Spot Beam Antenna)
PT- 6, 149 17, 22 (tntersatellite Link)	 F
PT-9, 12 ( Baseband Processor Evaluation)
	 '{
and the experiments that are not considered to be optimum for mission, namely:
	 J
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PSAT-3 (Multilevel TWT Control)
PT-4 (GaAs FET Solid State Transmitter)
for the reasons mentioned In the previous section, it is important to
conduct several of these experiments such as PSAT-4, PSAT --3, PT-12 and PT-15.
PS-49 PS-239 PT-6, PT-14, PT 17 and PT-22 cannot be accommodated in one flight
system,
The other experiments that are not considered to be important
a. PSAT-3 (Multilevel TWT Control)
A control approach can be simulated in the lab. It is expected that the
control method shall be demonstrated as part of the PT-2 experiment.
	
4.3.3	 GE
Scanning beam antenna is not incorporated In the GE design system.
Consequently, all the experiments that require a scanning beam antenna cannot be
accommodated. GE also claims that the basic experiments' objectives are satisfied
but with different requirements/approaches and measurements. There is no
elaboration on these differences.
Other reservations mentioned in the GE experiments planning may be
justified such as lack of priority and many experiments can be combined, simplified
or simulated during ground tests.
The experiments that cannot be accommodated in the design are: PS-3,
PS-4, PS-231 PS-31, PT-5, PT-13 1 PT-14, PT-159 PT-17 9 PT -22, PSAT-4, PSAT-5,
PSAT-10- All the experiments that require scanning beam antenna and baseband
processor cannot be performed in whole.
i	 4.5.4	 RCA
There is no experiment planning mentioned in the RCA report.
,x
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"	 4.3.5	 Ford Aerospace
Ford Aerospace proposes two design concepts. Only Configuration 2
utilizes a baseband processor and a ''beacon package for , EHF experiments. Ford
i failed to address the particular experiments mentioned in the experiments Planning'
Document. Certain emphasis has been put on the 44 Gtiz communications
experiment which was discusseed before and categorized as a low priority
w
experiment.
F
E
The Ford experiment plan was presented. in general terms without
reference to objectives, variables, evaluation techniques, methods and the means
to be used in performing the experiments, It can be assumed, however, that with
the utilization of proper instrumentation and monitor devices that the two
configurations can accommodate most of the important experiments mentioned pn
Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
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SECTION V
SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
5.1	 NETWORK SYNCHRONIZATION AND TIMING
It is essential that any trunking or CPS TDMA concept be demonstrated
to a level which verifies the operational synchronization techniques selected for
the ground station network. This includes burst assignments synchronous with
scanning beams if they are used. Hardware and software functions can be traded
off so as to decrease the complexity of the payload, the earth stations or the
Master Control Terminal (MCT), depending on whether an open or closed-loop
technique is used and whether or not the satellite or the MCT master oscillator is
used as the system's reference.
5.1.1	 Initial Acquisition
In general, an initial (coarse) acquisition which is open loop is prefer-
able, since it avoids complex search algorithms at the earth stations and minimizes
potential interference for new stations entering the TDMA network. For the
demonstration flight, adequate open-loop timing accuracy can be provided by the
MCT which tracks the satellite position (using turn -around ranging signals from two
or more earth stations, e.g., Cleveland and Los Angeles). Satellite radial range
errors of about 100 feet, updated every 10 minutes should be adequate for
providing worst case network synchronization errors to + 200 nanoseconds for all
earth stations. Positional error accuracy and update frequency can be improved by
additional hardware and software at the MCT at a later time when the operational
network is fuliy deployed as long as the basic techniques are demonstrable.
5.1.2	 Steady-State Synchronization
Steady state synchronization should be closed-loop and can be accom-
plished effectively by a minor increase in satellite complexity if a Baseband
Processor Unit (BPU) is utilized. As indicated in the Motorola BPU design, the
time of arrival of each stations uplink is compared with its assigned slot once per
frame and the error (early or late) is transmitted by the satellite in the orderwire
preamble in that stations downlink burst. The station can then adjust both its
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receive (frame fequency) and transmit (frame phase) timing. This concept can
easily be extended to the trunking network for payloads that provide the trunking-
to-.CPS cross-connect via the BPU, such as TRWs Concept I. In the absence of a
BPU, station can still maintain steady-state synchronization via a loop-back mode
of the IF TDMA switch, but this decreases frame efficiency and increases ground
stations hardware.
}
E 5.2	 CENTRALIZED VS. DECENTRALIZED NETWORK CONTROL
A central network control station must monitor the status of all station
interconnect i vities as well as the satellite payloads configuration and health (status
of redundant subsystems, etc.). This is required for resolving conflicts, maintaining
stations availabilities, network reconfiguration_, billing, etc. However, real-time
control of various functions can be decentralized (either by spot beam or individual
station) to a large extent. This can reduce overall hardware/software complexity
in an operational system and has a potential for significant cost savings for the
demonstration flight. Of course, critical functions which affect major network
quality and throughput, if decentralized must have a provision for the MCT to
override via satellite order-wire or terrestrial back-up commands.
5.2.1	 Network Reconfiguration
Depending on the steady-state and predicted busy-hour changes in
traffic demand, it may be possible to allocate spare satellite capacity (resources)
by service (CPS or trunking) and/or by beam interconnectivity. Any station, after
monitoring the status of its beams unused capacity (this information may be sent
h downline from the MCT), can add or subtract charnels on a non-interfering basis;
the MCT is informed of each stations changes. This approach can be used on either
FDMA or T. ?AMA concepts.
5.2.2	 Rain Response
Link availability can be increased by providing for Forward Error
Correction (FEC) code insertion with or without rate reduction (up and down links
can be separately encoded if a BPU is utilized), or by uplink and downlink power
i f	 control'(dual-mode HPA's).
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The insertion (deletion) of FEC coding or rate reduction can be
considered as periodic changes in traffic demand, and resources reserved can be
shared as in the network reconfiguration discussion in Section 5.2.1, whereby new
calls are entered by the originating stations. To the extent that one or two round-
	
}	 trip delays may be required to set up the FEC or rate-reduction format changes, a
means for anticipating this traffic demand such as BER monitoring would be
desirable to minimize any periods of lost traffic.''
Similarly, uplink power control may be employed under individual
station control; care should be exercised in FDMA systems without a BPU that
{ stations limit the amount and duration of increased transmitter power because of
	
i	 the potential for causing power imbalance and intermodulation on the downlink,
	
k	 downlink power control, on the other hand, should probably be controlled by the
centralized MCT; however, individual stations may request increased downlink
t
power as required.
5.3	 PROVISION FOR ALTERNATE CPS PAYLOAD CONCEPTS
;t
i
Although the spacecraft design cannot be 'optimized" simultaneously it
for two widely different competing concepts (e.g., narrow scanning - beams for
TDMA with Baseband Processing versus wider beam-width contiguous fixed-beams
for SS-FDMA, both of which have applicability for CPS users), it maybe fruitful to
A
provide for alternate demonstration and testing of the critical technology sub-
systems for both concepts in a single spacecraft.	 The two Multi-Beam Antenna
(MBA) technology development contractors have both investigated the forming of
up to 100 contiguous .fixed beams as well as narrower fixed and scanning beams
(typically 18 fixed, 6 scanning).	 Although the MBA contractors have not yet
reported on final design concept(s) for the contiguous beams, it appears that there
may be a large commonality with the feed elements for both the contiguous and
scanned MBA's.
None of the five aerospace contractors have proposed a demonstration
system having fixed and scanned narrow beams along with contiguous beam
4'
	
capability. For total CONUS coverage, such an MBA would be quite heavy for evmn
the SUSS-A bus.	 However, -a subset of such an MBA, with partial CONUS
coverage, might be conceivable. 	 This would enable demonstration of both TDMA
-
,,
iand FDMA CPS concepts. Such a payload, along with commonality in BFN
components, should also be designed to use common LNA's, HPA's (SS or dual-mode
TWTA's), up and down converters, etc. The TDMA concept would operate as now
proposed with the fixed and scanned narrow beams and the BPU and would be
capable of demonstrating a CPS-to-trunking interconnect. The FDMA concept
would have selectable bandwidths (tailored to accommodate the CPS throughput
rate of 64 or 880 kbps up to a full video FM channel of 36 MHz); it may also be
desirable to demonstrate selective FDM routing (with an additional two millisecond
delay) through the BPU.
5.4	 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Based on Western Union's perception of operational system require-
ments, additional demonstration system design features should be considered in
order to establish the scalability capability of the demonstration system to an
operational system with a high degree of confidence. In spite of the fact that
various concepts proposed by the Contractors are sound and well conceived, the
designs are based on ideal and simplified assumptions. We, therefore, recommend
that the following design considerations be addressed to ensure smooth transition
from a demonstration system to an operational system.
5.4.1	 Capacity Considerations
The projected requirements of the three types of carriers and satellite
capacity requirements for operational systems for the year 2000 time frame has
been developed in Reference 3. A comparison of the projected traffic requirement
and demonstration flight throughput ind Cates that extensive frequency reuse will
be required to meet the demand. The frequency reuse in the demonstration
satellite is very limited and a frequency reuse factor of four or larger will be
required to meet the projected traffic requirement. The design of antenna
subsystems should, therefore, consider the followings
-	
Antenna subsystem scalability to increase the number of 	 F
beams to twenty (20) in an operational system.
s
k	 y
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Consider the -antenna design for one steerable trunking (or
variable frequency band) beam to provide for measurement
of cochannel interference and cross-polarization isolation.
r
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A beam topology in view of diverse traffic requirements
that various beams will be required to support. The
frequency reuse factor using the bandwidth assignment to
support a non-uniform traffic will be significantly worse as
compared to the freugency reuse factor obtained by
assuming a uniformly assigned bandwidth to each beam. A
beam topology using beam combining for lightly loaded
beams will result in more uniformly distributed traffic.
Scanning beams should also have coverage areas of equal
traffic demands. A well designed beam/frequency plan will
result in balanced bandwidths for the beams and frequency
bands can be segmented such that the cochannel beam
interference is significantly reduced. Furthermore, the
capacity of some individual beams will probably not be filled
until late in the satellite's useful life. The arrangement of
beams, frequency plans, routing and switching plans are .
intimately tied to specific network characteristics which
must be taken into account for the design of an operational
system. The complexity of frequency planning and what can
be accomplished to optimize the system by the following:
Beam combining to balance the traffic
- Minimization of co-charnel interference
Distribution of heavy rain 'zone attenuation effects.
5.4.2	 Flexibility Considerations
In an operational multi-beam satellite system the traffic handled by 	 ;t
various beams will be highly diverse in .both averse and short term demands. The y	 g
traffic density ratio for a highly saturated beam to a sparsely saturated beam could
be as high as 20:1 or more. For example, a beam servicing New York may be the
first one to fully saturate before the end of satellite life where as a beam servicing
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Rocky Mountain states may be required to support a much lighter traffic. Such a
large disparity of traffic requirements should be taken into account in the satellite
design. One can also envision the case of a lightly loaded beam where a large
change of demand may occur, for example, one or more 40 mbps video conference
request may appear in a beam. Consequently, flexibility is an important require-
ment for the satellite switching arrangement. The system dynamics is an
important aspect of an operational system.
5.4.3	 Satellite Location
It is assumed that the satellite will be located around 100 0 West
longitude, which is highly desirable but not assured due to FCC regulation and
other constraints. This case does not represent the worst case situation. For
trunking nodes high availability is of fundamental importance and satellite location
has serious effects on the rain attenuation and scan loss as the satellite is moved
towards the extremes of the useable orbital arc.
5.4.4	 Adaptive Rain Margin	 -
A number of options, e.g., ground power control, satellite power
diversity, rate diversity, FEC and a combination thereof have been proposed to
provide the adaptive rain margins specified in the SOW to achieve a given
availability. A strategy should be considered so as to perturb the system to a
minimum. Furthermore, since rain attenuation characteristics are quite different
for various regions, a strategy based on rain compensation for worst case may not
be appropriate for other regions.
Although more than one parameter may be used for rain attenuation,
use of uplink and/or downlink power control is relatively simple to implement
without requiring network coordination. Thus, it may be preferable to achieve
from 0.99 to 0.999 availability by power control. alone (this happens 196 of the
l time). Availability from 0.999 to 0.9995 or higher may be achieved by FEC or rate
reduction, both of which require network coordination and possibly burst assign-
ment changes (this occurs about 0.1% of the time). Clearly, a graduated strategy
based on particular requirement of fade compensation will be more appropriate.
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Some design reports suggest Y: rate code (5.5 db SNR improvement),
half data rate (3 db SNR improvement) result in a composite improvement of 8.5 db
in SNR, whereas a data rate reduction by one order of magnitude gives 10.0 db
improvement in SNR. In the second case with the change of only one parameter
exceeds the improvement given by the change of two parameters. For CPS such a
data reduction should have no serious effect on the efficiency. The CPS
throughput is only a small portion of the total throughput and because of small rain
cell size only a few stations can be expected to fade simultaneously. Thus,
choosing an optimum strategy for adaptive rain margin can provide sufficiently
large rain margins and minimize perturbing the network. A sufficiently large clear
weather margin will also be beneficial to overcome small environmental perturba-
tions and will reduce the number of CPS stations requiring a change of quiescent
parameters.
C
5.4.5	 Power Control
in order to have a meaningful power boost, it should match the rain
attenuation to the extent possible. The power boost desired is, therefore, a
v
	
	
function of the satellite location and the rain zone in which the stations are
located.
5.4.6	 Network Synchronization and Control
Although the proposed synchronization concepts are well conceived, the
control system aspects of the synchronization tracking system require further
study. The tracking loops in the synchronization tracking system will have second
or higher order characteristics. Due to the round trip satellite transport delay and
integration delay in the phase locked loops, it is quite possible that unless the gain
and phase characteristics of control loops are properly chosen, the synchronization
subsystem may be marginally stable. Since the round trip propagation delay
contributes to the instability of the control loops, an increase in integration time,
while reducing the stability margin, has the beneficial effect of reducing the
steady state error. The affect of propagation delay in locating the zeros of open
loop transfer function, allowable loop gains, and integration time to reduce the
tracking error should be studied further.
Af   
1Trade off analysis should be performed to define the relative advan-
tages of open loop vs. close loop systems with respect to cost, complexity, and
system operation, particularly CPS earth station costs.
	
5.4.7
	 Satellite Switch Traffic Optimization
Efficient transmission (maximum throughput with minimum switching)
is an important consideration in a satellite switched TOMA system. While it is
intuitively clear that maximum throughput of the SS-TDMA will occur when all the
beams have equal traffic, an algorithm such as the Greedy Algorithm should be
developed for an operational system to optimize system throughput.
	
5.4.8
	 Network Interconnect i vi ty
a	 p
The network connectivity for a high Grade of Service (GOS) is an
important aspect of an operational system. A typical set of incrementally stepped
guidelines is given below as an example.
- All traffic is pre-assigned, with changes to occur only by
preplanned and presumably operator intervention which is a
relatively slow process. This step is characterized by total
I demand between each pair of zones being less than the band-
width assigned to that pair of zones. There, the design
criterion is the achievement of these interconnectivity demands
with a minimum number of satellite switch modes.
- Introduction of a dynamic assignment operation - As the system
gg	 matures, towards the later part of the satellite's useful life the
i
	
	
traffic demand is characterized by peak demand being larger
than the channel capacity while the average demand is still
r below channel capacity. Such a scenario can be easily
envisioned for a beam servicing New York, which most likely
will be the first one to saturate. Furthermore, new demand
may occur at -a rate considerably larger than the reciprocal of a
typical call duration. Under these conditions the design should
strive to achieve a good Grade of Service (GOS). A dynamic
M assignment mode of operation, from Grade of Service point of
y
r	 ;<
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view, as has been recognized in telephony where GOS is the
measure of performance merits further investigation.
5.4.9	 Ground Station Sizing
1
For the demonstration satellite, in general five (5) meter and three (3)
meter earth stations have been proposed. For the 30/20 GHz operational satellite
system the earth station sizing and HPA sizing may involve consideration of and
optimization over a range of system parameters. These include:
1. The need for large, medium and small capacity earth
stations with different rain availability requirements.
2. Different rain statistics in different locations in the
CON US.
3. 'JaHation in the satellite EIRP and G/T over the CONUS.
4. Possible use of different burst rates for small, medium and
large earth stations.
It is desired that the utilization efficiency of the TDMA system be as
high as possible. Inefficiency due to guard times, burst preambles, coding
redundancy and other sources should be kept to a minimum consistent with other
system requirements.
f
Making assumptions regarding satellite and earth station HPA back-off
	 i
interference losses, losses due to nonlinearities, AM to AM and AM to PM
conversion effects, one can derive uplink and downlink C/N equations depending
only on satellite EIRP and G/T, earth station HPA power and earth station antenna
diameter. The uplink and downlink C/N should be large enough to assure a
threshold BER, i.e., 10 -4 for voice, 10 -7 or better for data communication, is met.
Use of brute force to achieve required system performance can result in large and
expensive stations. This is particularly relevant to CPS service which most likely
will form a broad base for revenues to achieve a satisfactory return on investment.
1
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